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NetFRAME MV5000

MICRON NetFRAME® LY2000 SERVER

Intel 233MHz Pentium II processor w/ECC
32MB ECC SDRAM

2GB Ultra-Wide SCSI-3 hard drive

NOS Support (3 incident resolutions/1st year), 7x24

STANDARD FEATURES

Single ordual Intel Pentium II processors
512KB integrated L2 cache inSEC package
ECC, SDRAM (4DIMM slots)
5expansion slots: 4PCI, 11SA
Integrated Adaptec PCI Ultra-Wide SCSI-3 controller
Integrated Intel EtherExpress'" Pro100controller
12/20XSCSI-2 CD-ROM drive
10 drive bays: 4external 5.25/1 externa! 3.5"

2 internal 5.2573 internal 3.5"

Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0(10-user license)
Intel LANDesk Server Manager 2,8
Dedicated server technical support, 7x24
5-year/3-year Micron Power limited warranty
1-year next-business-day on-site service*

Bus. lease $119/mo.

MICRON NetFRAME MV5000 SERVER

Intel 300MHz Pentium IIprocessors w/ECC
64MB ECC SDRAM

4GB Ultra-Wide SCSI-3 hard drive

NOS Support (3 incident resolutions/1st year), 7x24

STANDARD FEATURES

Single or dual Intel Pentium II processors
512K integrated cache in SEC package
Memory: ECC EDO or SDRAM option (8DIMM slots)
9 expansion slots: 6 PCI, 2 ISA, 1 shared ISA/PCI
Dual integrated Symbios Ultra-Wide SCSI-3 controllers
Integrated Symbios Narrow SCSI-3 controllers
Intel EtherExpress Pro 100 NIC
Embedded RAID upgrade option
120 Compliant via embedded Intel i960-RD
5 Internal, hot-pluggable, hard drive bays

(Upgradable to10)
3 External 5.25" media bays
1(one) 360 watt hot-pluggable power supply standard

(Upgradable to3 foradded redundancy)
Rack Adapter option
Intel LANDesk Server Manager 2.8
Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0(10-user license)
Dedicated server technical support, 7x24
5-year/3-year Micron Power limited

warranty
1-year next-business-day on-site service* 56,199

Bus. lease S195/mo.

•On-site service fra II11: NctFTlAME :.<-m:rs is iire^;!-;! by Hiintiil I. p-m-ii Cn-riwration and is optional.

Micron backs you up.

Each system is custom configured

and shipped directly, so it meets

your needs, not someone else's.

If you have any PC or networking

questions, the answers are just a

phone call away - thanks

to our top-notch, 24-

hour customer support. PPJIVHT!!

Buy Micron. And get the job done right.

MICRON
POWER
WARRANTY

5-yearlimited warranty onmicroprocessor and mainmemory
3-yearlimited parts-only systemwarranty (1-year torTransport Vu)
1-,2-or3-yearoptional on-site service agreement farMicron desktop andserversystems
30 daysof tree Micron-supplied softwaresupportforMicron desktopsystems;3 optional

networkoperating systemincident resolutions included forMicron serversystems
30-daymoneybackpolicy
24-hourtechnical support

The foregoing issubject toand gualified by Micron's standard limited warranties and terms
and conditions ofsale. Terms and conditions olsale may vary for specific configurations
Copies ofthelimited warranties may beobtained onourWeb siteorbycalling Micron.

Micron Sales Hrs:Mon-Fri 6am-10pm, Sat7am-5pm

(MT) Technical SupportAvailable 24 HoursA Day-

wintSr, 7 Days A Week • Toll free from Mexico:
95-800-708-1755 • Toll free from Canada: 800-708-1758

Toll free from Puerto Rico: 800-708-1756 • International

Sales: 208-893-8970 • International Fax: 208-893-7393

51997Micron Electronics. Inc.All rights reserved. Micron Electronics isnotresponsible toromissions orenorsin
typography w photography All purchases aresubject toavailability. Prices andspecifications maybechanged without
notice: pricesdn notinclude shipping and handling and anyapplicable taxes.30-daymoney-back policy doesnot
include return freight andoriginal shipping/dandling charges, applies onlytoMicron brandproducts andbegins from
dateofshipment. AllsalesaresubjecttoMicron Electronics' currenttermsandconditions 01sale.Leasepricesbased
on 36-month lease.TheIntel Inside Logo andPenbum are registered trademarks andMMX isa trademark ol Intel
Corporation. Microsoft. 'Windows. Windows NTand the Windows logoare registered trademarks of Microsoft
Corporation. Product namesofMicron products aretrademarks orregistered trademarks ofMicron Eeclronics, Inc.or
NetFRAME Systems. Inc.Other product namesusedinIhispublication areforidentification purposes onlyandmaybe
trademarksof theirrespectivecompanies.



ClientPro Mre

MICRON™ CLIENTPRO® Mre

Intel 200MHz Pentium• processor with MMX1™ technology
64MB SDRAM

2.1GB Ultra ATA SMART EIDE hard drive

15" Micron SOOLx, ,28dp(13.7" display)

STANDARD FEATURES

512KB pipeline burst cache, flash BIOS, DMI 2.0
3.5" floppy drive
16X EIDE variable speed CD-ROM drive
Network adapter w/Wake On Lan
S3 ViRGE graphics accelerator, 2MB EDO RAM
Advanced Hardware and Power Management features
Chassis Intrusion Alert

Microsoft® IntelliMouse"

MicrosoftWindows®95
Intel LANDesk® Client Manager
5-year/3-year Micron Power'"

limited warranty

Bus. lease S58/mo.

MICRON CLIENTPRO Xlu

Intel 266MHz Pentium IIprocessor (features MMX technology)
64MB EDO RAM

2.1GB SMART EIDE hard drive

17"Micron 700FGx, .26dp(16.0" display)

STANDARD FEATURES

512KB internal L2 secondary cache, DMI support
16X EIDE variable speed CD-ROM drive
3.5" floppy drive
3Com PC! 10/100 ethernet NIC
PCI64-bit 3Dvideo, MPEG, 4MBEDORAM
Upgradable wavetable audio with speakers
Tool-free minitower or desktop
Microsoft IntelliMouse, 104-key keyboard
Microsoft Windows NT" Workstation

Intel LANDesk Client Manager
5-year/3-year Micron Power limited warranty

Bus. lease S85/mo.

TransPort Xke

MICRON TRANSPORT® Vlx

166MHz Intel Pentium processor with MMX technology
16MB EDO RAM (40MB max.)
1.6GB hard drive

16X modular CD-ROM drive

Li-Ion battery
12.1 "TFTSVGA, 800x600 display

STANDARD FEATURES

Intel 430MX PCI chip set
256KB L2 pipeline burst cache
PCI bus with 128-bit graphics accelerator
MPEG compatible
Zoomed Video-ready
Touchpad pointing device
16-bit stereo sound

Built-in stereo speakers and microphone
2-way infrared port
Modular floppy drive (flexible bay swappable with CD-ROM)
MicrosoftWindows 95 and MS8 Plus!
5-year/1-year Micron limited warranty

Bus. lease 577/mo.

MICRON TRANSPORT Xke

233MHz Intel Pentium processor with MMX technology
48MB EDO RAM (192MB max.)
3GB removable hard drive

13.3" TFT XGA display

STANDARD FEATURES

Intel 430TX Mobile PCI chip set
512KB L2 pipeline burst cache
PCI bus with 128-bit graphics accelerator, 2MB DRAM
20X modular CD-ROM drive with AutoPlay™

technology and headphones
Pick-a-Point1'" dual pointing devices
Dragon Systems' NaturallySpeaking Personal

voice recognition software
16-bit stereo sound (supports surround and wavetable sound)
Built-in stereo speakers and microphone
Integrated 33.6 fax/modem w/full telephony duplex phone
CardBus- and Zoomed Video-ready
2 infrared ports, 1front, 1 rear
S-Video and NTSC-video capability; USB, built-in game port
Management PakT", Executive Travel Pak'
2 modular expansion bays (hard drive, CD-ROM drive,

3.5" floppy drive, lithium-ion battery)
Custom nylon carrying case
MicrosoftWindows 95 and MSPlus!CD

Microsoft Office 97Small Business Edition CDs „
5-year/3-year Micron Power

limited warranty 55,249
Bus. lease S165/mo.
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Finding computers to meet your needs iseasy- all you haveto do iscall Micron Electronics.

Micron™ NetFRAME® servers, CiientPro® desktops, and TransPort® notebooks offer value-

packed, out-of-the-box computing solutions. The Micron NetFRAME MV5000 server provides

the latest features, including dual Pentium® II processors, a 440LX chip set,embedded RAID

and fault-tolerant components. The entry-level Micron NetFRAME LV2000 server gives

you integration and stability for a great value. For your desktop needs, the CiientPro is a

powerful business PC with a stable platform that comes easy to set up, easy to expand and

easy to network. And for portable needs, the award-winning TransPort Xke is one of the

fastest notebooks you can find, with incredible features like a 233MHz Pentium processor,

graphics accelerator and 20X CD-ROM drive. The TransPort Vlx offers performance and

flexibility for an outstanding price. Plus, all Micron systemsare backed by our award-winning

service and support. Whatever your computing needs, you can count on Micron to meet them.

Call now to order

800*362«7;
www.micronpc.com

Circle 133 on Inquiry Card.

MICRON
FIFnTROWi<~c;

THINKING OUT OF THE BOX1'



The Framework
IS FREE.

For AFREE CD, Call 1-888-864-2368.



The Benefits
Are Invaluable.

Time to market.

It's the biggest challenge every develop
er faces. Butnowthere's something that can
help you conquer it. An amazing new frame
work that will enable you to develop your
applications much, much faster than before.

The Unicenter TNG Framework Can
SaveYou Years Of Development Time.

The TNG Framework provides an instant
foundation for virtually any kind of application
you need to develop.

Unicenter TNG uses virtual reality to createa 3-D
environment representing objects in therealworld.

It provides all of the common services
your applications will ever need. Basics like
calendarmanagement, objectrepository, and
virus detection are just a fewof the dozens
of services that are included for free.

IAN
YEAR

Datamation
1997.

IVodiKi

LVIIL^'I'IIVYW:-^

4th AnnualTechnologyAwards

Sure, you could
write your own, but
do you have count
less months to do it?

And would it be as

robust as everything
TNG can give you
today? Not to men
tion, it would take

even the most gifted
developer a very long
time to develop some
of the very uncom
mon services the

2-D and 3-D
User Interface

# Of Develop
Developers Time (mos.)

Person
Mos. With TNG Framework

5 8 40 Available Now

Object
Repository 8 12 96 Available Now

Auto Discovery 6 9 54 Available Now

Calendar
Management 9 8 40 Available Now

Virus Detection 3 7 21 Available Now

Reporting 4 5 20 Available Now

Business
Process Views 6 7 42 Available Now

Event
Management 15 18 270 Available Now

Delivery
Timeframe 583 SHIPToday

Why wastetime?Unicenter TNG Framework can
save you countless months.

dozen companies
are shipping the
Unicenter TNG

Framework with

theirsystems.
Companies like
HP, DIGITAL,
NCR, Tandem,

SGI, Data

General, SCO,

and Fujitsu, to
namea few. They
ship it, so you
don't have to.

TNG Framework offers. Like a revolutionary
3-D interface that incorporates virtual reality.
And innovative Business Process Views™ that

let users look at their systems and processes
any waythey like.

Why spend the next five years building
your applications from scratch, when you can
use the Framework to get an edge on your
competition today?

Unicenter TNG Framework

Provides All YourApplications
With Cross-Platform Support.

With the TNG Software Development Kit and
FREE TNG training programs, you'll be able
to develop for the broadest variety of UNIX
and NT platforms. In fact, Unicenter TNG is
the most open, interoperable, and scalable
management solution available. Today, overa

Unicenter TNG IsWidely Recognized As
TheIndustry standard For Network

And Systems Management.
Unicenter TNG is the only management
solution that has been publicly endorsed by
virtually every major hardware and software
company including Microsoft, Sun, SAP, Intel,
HP, DIGITAL, Tandem, NCR, SGI, and Data
General. Information Week summed it up
best when it recently said "Unicenter TNG is
a generation ahead of the competition."

Call 1-888-UnicenterToday For Your
FREE Unicenter TNG Framework.

Call today and give yourself a free head start
on everysingle application you develop.

Itjust might be the competitive edge
you need. To finish first, every time.

(Computer®
Associates
Software superior by design.

Unicenter TNG Framework
©1997 Computer Associates International. Inc., Islandia, NY 11788-7000.All otherproduct namesreferenced herein are trademarks oftheirrespective companies.
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BEYOND
ENTIUMII

By Tom R. Halfhill OO
The first detailed look at the new break

through microprocessor architecture from
Intel and Hewlett-Packard-and what it will

mean for developers and users.

Beyond MMX
By Tom R. Halfhill Q7
New 3-D power of AMD, Centaur,
and Cyrix chips will challenge Intel.

^ MANAGING DATA

Commanding the Enterprise
93

By Karen Watterson
Soon you'll be able to manage
the network and all those

devices from one console.

BUILDING NETWORK APPS

COM+: The Next Generation

99

ByDavid Chappell
Microsoft's next Component
Object Model will make it easier to
create and use objects.
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SPECIAL REPORT

EXTENDING THE ENTERPRISE

TheExtranet Defending
Revolution from the

65 Unthinkable

Extranets at
Your Service

75

67

INTERNATIONAL

YourOnlyInbox
44IS9

By Bob Emmerson

1997 Editors' Choice Awards

103

We honor software and hard

ware that prove innovation
was alive and well in 1997.

Next-Generation
Notebooks

44IS13

By Stella Kao
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Step Aside, x86
14

INBOX

17

BITS

Centaur's New WinChip

Ultraportables Get

24

More Power 25

Chips Promise Cheaper
Modems 28

Future Watch: 120

Processors 28

DVD: A Moving Target 30

A Voice for Java

Developers 44

EVAL

OPERATING SYSTEM

Microsoft Laces Up
for the Enterprise Race

45

ByMorgan StemandGaryMonti
Enterprise-ready Windows
NT4.0.

INTERNET PHONES

Smart Phones Make

the Grade

47

ByMichelleCampanale
Mitsubishi's MobileAccess and

Samsung's Duette.

DATABASES

Managing Data
Transformations

53

By Colin White
Data requires careful control
and cleansing to make it useful
for business decisions.

OPERATING SYSTEMS

Speech Enables the Common
Desktop PC

55

ByJosephJ. Lazzaro
Powerful processors, cheap
memory,and a hardware stan
dard enable speech recognition

www.byte.com

LAB REPORT

SOFTWARE

Toolkits for Building
Web Applications

118

By Steve Gillmor
We look at seven site-

building and mainte
nance kits to help you
choose the right one.

HARDWARE

Back to the Future with 9 Network

Computers
124

ByMichelleCampanale
We test the cur

rent crop of thin
clients to see

what they're
good for.

WEB PROJECT

The Value of Free Software

109

ByJon Udell
Freeware gems like Apache,
Linux, and Perl keep the Web
spinning.

JAVATALK

Poet Goes Java

113

ByRickGrehan
An OODBMS takes the plunge
into Java.

CHAOS MANOR

Fire Three for Effect!

139

ByJerryPournelle
Building a new dual Pentium
Pro system is a snap, until you
try to put it on the network.

CORE

and synthesison out-of-the-
box PCs.

NETWORKING

Demystifying ATM Addressing
57

ByJeffreyN. Fritz
Before connecting your ATM
network to the outside world,
consider its addressing scheme.

CPUs

Making Personal Video
a Reality

59

ByLesKohnand Greg Efland
A video compressor/decom-

REVIEWS

DATA ACCESS TOOLS

Drive Your Data Through
theMiddle(ware)

132

By BarryNance
Wetest two middleware pro
grams that take the muddle out
of multiple databases.

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE

3-D Animation Blossoms on NT

133

ByDavid EmandAlexPournelle
Three high-end programs let
you create Hollywood-quality
3-D animation on an NT

workstation.

OPERATING SYSTEM

The Be-AII-That-You-Can-

BeOS

137

By PeterWayner
A new OS offers users a new

set of options.

pressor from C-Cube enables
real-time MPEG-2 encoding
for PCs.

PROGRAMMING

Dynamic HTMLExplained,
Part II

61

ByRickDobson
This month's installment

explains how programmers
can create interactive objects
for their Web pages using
DHTML.

WHAT'S NEW

163

MetaCreations' Ray Dream
3-D, Tektronix's new color
printer, better OCR from Scan-
Soft, and more hardware and
software.

IMPROBABLE

Cell Death

168

A great new way to terminate
annoying cell-phone calls.
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WINDOWS

A PC Chip for the Masses.. 24
Centaur's new WinChip C6
processor provides good
performance for sub-$1000
Windows PCs.

New Notebooks Add Power,

Ultraportability 25
Thanks to intriguing new
designs for ultrathin note
books, the price of Win 95
portability is becoming less
precipitous.

SQL Server Suite Spot.... 32
Our reader survey shows
which Microsoft BackOffice

products are the most popular.

Microsoft Laces Up
for the Enterprise Race... 45
We evaluate Microsoft's enter

prise-ready Windows NT 4.0.

Speech Enables the
Common Desktop PC 55
Today'sx86 machinescan han
dle speechprocessingwithout
custom hardware. Microsoft's

Speech APIwill allow you to mix
and match speech recognition
and text-to-speech products.

Making Personal Video
a Reality 59
A one-chip MPEG-2 codec
makes DVD authoring possible
on a PC.

Beyond Pentium II 80
A look inside the 64-bit archi

tecture that Intel and HP are

building as a foundation for
tomorrow's computers.

Beyond MMX 87
AMD, Cyrix, and Centaur are
cranking up the x86's 3-D
graphics performance with
extensions to the architecture.

COM+: The Next
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Microsoft's upcoming COM+
will make multilanguage devel
opment easier, especially for
C++ programmers.

1997 Editors'Choice

Awards 103

Windows products rack up a
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3-D Animation Blossoms

on NT 133

Powerful packages ported to
NT enable professional 3-D
animation on (relatively) inex
pensive workstations.

Fire Three for Effect!.... 139

Jerry finds that Win 95's Plug
and Play is not as smart as it
thinks it is.

JAVA

A Voice for Java

Developers 44
Rick Ross, founder of the Java
Lobby,sounds the alarm on the
effects of a fractured Java
platform.

1997 Editors'Choice

Awards 107

Borland's JBuilder, Symantec's
Visual Cafe, Sun's Java Work
shop, and Iona's OrbixWeb are
among the best of the year.
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An object-oriented database
now comes with a Java devel
opment kit.
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that deliver faster Internet
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tioning, dynamic content, and
multimedia effects.
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The new 64-bit microproces
sor architecture being devel
oped by Intel and HP will first
appear in high-end servers.

Commanding
the Enterprise 93
Single solutions to enterprise
management are closer than
ever.
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Awards 107

Tools of the Net trade domi

nate this year's winners.

The Extranet Revolution .. 65

Extranets are revolutionizing
how businesses communicate.

Defending
from the Unthinkable .... 67

Firewalls alone can't turn an

intranet into an extranet, but a

multifaceted security strategy
will work.

Extranets at Your Service ..75

Need an extranet? From com

plete outsourcing to turnkey
systems to do-it-yourself tools,
your choices are growing.

The Value of Free

Software 109

A look at the freeware that

powers much of the Net.

Toolkits for Building Web
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We review seven tools for

building and maintaining Web
sites and applications.

Back to the Future with Nine

Network Computers 124
Our tests will help you decide if
these devicesare more than just
a blast from the past.

DriveYour Data Through
the Middle(ware) 132
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of databases on a variety of
servers? The answer's on this

page.
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Reliability you can depend on
Sentinel keys are consistently
the industry's most reliable, with
performance records far better
than any other hardware key.

Quick and easy to implement
The SentinelWizard™ GUI is

an innovative software tool

that guides you easily through
the implementation process.

The industry's highest quality
Rainbow is the first software

protection supplier with ISO
certified quality standards.

«'»'» Superior security and flexibility
Proprietary ASIC technology, multiple
encryption algorithms in a single key
and more make Sentinel the most

flexible and secure protection available.

A strong commitment to R&D
Rainbow invests 11% of

its revenue in research and

development to make the world's
leading protection even better.

Manage network licenses
NetSentinel is the only

software protection to undergo
rigorous testing by and receive

approval from Novell.

Truly transparent protection
Designed to perform invisibly to
end users, Sentinel automatically

identifies system drivers and is
transparent to peripherals.

Compatible with your software
Rainbow's partnerships with Apple,

Microsoft and IBMensure the security
of your software on any platform

today and in the future.

/FRAINBOW
"ililiir"

i
MaCOS

L I I I E I

Microsoft.

Windows.
combc1sle

Why Sentinel protects more software
than all other dongles combined!

Over 11 million Sentinel8 keys protect software
worldwide. In fact, 55% of all protected software has a
Sentinel key, from Rainbow Technologies.

Sentinel is easy to implement, transparent to your
end-users and backed by the world leader. When you need
on-time delivery and global support, you need Sentinel.

Only Sentinel gives you leading-edge technology,
ISO 9002 certified quality and over 99-"% reliability.

Protect your software investment.
Order a Sentinel Developer's Kit
now. Each kit comes complete
with technical documentation,
software drivers, utilities and a

Sentinel key.

Call the Rainbow office or

distributor nearest you today
or visit www.rainbow.com.

SEnrinEL
Software Protection

The *1 solution to piracy

Circle 126 on Inquiry Card.

^RAINBOW
T ECHH0L0UES

ALGERIA: AFAK (213) 3 41 22 36
ARGENTINA: Agri-Aid, S.A.(54) 1 8030536
AUSTRALIA: LOADPLAN(61) 3 9690 0455
BELGIUM/LUXEMBURG: E2S (32) 9 221 0333
BRAZIL; MIPSSistemas Ltda. (55) 11 574 8686
CHILE: TOPsoft (562) 235 4456
CHINA(East): Shanghai Pudong Software
Park ElectronicsCompany (86) 21 6417 8626
CHINA(North): CS&S (86) 10 6217 7722 X2404
CHINA (Southern): Shenzhen Futech
Research Co., Ltd. (86) 755 3205906

TEL; (714) 450-7300 • FAX: (714) 450-7450 • EMAIL: sentinel@rainbow.com • FRANCE: (33) 1 41 43 29 00 • GERMANY: (49) 89 32 17 98 0 • U.K.: (44) 1932 579200
©199? RainbowTechnologies, Inc. Sentinel, SentinelSuperPro& SentinelWizard are registered trademarks of RainbowTechnologies.Allother product names are property of their respective owners.

COLOMBIA: Construdata (57) 1 622 6011

CZECH REPUBLIC: ASK0NInt'l (420) 231 036 52

ECUADOR: SOFTUNO S.A. (593) 4 308251

EGYPT: 2EDAN-ADS (202) 248 8994

GREECE: ByteComputer S.A.(301)924 17 33
GUATEMALA: SoftCorporation(502)2 304006
HONG KONG: AlfaLink Technology
Company (852) 2333 0626
HUNGARY: PolywareKft (36) 76 481 236
INDIA: ANC Engineering Co.(91)11 4615680

INDONESIA: PT. Prompts ":5:r (62)21375166
IRAN: GAM Electronics (98) 21 87 44 001
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So, we confess to being Europe's most wanted brand

of Personal Computer.
But how did we get ourselves in this situation?

Was it durability, security features such as a chipcard

reader for user indentification, or simply because

SCENIC desktops and notebooks are so networkable?
We plead guilty on all counts!

More relevant information at http://www.sni.de/pc
Is there anything else we can do for you?

Personal Computer
Siemens Nixdorf: User Centered Computing

Circle 450 on Inquiry Card.
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NetOp® Remote Control %*_
Windows NT Windows 95 Windows 3.1x • OS/2 DOS

Remote control DOS PCs.

SmallTSR, only3-6 kB of-
memory required for the

network version.

Remote, control Windows

3.1x and Windows 95

without replacing drivers in •
.INI fries, and without

loadingany DOS l^SR.

_*i Sannwawn g«roleCw*ol CJr*_UHi6on : __ndow gate

Re'mc*? Mousef LcmJKeytoowd •" DO: 1232

Remote control Windows NT

. servers and workstations via

network or modem.

Remote Control Windows NT

' 4.0 with very fast screen
transfer.

Remote control OS/2

servers and workstations.

Also supportsfullscreen
WIN-OS2.

Technology that helps

Probably the best remote control product in the world

One product for all your remote control requirements. With

NetOp you can reach any Windows NT (3.x, 4.0), Windows 95,

Windows 3.1x, DOS or OS/2 PC from your own desktop. View the

remote PCs screen, control its keyboard and mouse. Transfer files

back and forth. NetOp supports all major networking protocols:

NetBIOS, NetBEUI, IPX, TCP/IP and APPC. NetOp furthermore

supports dial-up via modem or ISDN (CAPI) - directly to a Host

or via a Gateway to several Hosts on the network. Advanced non-

polling communication architecture, a must for WAN connections

with limited bandwidth. With NetOp, your communication needs

are covered, today and tomorrow.

It's like being there

NetOp offers the speed needed, irrespective of screen resolution.

Local screen caching, direct GDI transfer and compression assures

excellent performance, also across slower links.
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Danware Data A/S:

Fax: +45 44 53 15 51

E-mail: danware@d~
Home page: http://wv

Technology that helps

Maximize the efficiency of your help desk. NetOp's unique SOS

button help reduce PC support costs. Troubled users can report

problems directly over the network to the help desk with the click

of a button. Requests for help are instantaneously transmitted and

listed on the screen of help providers. From the list, a help

provider is only a click away from the troubled users screen,

keyboard and mouse.

Advanced technology - easy to use

In spite of its state of the art technology, you do not need a master

degree to use NetOp. Easy to install, easy to configure and very

easy to use. Establish remote control sessions, chat sessions, file

transfer sessions, all done simultaneously and cross platform. With

NetOp you are an expert right away.

Today NetOp is used at sitesrunningbetween 2 and more than50.000

PCs - ofcourse NetOp willmeet yourrequirements too.

Request free evaluation copy
from www.danware.com

Thefine artof Remote Control

NetOp and the red kite are registrered trademarks of Danware. Other brands are trademarks of their respective holders. Copyright© 1997 Danware Data A/S. Allrights reserved.



Remain

With IBM Serial Storage Systems, you can sit

back and relax in the knowledge that all your data is

at your disposal.

These open disk systems are designed to connect

not onlyto IBM systems but alsoto UNIX and NT

serversincluding HP, Sun and DEC.

(We'll serve you

Then there's the added advantage of speed. A

Serial Storage Architecture, which isan ANSI standard

interface, is used with a two-way loop to handle

inbound and outbound data streamssimultaneously.

This helps to make our SerialStorage Systems

significantly faster than traditional SCSI disksystems.

IBM and Solutions (or a small planet are trademarks olInternational Business Machines Corporation. Other company, product and service names may betrademarks orservice marks olothers. © 1997 IBM Corp,



seated.
your data.)

As a result,more ofyourusers have faster access

to valuable dataforapplications like datamining, data

warehousing and transaction processing.

And thefuture? As your storage needs inevitably

grow ourSerial Storage systems caneasily increase

capacity without taking your business systems offline.

For more information about how you can

comfortably maximise access to your data go to

www.ibm.de/storage

Solutions for a smallplanet = 5= sss
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Step Aside, x86

Merced is the beginning of the end for the world's most popular
PC chip. What will a new architecture bring us?

• n this issue we take the first

hard look at the future ofcom-

puting as defined by Intel.
What will post-Pentium com

puting be like?
We already know something about

that, because 64-bit architectures have
been available on RISC/Unixsystemsfor
several years. Arguably, they've enabled
a whole new art form. Works from Toy
Storyto Babylon5 show what graphic art
ists can do with practical, high-res, 3-D
animation on platforms such as Silicon
Graphics' workstations.

On a less obvious note, analysts both
scientific and financial have benefited

from the throughput and large memory
capabilities of the 64-bit workstation.

But what about the average user? Are
we all now going to navigate through 3-D
models just to answer our e-mail? I hope
not. My real deskismessyenough; I don't
need to sift through virtual clutter aswell.

Multimedia would seem to be an obvi

ous benefit of the new architecture: It was

the original killer app for high-end 32-
bit computing. But we're at a crossroads.
Today's computers are basically good
enough for local video. Tomorrow's will
be dependent on sufficientbandwidth for
network video, and that will arrive well
after the 64-bitbusiness desktop.

One of the best uses of this power
would be to cross the last mile to true real

time speech-to-text synthesis. The best
products ever are on the market right
now, and they're justshort of acceptable
for continuous,speaker-independentuse.

Large memory applications—an un-
sexy but useful concept—are another
great use for the new architecture. Think
of it as an obese client; you run an entire
multidimensional database in RAM on

your own desktop. Answersto verycom
plex questions appear in seconds.
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The new chips will have a huge impact
on servers. I just spent three days at a
data-warehousing summit conducted by
Dr. Richard Hackathorn for Lockheed

Martin (Hackathorn often writes about
databases for BYTE). I heard from orga
nizations as diverse as Citicorp, NASA,
and US West, which are already running
multiterabyte data warehouses. The large
memory addressing of 64-bit computers,
coupled with their higher throughput,
willhelp many businessesapproach those
multiterabyte levelswith inexpensivesym
metric multiprocessing servers.

The samephenomenon applies to Web
servers.Do CGIscripts,Java servlets,and
database access overwhelm your Web
server? Next-generation chips should be
a quantum leap in price/performance.

Finally, let me make a plea for a new
way to use all this power. The average

ers were still a hobbyist item. Since then,
PCshave carried a lot of baggage and en
tailed a lot of compromises. Let's hope
that Intel uses the clean slate of a new ar

chitecture to the best advantage.
New technology means new risks,

Let's take 25 percent of all the new cycles
and use them for intelligent self-management.

business desktop has all it needs to run
typical productivity apps. Let's take 25
percent of all the new cyclesover today's
32-bit, 300-MHzPentium IIdesktop and
use them for intelligent self-manage
ment. I recently learned from Lucent that
a typical large corporate PBX has 5 mil
lion lines of code and that 55 percent of
it is self-administering. According to Lu
cent, 80percent of software problems are
resolved by the system itself. OK,a PCis
more versatile than a PBX,but I'd like to
see that design philosophy take hold in
the near-supercomputers you'll have on
your desk in the 64-bit era.

Perhaps the greatest significance of the
new IA-64 architecture lies in the oppor
tunity to do some urban renewal on the
kludgey landscape of the x86. The x86
architecture started when microcomput-

though, and never before in the history
of the PChas the risk been larger. Intel,
along with Microsoft and many appli
cation vendors, will have to provide as
much backward compatibility as possi
ble. The new Intel architecture is prob
ably a bigger departure from the past
than Apple's switch from the 68000 to
the PowerPC.After all, the PowerPCused
RISC technology—a known quantity—
whileIntelwilluseatotallynew architec
ture. We'll certainly keep you informed
as the details become clearer.

Mark Schlack, Editor in Chief
mschlacka>bix.com

www.byte.com



LAN to the World in Minutes with
Compex Passage SeriesJSDJVyi '

ISDN Routers connect

directly to your exi \
Ethernet hub for fast, secure,
easy and affordable Internet
and WAN access. Designed for
SOHO or small/medium sized
remote offices, Passage Series
Routers feature:

e installation and configu
CES ONLY MINUTES TO ;>

asy as connecting to the Internet via modem.

Single dynamic IP address with Ports Address
Translation (PAT) - allows up to 254 users
simultaneous Internet access using one IP
address.

rity - built-in firewall, data encryption and
.ntication.

«v_ Data Compression - enables greater
throughput accessing the Internet.

DHCP Server - automatically assigns addresses
to devices on the private LAN.

MultiLink PPP - by load sharing or overflow
control for increased bandwidth on demand.

Several Models Available - capable of support
ing analog modems, T1/E1, Frame Relay and
ADSL.

Support - backed by a worldwide company
with over.10 years n<

M^tk.

O p»5S9g
:«5>« • .

Dial up
account

%jj passage Series
ISDN Router

_jfer

•

0w

GERMANY

Networktechnology GmbH
-"2, 63322 Roderrnark

ax: (49) 6074 90668

PORE

ems Pte Ltd

|Road, #08-01,
ing, Singapore 368363

*•, (65) 280 9947

\

_*%

COMPEX
Networks that work!
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DeVElOPI

PROTECT,

HASP* PROTECTS MORE.
All over the world, more developers are choosing to protect their software against piracy. They're protecting

more products, onmore platforms, with better protection - and selling more asa result. And more of

these developers are protecting with HASP. Why? Because HASP offers more security, more reliability and

more features than any other product onthe market. HASP supports the most advanced platforms,

including Win NT, Win95, Win32s, Win 3.x, OS/2, DOS, Mac OS, NEC, UNIX andLANs. To learn more

about how you canprotect better - and sell more - call now toorder your HASP Developer's Kit.

OS/2.1w
Mac-OS

1-800-223-4277
www.aks.com

ALADDIN
The Professional's Choice

North America

Int'l Office

Germany
UK

Japan
Benelux

France

Russia

HASP Packs
More Into Less.

Based onafull-custom ASIC,

HASPpacks the most advanced

protection into the smallest key in the wort

Aladdin Knowledge Systems Inc. Tel: 800223-4277, 212564-5678, Fax: 212 564-3377, Email: hiisn.sales@us.aks.com
Aladdin Knowledge Systems Ltd. Tel: +972 3 636-2222, Fax: +9723 537-5796, Email: h_p.sales@aks.com
AladdinGermany Tel: +n98989-42-21-37, Fax: +498989-42-21-40, Email: lnfo@fast-ag.de
Aladdin Knowledge Systems UKLtd. Tel: +44 1753 622-266, Fax:+44 1753 622-262, Email: sales@aldn.co.uk
AladdinJapan Co.,Ltd. Tel: +81 426 60-7191, Fax: +81 426 60-7194, Email: sales@aladdin.co.|p
Aladdin Software Security Benelux B.V. Tel: +3124648-8444, Fax: +3124645-1981, Email: aladdln@Worldaccess.nl
Aladdin France SA Tel:+33 141-37-70-30, Fax:+33 141-37-70-39, Email:info@aladdin.fr
AladdinSoftware Security R.D. Ltd. +7095 923-0588, Fax: +7095 928-6781, Email: hasp@aladdin.ru

Call your local distributor now!
• Aladdin Russia 095 9230588 • Australia Conlab 03 98985685 • China Feitian 010 62567369 • Czech Atiss 02 766085 • Denmark Berendsen 039 577316 • Egypt Zeineldein 02 3604632 • Finland ID-Systems 09 8703520 • Greece

• Singapore 1TR 065 5666788 | South Africa DLe Rcux 011 8864704 • Spain PC Hardware 03 4493193 • Sweden Korrjab 455 307 300 • Switzerland Opag 061 7169222 • Taiwan Teco 02 5559676 •Turkey Mikrobeta 0312 4670635 • Yugoslavia Asys 021 623928
OtadC-nKmwteoge Systems Ltd1985-1997 (10971 RASP e alegatereUvadefflaft ofAlaOSn Knowledge Systems US An oitier erefluot raoraaretreiXrr^ oltlieoresr*awor^ M*Sn^
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My Wish List

In "Windows Wish List"

(October Bits), Jim Allchin
indicated that Microsoft was

working to complete NT 5.0.
It is my understanding that a
reasonable definition of a

beta release is a version of

the software that is put out
for testing and user feed
back. The company then
fixes problems and publishes
bug fixes. Bythis definition,
NT4.0,which is now up to
Service Pack (aka bug fix) 3
with a goodly handful of
"hot fixes" to fix the bugs in
the bug fixes, is still in beta
release (i.e., not finished).
Perhaps Microsoft should
concentrate on completing
software that is "out there"

before starting to complete
the next version's beta release.

John McMinn
jmcminn@compuserve.com

JavaVu

"Building a Better Interface
with Java" (AugustCore) left
me with a strong feeling of
deja vu. The new Internet
Foundation Classes (IFC)
sounded promising but also
familiar. Quickly browsing
the source code I down

loaded from Netscape's Web
page confirmed my suspi
cions. The IFCis nothing
new at all. In fact, it's been
around for almost 10 years.
It has gone through three
major revisions and two OS
migrations. It's been
deployed in mission-critical
applications in many large
corporations for years. It's
called OpenStep (formerly

www.byte.com

NextStep). Everything
described in the article is

analogous to technology
present in the AppKit, Foun-
dationKit, and Interface
Builder. Even the method

names and instance variable

names that I gleaned from
the source were the same as

their OpenStep counter
parts. But there was no refer
ence to OpenStep in the arti
cle, except an offhand
remark about Apple's Inter
face Builder.

If this represents the Java
"future," we could have had
it back in the 1980s. If the

Java revolution had been a
bytecode compiler for
Objective C, I'd have some
thing to write home about.
CraigHalley
SeniorSoftwareEngineer
PSWTechnologies
craigh@pswtech.com

You're right. IFC isa very
close cousin to theNext App
Kit. Perhaps one of therea
sons for this (asidefromthe
fact that theAppKit was/is
sucha wonderfulpieceof
softwareandagood one to
copy) is that theIFC was
writtenbyformerNext engi
neers ledbyfaysonAdams. If
you'recurious, takea lookat
theFAQ and newsgroup that
Netscapehasset upforIFC.
You can find themat http:ll
developer.netscape.com/
librarylife/.—Andy Turk

AWorking PC: Not
the HolyGrail
I know you have read letters
like this before, but perhaps
you will be more in tune

BYTE

1 *31rCr about higK-end modems: 56k.
I ISDN, and DSL technologytested

Pentium II
with Accelerated

Graphics Port—
Who Needs It?

a. GENHEXW
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7effective'
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. Everything you need to kno<
luthigh-f •
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with the concepts after your
editorial ("The Net PC
Blues") in the September
BYTE. I run a Web server 24

hours a day,7 days a week. It
is a 133-MHz 486VL-Bus sys
tem with two Enhanced IDE

(EIDE) drives and 32 MB of
RAM. It has three modems

attached, two connected
full-time to the Internet and

one for incoming calls and
outbound faxing. It has a VL-
Busgraphics accelerator,
two standard 16550 serial

ports, a smart eight-port
serial card, trackball, voice
synthesizer, 400-MB quarter-
inch cartridge (QIC) 80 tape
drive, 3M- and 5/4-inch
floppy drives, and a color
hand scanner.Three printers
are attached to the system.

There are also three dumb

terminals and an Ethernet

card leading to another PC.
There are hundreds of

megabytes of software
installed on the system,
some DOS, some Windows,
some "other." Third-party
device drivers abound.

This system has been up
and running for three years.
I never reboot to change
OSes,clear hung programs,
or anything else.

To blame your PCdesign
or hardware for your crip
pled computing environ
ment only illustrates how
brainwashed you are. It is
not important what my OS
is, it is simply a matter of
what it is not—Windows 95.

David Butcher

davidbu@chezhal.slip.netcom.com

Rich Content
vs. News Client

I object to the statement
"Discussion data no longer
needs to propagate around
the world by way of replica
tion. [... ] News clients can
hop instantly from server to
server, just as Web clients
can." in "HTML + NNTP =

ON THE WEB
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Groupware" (September
Web Project).

I'm a regular newsgroup
user at Supelec and enjoy
LAN speed when reading the
news (almost instantaneous,
even when there are pic
tures). Sometimes I read the
news from Georgia Tech
Lorraine, a French Georgia
Tech campus that doesn't
have a news server. We

default to the fastest one

available—Supelec. This
cuts down our download

bandwidth from 300 KBpsto
about 5 KBps and makes it a
nightmare to read any
"enhanced message" such as
the HTMLfiles with pic
tures, etc., you seem to be
advocating. One of the
advantages of the Usenet
compared to the Webis its
speed, which is due to both
simple ASCII content and
local replication. Your sug
gestion of a Usenetwithout
data replication and with
rich content would kill this

advantage.
Benoit Cerrina

Benoit.Cerrina@supelec.fr

Replication certainly hasits
uses. However, I would draw
a sharp distinction between
"rich content" and "HTML

fileswithpictures. "Alot of
the enrichment that comes

from theuseof HTML inan
NNTP context is simply the
enrichment oftext with
styles, colors, tables, and
hyperlinks. Noneof this need
involve bulkypictures; it's
justASCII text thathappens
to includeHTML markup.
Usedthisway,I findNNTP—
evenat typicalover-the-
Internet Web-page-transfer
speed—tobean enormous
enhancementoverplain
ASCII.—fon Udell

Not Worth the Wait

I read with interest "Oracle8:

Worth the Wait?" (Septem
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ber review) and felt that
once again, a professional in
the database arena has put
forward a very pro-Oracle
article without comparison
to other databases.

I find it surprising that
Informix does not get the
credit it deserves when you
look at the products that are

:_,':• • Manager

file \_iew £4ayigator Map Job £vent

home

•i_) [Network)
+: _j Databases

+ _) Groups
83 CI Listeners

+ _J Nameservers

+ _j Nodes

ffl • ParallelServers

<Unlilled>

Active Jobs Job History | Job Library

available for all platforms,
including NT4.0. Oracle is
very clever when it comes to
marketing jargon. What is
considered to be new tech

nology,in fact, it announced
in 1992. Look at the

Informix product range.
You'll find that the features

that everyone is so excited
about in Oracle8 are old hat

when it comes to the on-line

DSA engine—table fragmen
tation, parallel data queries
(PDQs), virtual processors,
hot archiving, and so forth.
Sean Kelsey
Database Consultant

Datel Computing
Preston, Lancashire, U.K.

seank@teepee.demon.co.uk

I don't think the review was

too positive, giventhecriti
cismsof thecomplete lackof
object-oriented technology,
thepoorprogramming inter
face, and theconsequent
downrating of theproduct.
I'm not reallyan experton
Informix, SQL Server, or
Sybase, buttherealproblem
with theseproducts (Sybase
aside) is that, unlikeOracle,
theydon't runon many
OSes. You can also criticize

Informix foritsthick-client

datablade approach, the
heavy-handedway it does
database extensions, and a
lackofrelativelystrong
object-orientedfeaturesin
all thesesystems. I would
also criticize all these ven

dorsfor theirinability to
conform to a reasonable
level ofthe SQL2 standard,
much less to the upcoming
SQL3 standard.
—Robert J.Muller

Solving Real
Problems

I am surprised to read less
and less in BYTE about

fourth-generation language
(4GL) products that help
build everyday applications,
while I follow with lassitude

your day-to-day analysis of
the new Java trend. Sockets
and threads have existed in

Unix for a while, but when
the Web exploded, Windows
became a 32-bit develop
ment platform with Unix
features. Suddenly, develop
ers saw new opportunities,
and the Windows NT versus

Unix battle to control the

Internet started.

What about Java? It's a
new server-side language
that is as cross-platform as
C++ should be, but it is still
a platform for the elite.
Whether your 4GLis pro
ducing Java bytecode or pro
prietary p-code is just a mat
ter of price for deployment.

The battle is not about the

language or the platform. It
is about writing stable and
scalable software in multi

user environments. Let's

face it, the tools made little
progress in the last 10years.
That's why most applica
tions that still run today
were written in COBOL, C,
assemblylanguage, Xbase,
and RPG. Replacing them
with Java code may solve
some technical issues such as

portability, but it won't solve

the real problem: addressing
new business needs. Only a
high-level tool can move
information technology (IT)
forward and deal intelli

gently with such issues as the
Y2K bug, Euro currency,
mobile users, and market
globalization.
Alain Stouder

alain.stouder@smartway.ch

FutureComm

I enjoyed "AirWar" (August
SpecialReport), on the cur
rent status of cellular phone
availability. I just returned
from an around-the-world

business trip and had my first
exposure to Global System
for Mobile Communications

(GSM). I wasn't aware that
this worldwide capability
existed. I find the informa

tion given out by local U.S.
phone/PCS (Personal Com
munications Services)
providers very limited. One
system that I've heard is
coming in 1998 is Iridium.
Won't it be a global system
when all the satellites are up?
E.J. Parks
ejpvip@home.com

Motorola's Iridiumsystem is
intended to provideglobal
coverage through a network
oflow-earth-orbit (LEO)
satellites. Interested readers

should see "Fiber in the Sky"
(NovemberCoverStory);we
treated LEO (including Irid
ium) and othersatellite tech
nologies in that story.—Eds.

Net Dream,
Net Reality
Three years ago, I got a
fancy for OS/2. This year, I
purchased Warp Connect.
Everything seemed OK.I
downloaded Java Develop
ment Kit (JDK) 1.0.2 for
OS/2, Netscape 2.02for OS/2,
and some lecture notes on

www.byte.com
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hottest technologies with
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Java. You can imagine my
frustration when I realized

that I couldn't run a network

applet connecting to a host,
even if the host had granted
access, because Netscape
wouldn't let me do so for

security reasons. I believe
security should be the host's
problem, as in Unix, not the
browser's problem. Are Java
applets for thumbling ducks
and Push Me buttons only?
Augustin Man

piti@ciasce.logicnet.ro

Actually, thecurrent security
model does letappletscom
municate with the host on

which they originated. Theo
retically, you can use a
socket connection for this
purpose,butsome firewalls
block those connections. I

got around thisproblemin
one ofmyappletsby URL-

encoding the data and send
ing it backon the HTTP con
nection. APerl script running
on the host receives the data.

Programming booksonJava
and HTML explainthis in
moredetailand usually
includesome samplecode.
—Tom Halfhill, senioreditor

Fixes

The Features table in "Power

Platforms: 233- and 266-

MHz Pentium lis Compared"
(September Lab Report,
p. 102) contained some inac
curacies regarding the Mil
lennium graphics cards in
several of the systems. The
Millennium cards use

WRAM and are 64-bit. The

Millennium IIdoes not sup
port more than 16MB of
memory.

FEATURES

25Technologies to Watch
Of the hundreds of blips on your IS radar, which are the
important ones? Weanswer this pressingquestion with

an exclusive special report that analyzes the 25 technolo
gies that will make a difference to you in 1998.

REVIEWS

Speak Now
We pit the first PC-based continuous speech-recognition

programs against each other: Dragon's Naturally-
Speaking and IBM's ViaVoice.Plus: Lernout&Hauspie's

command-recognition software.

Powersoft has entered the Web development market
with a comprehensive tool for building Web
applications. BYTE offers a hands-on review.

Microsoft wants to push Windows CE 2.0beyond the
hand-held device to power mini-notebooks and a new
generation of embedded devices. We take it for a spin.

300 MHz! NSTLbenchmarks the fastest

Pentium II machines on the planet.

Software LabReport
The BYTE Lab tests the latest in fax-server software with a

special focus on new features enabled by IPnetworks.

www.byte.com
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ICTB News & Views

A PC Chip for the Masses
Centaur's new WinChip C6 delivers application performance that approaches

that of a 200-MHz Pentium with MMX at an appealing price.

entaur'sWinChipC6 proces
sor isn't the fastest x86 pro
cessor we've tested, but its
performance approaches that

of a 200-MHz Pentium with multimedia

extensions (MMX), and at an attractive
price. Centaur, a subsidiary of staticRAM
(SRAM) and RISC processor manufac
turer Integrated Device Technology, has
created a CPU that's small (just 88square
millimeters compared to 141square mm
for the Pentium MMX) and streamlined
(for more information, see "Keeping It
Simple," October BYTE).

Although benchmark tests indicate that
the performance of a 200-MHz
WinChip C6isbelow that of a 200-
MHz MMX Pentium, the chip is
priced attractively at $135 for
the 200-MHz version, com
pared to the $252(in quantities
of 1000) that a 200-MHz Pentium
with MMXtechnology cost at press time.
The WinChip C6 targets PCs costing
$1000 or less. The 180-MHz WinChip
C6costs just$90.Centaur plans to release
225- and 240-MHz versions of the CPU in

this quarter.
BYTE tested a 200-MHz WinChip-

based PC using the BYTEmark CPU/FPU
and Photoshop application benchmarks.
AsCentaur engineers predicted, the chip
didn't perform very well compared to a
200-MHzPentium processor in the BYTE-
mark CPU/FPU tests, which are CPU-
intensive, synthetic tests. According to
Centaur officials, the WinChip C6would
do better in Windows application tests
than in BYTEmarks compared to a Pen
tium. Our Photoshop tests confirm Cen
taur's assertions.

BYTE tested the 200-MHz Pentium and

WinChip C6CPUs in the same reference
system running Windows NT 4.0. Aswe
dowhenrunningPhotoshoptestsonother
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WinChip C6 vs. Pentium

Photoshop Tests

Arbitrary rotate

Unsharp mask
(default)

Unsharp mask
(custom)

Gaussian blur

RGB to CMYK

Centaur's WinChip CG
delivers decent performance
at an attractive price.

systems,we configured the systemwith 64
MB of RAM to minimize hard drive activ

ity and measured performance only in
terms of the processing time required to
complete each operation to deemphasize
video card performance. Weran the tests
at 1024- by 768-pixel resolution and 256
colors on the Pentium/WinChip C6 sys
tem, because that was the maximum
color depth the system supported at that
resolution. We also include the scores of
an AST 300-MHz Pentium II-based sys
tem tested at the same color depth and
pixel resolution.

In Photoshop operations that make use
of MMX, such as the default unsharp
mask and Gaussian blur (but not the RGB
to CMYK mode change), the WinChip C6
beat a non-MMX Pentium 200. And in

two operations that are not MMX-inten-
sive—arbitrary rotate and the custom
unsharp mask—the non-MMX Pentium

15

Seconds

TestWinChip C6
w/MMX (200-MHz)
Pentiumw/MMX
(200-MHz)

Pentium (200-MHz)

Pentium II (300-MHz)

For PhotoShop tests, all
systems had 64MB of RAM
and NT 4.0

Centaur: Decent Integer, Poor FPU

200 edged the WinChip C6. (Intel says
the performance benefit accrued from
MMXoptimization in the unsharp mask
test starts diminishing when the radius
setting is at 4 or more pixels, and in the
custom unsharp mask operation, our set
ting is10pixels.For more information on
the Photoshop tests, see page 27 of the •
February BYTE or http://www.whidbey
.com/gallery/photoshop/.

Allthissuggests that Centaur's support
for MMX will make theWinChipL^g a
better processor for some MMX-opti-
mized operations than a plain Pentium.

AES PHOTOGRAPH: CARL TREMBLAYQ 1997



But Intel is rapidly phasing out non-MMX
chips, and in MMX-optimized opera
tions, the Pentium with MMX beats the
WinChip C6.

Centaur officials saythey will improve
the WinChip C6's MMXperformance as
well as its rather dismal floating-point
performance in the future. Adobe offi
cials say the Photoshop tests that BYTE
runs are predominantly integer-based.
The arbitrary rotate test does use float
ing-point slightly during the setup, but
this doesn't account for a significant
amount of time. Nevertheless, the Win
Chip C6'spoor BYTEmark FPU score indi
cates that it isnot agreat chip for running
FPU-intensiveapplications such as CAD.

With speed increases and other en
hancements, the WinChip C6's perfor
mance will continue to improve. Even at
itscurrent performance, it's worth check
ing out ifyou're in the market for an inex
pensive PC. Power users who need maxi
mum performance will need to look
elsewhere. -Dave Andrews

>.ek Mystique ~^\
Internet Influence Increases

Moretidbits of information compiledbyWinTreese(treese@OpenMarket.com)
about the ever-growing influence of the Internet in our daily lives. Past issues
and citations to sources are found at http://www.openmarket.com/intindex/.

—Number of delin

quent taxpayers listed on the
Web page of the Con
necticut Department of Rev
enue Services.

—Estimated percentage
decrease in the number of

delinquent taxpayers since
the Web site went on-line.

—According to
Boardwatch magazine, ap
proximate number of In
ternet service providers
(ISPs) in the U.S. and Canada

in August.

—Number of ISPs

listed by Boardwatch in
February 1996.

—Amount of ven

ture-capital investments in
Internet companies during
the second quarter of this
year, in millions of dollars.

—Number of compa

nies receiving the money.

—Number ofAmericans

who consider the Internet

"indispensable," in millions.

—Rank of censorship by

users concerned about issues

facing the Internet.

—Rank of Internet secu

rity among accountants' top
technology concerns.

—Bythe year 2000, esti
mated percentage of Internet
commerce related to travel.

—Estimated number of

e-mail messages sent this
year, in trillions.

— Estimated number of

e-mail messages to be sent
in the year 2000, in trillions.

New Notebooks Add Power, Ultraportability
Thanks to new mini-notebooks and

ultrathin notebooks, the perfor
mance penalty is becoming less precipi
tous for users who place a big emphasis
on portability.

Most users are familiar with the trade

offs involved in ultraportables for Win
dows 95, especially with the mini-note
book (aka subnotebook) class of systems
such as Toshiba's Libretto. The small size

and lightweight of mini-notebooks, com
bined with the ability to run Windows 95
applications, appeal to a particular class
of user who valuesportability and remote
connectivity, and needs to compute in
tight spaces.

However, due to smallish screens and
keyboards and other compromises, mini-

Mitsubishi's

Pedion isjust
0.7 inch

thick and

weighs 3.3
pounds.

www.byte.com

notebooks have received a lukewarm

reception in the U.S. Toshiba sells the
Libretto in the U.S. and Japan, but several
other companies market their mini-note
books in Japan only, including IBM,
with its ThinkPad 535E, and Panasonic,
with its LetsNote Mini. "Hand-held sys
tems like the 535E are more popular in
Japan, where space isat a premium," says
a spokeswoman for IBM. "Users there
don't seemto mind the smallerkeyboards
as much."

Toshiba officials say Libretto users in
the U.S. are typically knowledgeable
about notebooks and use the mini-note

book as a remote computing device that
complements their primary system.

Toshiba recently improved the Libret
to's performance and storage by adding
a faster processor (the new Libretto 70
features Intel's 120-MHz Pentium with

multimedia extensions [MMX]) and a
bigger hard drive (1.6 GB). But newer
mini-notebooks that are slightly larger
than the Libretto may expand the mini-
notebook user base in the U.S. For exam

ple, Mitsubishi's Amity CN and Hitachi
PC's Mini-Note have 7.5- and 8.4-inch

displays, respectively (compared to the
Libretto's 6.1-inch LCD), and both are
about an inch wider.

One sizeup from these new mini-note

books is an intriguing new portable, the
ultrathin Pedion, from Mitsubishi. Due
to itsthin LCD screenand keyboard, mag
nesium body, and other components, the
basePedion weighs just 3.3pounds and is
only 0.7 inch thick. Yetit has a 12.1-inch
screen, a 1-GBhard drive, and a 233-MHz
Pentium with MMX. The Pedion's base

unit doesn't include a CD-ROM drive. A

modular docking station, called the mul
timedia slice,weighs 2 pounds and houses

Contents
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H5EgpcANYWHERE32

For Windows V3.x, 95 and NT
Symantec pcANYWHERE32 V8.0 gives you
optimal 32-bit .support for both Windows 95
and Windows NT. It also includes versions of
pcANYWHERE for Windows V3.1 and DOS
so you can run pcANYWHERE on all the
platforms you use.
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UMAX
Astra 1200S
• Resolution: 600 x 1200 dpi
optical; 9600 dpi interpolated
• 30-bit color; 10-bit black
and white • 8.5" x 14" scan
area • SCSI-2 interface
• Includes: Presto!,
PageManager with OCR,
UMAX Copy Utility and
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With Adobe Photo Deluxe

With Adobe Photoshop..

$279.07
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Hardware, Software & Peripherals at DISCOUNT Prices!

Microsoft
Windows NT Server V4.0
Upg + 5-client license CD 565.77
Upg + 10-client license CD 485.83
Comp upg + 5-client license CD 365.77
Comp upg + 10-clientlicense CD 485.83
Server + 5-client license CD 729.14
Server + 10-client license CD 997.46
Single-client license upg 15.52
Single-client license 29.96
Windows NT Workstation V4.0
Version upg CD .129.52
Single-client upg 229.98
Full version CD 269.94

IntranetWare
5-user CD 739.47
10-user CD 1394.10
25-user CD 2397.73
50-user CD 3298.26
IntranetWare (or Small Business
1-user additional license 45.08
5-user additional license 218.23
Server with 5 licenses 598.63
Call for additional Novell IntranetWare

multi-user configurations.

Impact IQ ISDN modem external 249.86
3C509B-TPO EtherLink III 10BT ISA 58.58
3C509B-COMBO EtherLink IIIcombo ISA..119.36
3C509B-TPC EtherLink ill coax ISA .69.45
3C905-TX Fast EtherLink XL 10/100 PCI ..88.46
3C900-TPO EtherLink XL 10BT PCI 91.45
3C900-COMBO Ethernet XL PCI combo ....129.44
3C589-TP EtherLink IIILAN PC Card 10BT...129.68
3C562D-TP EtherLink III33.6 PC Card 10BT.259.25
OfficeConnect 4-port hub 59.98
SuperStack II Hub 7568112-port 10BT...499.49
OfficeConnect 8-port hub .79.24
SuperStack II Hub 24-port 10BT .859.58

CHEYEjSNE
ARCserve V6.5
for Windows NT workstation edition 85.38
ARCserve V6.5
for Windows NT single server edition....307.74
ARCserve V6.5
for Windows NT enterprise edition .669.80
ARCserve V6.1 for NetWare
workgroup edition 25-user license .434.95
ARCserve V6.1 for NetWare enterprise
edition unlimited-user license 1058.39

Ciic^tithh

FastHub 104T 4-port 100BTX hub .467.68
FastHub 108T 8-port 100BTX hub .768.64
FastHub 216T100BTX Fast Ethernet hub... 839.45
2501 Ethernet dual serial router 1717.66
766 ISDN access router 609.89

E
IBM PC Server 310
5/200 32MB no hdd 8X CD .2098.89
5/200 32MB 2.1GB 8X CD 2439.00
IBM PC Server 315
6/200 32MB no hdd 8X CD 2399.63
6/200 32MB 2.1GB 8X CD 2799.96
IBM PC Server 330
6/200 32MB ECC optional hdd 8X CD ...4769.41
6/200 32MB ECC 2x2.25GB 8X CD....7999.94

Intgl
EtherExpress PRO 100 PCI .79.80
NetPort Express PRO/100 .375.66
Express 10/100 Fast Ethernet switch...2057.25
Express 10/100 Stackable 12-port hub ..999.00

OUnksvs-
StackPro 100 8-port 100BTX hub 449.00
StackPro 100 10-port 100BTX hub 509.16
Combo Ether16 LAN card .34.81

800-959-4239

©1997 CDW*Computer Centers, Inc
200 N. Milwaukee Avenue, Vernon I
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Combo EtherPCl LAN card 49.24
Combo PC/Ethernet card 10BT .69.57
EtherFast 2-port 10/100 switch 264.43
10BT 5-port workgroup hub 49.24

NETGEAR

10/100 Fast Ethernet PCI adapter 49.35
EN104 4-port 10BTslimline Ethernet hub..57.15
EN108 8-port 10BTslimline Ethernet hub..78.27
FE104 4-port 100BT Fast Ethernet hub...179.02
FE108 8-porl 100BT Fast Ethernet hub ..358.87

iomega
Zip drive 100MB parallel 139.99
Zip drive 100MB external SCSI 139.99
Zip drive 100MB internal SCSI 139.99
Jaz drive 1GB internal SCSI-2 299.95
Jaz drive 1GB externa! SCSI-2 399.95
Ditto drive 2GB internal 119.95
Ditto drive 2GB external 169.95
Ditto Dash Card 59.95
Ditto 3200MB Travan internal 149.95
Ditto Max up to 7GB internal 199.95
Ditto Max up to 7GB external 199.95
Ditto Max Professional up to 7GB internal .299.99
Ditto Max Professional up to 7GB external....299.99

What HEWLETT*
%L'I!M PACKARD

HP Colorado 5GB TBU internal 186.97
HP Colorado 5GB TBU external 229.95
HP SureStore T4e TBU internal 369.75

Quantum
Fireball ST 1.6GB Ultra ATA 159.97
Fireball ST 2.1GB Ultra ATA 198.87
Fireball ST 3.2GB Ultra ATA 235.52
Fireball ST 4.3GB Ultra ATA 279.32
Fireball ST 6.5GB UltraATA 384.93

^Seagate
1.2GB EIDE 149.66
2.1GB FastATA-2 176.49
2.1GB Ultra SCSI 227.55
2.5GB FastATA-2 188.10
4.5GB Ultra SCSI .759.71
9.1GB Ultra SCSI 596.16

Alps GlidePoint Wave keyboard/touchpad ...69.27
Alps GlidePoint Windows 95 keyboard.....98.10
Casio QV-700 digital camera 559.97
Connectix Color QuickCam V2.0 218.62
Epson PhotoPC 500 digital camera 399.00
Epson PhotoPC 600 XGA .799.00
Epson ActionScanning System II 199.34
Epson Expression 636 Exec scanner.....799.00
Hewlett Packard PhotoSmart cfigital camera ..299.00
Hewlett Packard ScanJet 5s 199.58
Hewlett Packard ScanJet 5p 289.57
Hewlett Packard ScanJet 6100cse 799.00
Kensington Mouse-in-a Box 27.29
Kensington Expert Mouse V5.0 PS/2 95.83
Kensington Orbit 49.80
Kodak DC50 Zoom DigitalCamera .499.00
Kodak DC120 Zoom Digital Camera .799.00
Logitech MouseMan for notebooks 47.07
Logitech Cyberman II game controller 88.39
Logitech PageScan Color Parallel 189.50
Logitech FreeScan for Windows 95 259.65
Microtek Color PageWiz compact scanner...155.05
Microtek ScanMaker E3 color flatbed 145.34
Microtek ScanMaker E6 std color flatbed...284.34
Nikon Coolpix 300 digital camera 674.04
Play Snappy video still capture 139.15
Ricoh RDC-2 digital camera 599.00
UMAX Astra 600P scanner 149.95
UMAX Astra 600S scanner 168.64
UMAX Astra 1200S scanner
w/PhotoDeluxe 279.07
Visioneer PaperPort mx scanner .149.26
Visioneer PaperPort ix scanner 149.26
Visioneer PaperPort Strobe scanner 249.99

MAG Innovision 410V2 14" 0.28mm 175.04
MAG Innovision 510V2 15" 0.28mm 298.44
MAG Innovision 710V2 17" 0.28mm 495.26
Magnavox MB4010 14" 0.28mm 199.07
Magnavox MV5011 15" 0.28mm 257.16
Magnavox MB7000 17" 0.28mm 479.98
NEC MuitiSync E500 15" 0.25mm 374.91
NEC MuitiSync E700 17" 0.25mm 559.18
NEC MuitiSync E1100 21" 0.28mm 1249.22
NEC P750 17" 0.25mm 785.91
NEC P1150 21" 0.28mm 1388.76
Princeton E050 15" 0.28mm 267.44
Princeton E070 17" 0.28mm 469.36
Princeton E090 19" 0.26mm B49.20
Samsung SyncMaster 500s 15"0.28mm...279.00
Samsung SyncMaster 700s 17" 0.28mm ..549.00
Sony Multiscan 100sx 15" PnP 0.25mm ..327.21
Sony Multiscan 200sx 17" PnP 0.25mm ...604.03
Sony Multiscan 300sf 20" PnP 0.30mm...1385.92
ViewSonic E641 14" 0.28mm .198.12
ViewSonic E655 15" 0.28mm 279.02
ViewSonic G771 17" 0.27mm 524.59
ViewSonic P815 21" 0.25mm 1429.71

3Com LAN PC Card combo .174.13
3Com 33.6K 10BT LAN+modem 259.25
3Com 33.6K 10BT LAN+modem combo..299.12
3Com 32-bit Fast EfherUnk XL CardBus 147.57
Hayes ACCURA 33.6K 10BT Ethernet..299.91
Hayes ACCURA56K .189.76
Hayes OPTIMA 56K .199.14
Intel EtherExpress PRO/100
16-bit PC Card adapter 148.89
Intel EtherExpress PRO/100
32-bit Card Bus adapter 158.10
Motorola Mariner 33.6K 359.16
Motorola MobileSURFR 56K 167.22
New Media PC Card joystick adapter 59.75
Practical Peripherals 33.6K 149.46
Practical Peripherals 56K Flex cellular...179.91
Simple 33.6K cellular 149.74
Simple 33.6K Communicator w/SimpleJack ...139.09
Simple 56K Communicator .154.72
U.S. Robotics Ethernet adapter w/XJACK..109.00
U.S. Robotics 33.6K cellular 239.00
U.S. Robotics 33.6K cellular w/XJACK..229.95
U.S. Robotics 33.6K w/XJACK 219.00
U.S. Robotics 56K w/XJACK 229.20
Xircom 33.6K 148.95
Xircom 33.6K Ethernet 10BT 267.84
Xircom 33.6K Ethernet combo 279.85

(DHayes
ACCURA 33.6K faxmodem internal .95.61
ACCURA 33.6K faxmodem external 119.41
OPTIMA 336 Business Modem internal./! 69.02
OPTIMA 336 Business Modem external..188.04
ACCURA 56K internal 129.53
ACCURA 56K external 147.88
ACCURA 56K speakerphone internal 147.88
ACCURA 56K speakerphone external....166.21
OPTIMA 56K internal 267.21
OPTIMA 56K external 289.59
ACCURA ISDN 25939

.'M MOTOROLA

ModemSURFR 56K internal 39.50
ModemSURFR 56K external 109.95
VoiceSURFR 56K internal .98.86

VoiceSURFR 56K external 119.67
BitSURFR Pro EZ ISDN 259.86

_ ^PRACTICAL

K56Flex data/fax modem interna! 119.37
K56Flex data/fax modem external .138.70
56K data/fax modem internal 119.37
56K data/fax modem external 138.70

[Mtobotics
Sportster Series
Winmodem V.34 33.6K internal w/Tax .76.24
V.34 33.6K internal w/fax 114.38
V.34 33.6K external w/fax 139.38
Voice V.34 33 6K internal w/fax 139.07
Voice V.34 33.6K external w/fax 159.90
56K x2 internal 197.99
56K x2 external 217.99
56K x2 Voice internal 217.99
56K x2 Voice external 237.99
56K Winmodem 177.99
ISDN 128K terminal adapter 189.48
Courier Series
V.34 33.6K internal w/fax 215.81
V.34 33.6K external w/fax 234.79
56K x2 internal 229.55
56K x2 external 264.99
l-modem ISDN V.34 faxmodem external..235.34
DataBurst ISDN U interlace external 208.25
DataBurst ISDN S/T interface external..239.39

ZOOM

33.6K voice/SVD internal 109.91
V.34I Plus 33.6K faxmodem internal .79.80
V.34X Plus 33.6K faxmodem external .99.22
56K internal 109.65
56K external 137.56

Canon"
BJ-30 monochrome 267.22
BJC-80 299.00
BJC-250 149.00
BJC-620 299.00
BJC-4304 Photo 239.00
BJC-4550 499.00

EPSON*
FX870 289.35
LQ670 349.85
LQ2070 387.84
LX300 169.17
Stylus Color 400 199.00
Stylus Color 600 269.00
Stylus Color 800 399.00
Stylus Color 1520 799.00
Stylus Color 3000 1999.00
Stylus Photo 499.00

What HEWLE"TT*
mL'liM PACKARD

HP DeskJet 340 portable inkjet printer.,295.01
HP DeskJet 672C color printer 199.00
HP DeskJet 694C color printer 269.00
HP DeskJet 820Cse color printer 249.00
HP DeskJet 890Cse printer .449.00
HP DeskJet 1000Cse color pnnter 499.00
HP LaserJet 5se printer 1049.00
HP LaserJet 6Lse printer 399.00
HP LaserJet 6MP printer 879.B5
HP LaserJet 6Pse printer 799.00
HP OfficeJet 570 multi-function 549.00

LEXMfVRK.
Color Jetprinter 1000 139.99
Color Jetprinter 2030 185.24
Color Jetprinter 3000 239.50
Color Jetprinter 7000 339.74
Optra E+ 388.71
Optra S 1250 999.90
Optra S 1650 1259.32
Optra S 2450 2189.10
Optra SC 1275 3916.00

OKIDATA*
ML320 Turbo 317.53
ML390 Turbo 338.10
Okipage4w 199.00
Okipage 6e 299.00
Okipage 16n 867.65

Order from CDVitoday and use it tcmorrow
_________ __:•_____. ___. V 9 ~~~~-- -



great price...

We're great service too!
Adobe

Illustrator
Microsoft FrontPage 98

For Windows 95 and NT

V7.0 Adobe

< «*»»«» a For windows 95 and NT

7.1 Microi

Arlnhp
New leading-edge features like WYSIWYG
frames creation and editing as well as
WYSIWYG table drawing support make
FrontPage 98 a must-have for new users,
while sophisticated users will find support
for the latest HTML tags supported by
next-generation browsers.

• Identical feature set on Windows and
Macintosh systems for easy sharing of files
acrossplatforms • Professional typographical I
controls,includingrowsand columns,vertical I
text, search and replace and built-in spelling checker
• URL embedding for creating web graphics with built-in links

Upgrade CD $1 16.30 CDW 86042

CD* $367. 10 CDW 93091
'With purchase of full-version product only while supplies last.

Free 3-co
ActionPack!*

1ft»nW_?8

New features include: • Microsoft Image Composer Vl.5 (with
Microsoft GIF Animator) • Microsoft Internet Explorer V3.0
• Microsoft Personal Web Server • Microsoft Web Publishing
Wizard Vl.5

Version upgrade CD $48.26 CDW 96190

..$134.91 CDW 96254

IBM

ThinkPad" 560
1133MHz Intel Pentium* processor
18MB standard, expandable to 40MB
• 2.1GB hard drive
111.3" dual-scan color display

$1269.66

CDW® carries more than products! If you don t see it,

TOSHIBA
Libretto mini-notebooks
50CT 5/75 16MB 772MB 6.1" active 1497.63
Satellite & Satellite Pro notebooks
220CDS 5/133 16MB 1.34GB
12.1 dual 10XCD 1589.93
440CDX 5/133 MMX 16MB 1.34GB
12.1" dual 10X CD 1989.69
440CDT5/133 MMX 16MB 1.34GB
12.1" active 10X CD 2679.77
460CDT 5/166 MMX 32MB 2.02GB
12.1" active 10X CD 3659.16
Portege notebooks
300CT 5/133 MMX 32MB 1.5GB
10.4" active 3369.46
660CDT 5/150 16MB 1.2GB
11.3" active 10X CD 3099.63
Tecra notebooks
510CDT 5/133 16MB 2.1GB
12.1" active 10X CD 2489.49
520CDT 5/166 MMX 32MB 2GB
12.1" active 10XCD 4159.45
530CDT 5/166 MMX 32MB 2GB
12.1" active 10XCD 4579.17
730XCDT 5/150 MMX 16MB 2GB
12.1" active 10XCD 2989.33
740CDT 5/166 MMX 16MB 3GB
13.3" active 10X CD 4999.31
740CDT 5/166 MMX 16MB 3GB
13.3" active 10X CD 4849.62
750CDT 5/233 MMX 32MB 4.7GB
13.3" active 20X CD 6449.23
Equium desktops
5230D 5/233 MMX 32MB 3GB 24X CD 1798.36
6200D 6/200 32MB 3GB 12X CD 2118.60
6230D 6/233 32MB 3GB 24X CD 2199.43
Equium mini-towers
6200M 6/200 32MB 4.3GB 12X CD 2479.47
6260M 266MHz Pentium II 32MB 3.7GB
16XCD 2569.07

Ac&R ti 7* Texas«lck y |NsrRUMENTS

Extensa notebooks
610CD 5/150 16MB 1.4GB
11.3" dual 10X CD 1964.67
610CDT 5/150 16MB 1.4GB
11.3" active 10X CD 2549.84
660CD 5/166 MMX 16MB
1.35GB 12.1" dual 10X CD 2699.55
670CD 5/166 MMX 16MB 1.6GB
12.1" dual 10X CD 2699.29
670CDT 5/166 MMX 16MB 2.1GB
12.1" active 10X CD 3398.45
TravelMate notebooks
TM7060 5/166 MMX 32MB 2GB
12.1" active 10X CD 4289.59
TM7063NT 5/166 MMX 32MB 3GB
12.1" active 10X CD 4949.69
AcerPower Network Ready Series desktops
5/166 MMX 16MB 1GB 938.11
5/166 MMX 16MB 2.1GB 999.69
5/200 MMX 32MB 2.1 GB 1265.65
5/200 32MB 2.1GB 996.32

v45T
Ascentia notebooks
M5130S 5/133 MMX 32MB 1.6GB
12.1" dual 20X CD 2399.86
M5160T 5/166 MMX 32MB 1.6GB
12.1" active 20X CD 2946.24
M5200T 5/200 MMX 32MB 2.1GB
12.1" active 20X CD 3489.25
M5160X 5/166 MMX 32MB 2.1GB
13.3" active 20X CD 3889.25
M5230T 5/233 MMX 32MB 3.3GB
12.1" active 20X CD 4299.56
M5230X 5/233 MMX 64MB 4GB
13.3" active 20X CD 5299.39
P70 5/150 MMX 32MB 2.1 GB
12.1" active 10X CD 3255.61
P80 5/166 MMX 32MB 3GB
12.1" active 10XCD 3569.88

j9ST
Bravo LC Series desktops
5/166 MMX 16MB 2GB 986.11
5/200 MMX 32MB 2GB 1166.53
233MHz Pentium II 32MB 2GB Win95...1759.44
233MHz Pentium II 32MB 2GB WinNT..1859.63
Bravo MS Series desktops
5/166 MMX 16MB 2GB 16X CD 1399.87
5/166 MMX 32MB 3GB 16X CD 1469.33
5/200 MMX 32MB 3GB 16X CD 1576.37
5/233 MMX 32MB 3GB 16X CD 1799.48
266MHz Pentium II 32MB 4.3GB 16X CD....2529.08
Bravo MS-T Series mini-towers
5/200 MMX 32MB 3GB 16X CD 1639.65
5/233 MMX 32MB 3GB 16X CD 1869.73
266MHz Pentium II 32MB 4.3GB 16X CD ..2569.64
300MHz Pentium II 32MB 4.3GB 16X CD..2759.76

COMPAQ.
Armada notebooks
1530DM 5/133 MMX 16MB 1.4GB
12.1" dual 10X CD 1959.67
1540DM 5/150 MMX 16MB 2.1GB
12.1" dual 20X CD 2199.89
1550DMT 5/133 16MB 1.4GB
12.1" active 10X CD 2449.71
1580DMT5/150MMX 16MB 2.1GB
12.1" active 10X CD 2739.76
1590DMT5/166MMX 16MB 2.1GB
12.1" active 20X CD 3159.62
4130T 5/133 16MB 1.08GB 11.8" actwe....1859.66
4131T 5/133 16MB 1.4GB 12.1" active .1989.68
4150 5/150 MMX 16MB 1.6GB 12.1" dual...2139.30
4160T 5/166 MMX 16MB 2GB 12.1" active. ...3399.00
4160T SL 5/166 MMX 16MB 2GB
12.1" active slimline 3599.00
7330T 5/150 MMX 16MB 2.1GB
12.1" active 3299.00
7350MT 5/166 MMX 32MB 2.1GB
12.1" active 3799.00
7710MT 5/150 MMX 16MB 1.6GB
12.1" active 2799.00
7730MT 5/166 MMX 32MB 2.1GB
12.1" active 4399.00
7750MT 5/166 MMX 32MB 2.1GB
12.1" active 4999.00
7770DMT 5/233 MMX 32MB 3GB
12.1" active 20X CD 4999.00
Presario notebooks
5/150 MMX 16MB 1.6GB 12.1"duaJ14X CD. ..2399.00
5/166 MMX 16MB 2.1GB 12.1" dual 20X CD...2599.00
5£00MMX32MB21GB121"acfce20XCD...3799.00
Deskpro 2000 desktops
5/133 16MB 2.5GB 1089.00
5/166 MMX 16MB 2.1GB 1059.00
5/166 MMX 16MB 3.2GB 1109.00
5/200 MMX 16MB 2.1GB 1179.00
5/200 MMX 32MB 3.2GB 1339.00
5/233 MMX 32MB 3.2GB 16X CD 1719.00
233MHz Pentium II 32MB 2.1GB 1749.00
233MHz Pentium II 32MB 3.2GB 24X CD..1989.00
266MHz Pentium II 32MB 3.2GB 24X CD...2209.00
Deskpro 2000 mini-towers
5/166 MMX 16MB 3.2GB 16X CD 1429.00
5/200 MMX 32MB 3.2GB 16X CD 1549.00
266MHz Pentium II 32MB 3.2GB 24X CD...2239.00
300MHz Pentium II 32MB 3.2GB 24X CD..2579.00
Deskpro 4000 desktops
5/166 MMX 16MB 2.4GB 1279.00
5/166 MMX 32MB 3.2GB 1449.00
5/200 MMX 32MB 2.4GB 1509.00
5/200 MMX 32MB 3.2GB 1559.00
5/233 MMX 32MB 3.2GB 16X CD 1919.00
233MHz Pentium II 32MB 2 4GB 1849.00
233MHz Pentium II 32MB 3.2GB 24X CD..2109.00
266MHz Pentium II 32MB 3.2GB 24X CD..2329.00
Deskpro 4000 mini-towers
5/166 MMX 32MB 3.2GB 16X CD 1649.00
233MHz Pentium II 32MB 3.2GB 24X CD ...2139.00
266MHz Pentium II 32MB 3.2GB 24X CD...2359.00
Deskpro 4000N network PC
5/166 MMX 32MB 1.6GB 1159.00
5/200 MMX 32MB 1.6GB 1269.00
5/233 MMX 32MB 2.1GB 1509.00
Deskpro 4000S desktops
5/166 MMX 16MB 2.1GB 1119.00
5/200 MMX 16MB 2.1GB 1229.00
5/233 MMX 32MB 2.1GB 1549.00

\23MSim

COMPAQ.
Deskpro 6000 desktops
233MHz Pentium II 32MB 2.1GB 24X CD...2399.00
266MHz Pentium II 32MB 2.1 GB 24X CD...2629.00
266MHz Pentium II 32MB 4.3GB 24X CD..2929.00
300MHz Pentium II 64MB 4.3GB 24X CD...3529.00
Deskpro 6000 mini-towers
266MHz Pentium li 64MB 4.3GB 24X CD ..3219.00
300MHz Pentium II 32MB 4.3GB 24X CD...3559.00
Presario desktops
2200 5/180 16MB 1.6GB 8X CD 799.00
Presario mini-towers
4505 5/166 16MB 2.1GB 16X CD 999.00
4508 5/200MMX 24MB 3.2GB 16X CD..1199.00
4528 5/233 MMX 32MB 3.2GB 24X CD ..1499.00
4814 5/233 MMX 32MB 6.5GB 24X CD ...1799.00
4824 5/233 MMX 32MB 6 5GB 24X CD
Iomega Zip drive 1899.00
4840 566MHz Pentium II32MB 6.5GB DVD2699.00
4850 300MHz Pentium II 48MB 6.5GB DVD.2999.00

Owl Hewlett-
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HP OmniBook 5700 Series notebooks
5/150 MMX 16MB 1.86GB 12.1" active..2999.15
5/166 MMX 16MB 1.86GB 12.1" active..3369.02
5/166 MMX 16MB 1.86GB 12.1" active..3459.82
5/166 MMX 32MB 2.79GB 12.1" active..4039.53
HP Vectra VL Series 5 PC desktops
5/233 MMX 16MB 2.5GB 1299.96
5/166 MMX 16MB 2.5GB 24X CD 1444.89
5/166 MMX 32MB 2.5GB 1459.70
5/200 MMX 16MB 2.5GB 1449.95
5/200 MMX 32MB 2.5GB 24X CD 1678.26
HP Vectra VL Series 5 PC mlnl-towers
5/166 MMX 16MB 2.5GB 24X CD 1499.15
5/200 16MB 2.5GB 24X CD 1459.01
5/200 MMX 32MB 2.5GB 1626.05
5/200 MMX 32MB 2.5GB 24X CD 1739.59
5/233 MMX 32MB 4GB 24X CD 1967.75
HP Vectra VE Series 3 PC desktops
5/200 16MB 1GB 998.20
5/166 MMX 16MB 1.6GB 1099.85
5/166 MMX 16MB 1.6GB 24X CD 1259.73
5/200 MMX 16MB 1.6GB 1199.32
HP Brio Series mlnl-towers
5/166 MMX 16MB 2.1GB 999.53
5/200 MMX 16MB 2.1GB 1154.35
5/233 MMX 32MB 3.2GB 1449.95
5/166 MMX 16MB 2.1GB 16X CD 1149.54
5/200 MMX 32MB 2.1GB 16X CD 1419.35
5/233 MMX 32MB 3.2GB 24X CD 1649.54
HP Brio Series towers
5/166 MMX 16MB 2.1GB 16X CD 1379.29
5/200 MMX 32MB 2.1GB 24X CD 1635.54
5/200 MMX 32MB 2.1GB 24X CD 1749.63
5/233 MMX 32MB 4GB 24X CD 1869.90
5/233 MMX 32MB 6GB 24X CO 2117.37
HP NetServer E40 Series towers
67180 16MB 2 1GB 8X CD 10/100 Ethernet. ..1999.58
6200 32MB 2.1GB 8X CD 10/100 Ethernet ...2265.63
6/233 32MB 4.2GB 24X CD 2598.12
6/266 32MB 4.2GB 24X CD 2898.02

ThinkPad notebooks
380 5/150 16MB 1.08GB 12.1" dual 1549.48
380D 5/150 MMX 16MB 2.1GB
12.1" active 8X CD 2719.34
380E 5/150 MMX 16MB 2.1GB 12.1" dual...1939.22
380ED 5/166 MMX 16MB 2.1GB
12.1" dual 20X CD 2429.85
380ED 5/166 MMX 16MB 3GB
12.1" active 20X CD 3329.44
560 5/133 8MB 2.1GB 11.3" dual 1269.66
560 5/133 8MB 2.1GB 13.1" active 2429.85
560E 5/150 MMX 16MB 2.1GB 11.3" dual ..2149.25
560E 5/166 MMX 16MB 2.1GB
12.1" active 3719.51
760XL 5/166 MMX 16MB 2.1GB
12.1" active 3769.88
760XD 5/166 MMX 32MB 3GB
12.1" active 8X CD 4599.98
765L5/166 MMX 32MB 3GB 13.3" active ..4997.63
765D 5/166 MMX 32MB 3GB
13.3" active 8X CD 5499.91
770 5/200 MMX 32MB 3.2GB 13.3" active...4699.39
770 5/233 MMX 32MB 4GB 13.3" active...5459.16
770 5/233 MMX 32MB 4GB
13.3" active WinNT 5899.36
770 5/233 MMX 32MB 5.1GB 14.1" active ..6779.05

Aptlva Series mini-towers
S3C 5/233 MMX 32MB 4.2GB 16X CD ...2159.29
S35 5/233 MMX 48MB 6.4GB 24X CD ..2499.27
PC 300GL Series desktops
5/166 MMX 16MB 2.5GB 1079.43
5/166 MMX 32MB 2.5GB 1169.29
5/200 MMX 32MB 2.5GB 1249.99
5/200 MMX 32MB 2.5GB 16XCD 1399.12
PC 300PL Series desktops
5/200 MMX 32MB 2.5GB 1448.77
5/200 MMX 32MB 4.2GB 1557.24
5/200 MMX 32MB 4.2GB 24X CD 1689.67
5/233 MMX 32MB 4.2GB 1729.87
5/233 MMX 32MB 4.2GB 24X CD 1859.29
PC 300PL Series mlnl-towers
5/166 MMX 32MB 2.5GB 1369.09
5/200 MMX 32MB 4.2GB 24X CD 1699.64
5/233 MMX 32MB 4.3GB 24X CD 2299.22
PC 300XL Series desktops
233MHz Pentium II 32MB 2.5GB 16X CD...1997.26
233MHz Pentium II 32MB 2.5GB 1799.45
266MHz Pentium II32MB 4.2GB 16X CD....2274.89
266MHz Pentium II 32MB 4.3GB 16X CD....2698.65

FUJITSU
LifeBook 500 Series notebooks
555Tx 5/150 MMX 16MB 2GB
12.1" active 10X CD 3199.00
565Tx 5/166 MMX 32MB 2GB
12.1" active 20X CD 4299.00
LifeBook 600 Series notebooks
635Tx 5/133 MMX 16MB 2GB
12.1 "active 16X CD 3199.00
655Tx 5/150 MMX 16MB 1.3GB
12.1" active 3799.00
656Tx 5/150 MMX 16MB 2GB
12.1" active 16XCD 4299.00

|HITACHI |
VislonBook Plus Series notebooks
4150X 5/150 MMX 16MB 1.4GB
12.1" dual 10X CD 2299.00
4360x5/166 MMX 16MB 1.4GB
12.1" active 10XCD 2999.00
VisionBook Pro Series notebooks
7360 5/150 MMX 16MB 2.1GB
12.1" active 10XCD 4299.00
7560 5/166 MMX 16MB 3GB
13.3" active 10X CD 4799.00
VisionBook Elite Series notebooks
8560 5/166 MMX 16MB 2.1GB
13.3" active 10X CD 4599.00

CDW TELEPHONE HOURS

Sales

Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-9 p.m. CT
Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. CT

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE

CDW* IS A NASDAq TRADED COMPANY
TICkER SYMBOL CDWC D & B rated SA1 Duns 10-762-7952

VISA ^^J^S @_.
Credit card charges arenotsubmitted until time ofshipment. For
your protection weship only toyour credit card's verified billing
address. Freight iscalculated asthe carrier's actual freight charge
plus insurance and packaging material. The cost ofinsurance is
D.35% (0.0035) oftheorder total. Packaging materials will not
exceed 54.00forsingle package shipments or $6.00 formulti-
package shipments. Before returning any product, you must
obtain anRMA number. Non-defective returns are subject toa
restocking fee. Software, chips andother electronic components
arenotreturnable. Allow 10 business days forshipping when
paying bypersonal check. Alloricing subject to charge. Forall
prices, products andoffers, CDW reserves the right to make
adjustments duetochanging market conditions, product discon
tinuation, manufacturer price changes, errors inadvertisements
or other extenuating circumstances. All trademarks andregis
teredtrademarks arethesoleproperty oftheirrespective owners.

»M

Three reasons to chooscCDMf*: price, advice,»KUerti 800-959-4239
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©1997 CDW8 Computer Centers, Inc.
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Ultraportables at a Glance
Weight Size
(lbs.) (WxDxH)

Maximum Display size Maximum hard Peripherals Starting
CPU (diagonal) drive/RAM price

MINI-NOTEBOOKS

Toshiba Libretto 70 1.9

800-334-3445

http://www.comput.ers
.toshiba.com

8.3x4.5x1.4 120-MHz Pentium

with MMX; no
secondary cache

6.1 inches 1.6GB/32MB External floppy
drive, CD-ROM
drive, one Type II
PC Card slot

$1999

Hitachi PC Mini-Note 2.7
800-448-2244

http://www.hitachipc.com

9.2x6.8x1.3 133-MHz Pentium

withMMX; no
secondary cache

8.4 inches 1GB/40MB Externalfloppy drive,
external CD-ROM

drive, three Type IIor
oneTypellandone
Type III PC Card slots

Between

$2500 and
$3000

THIN NOTEBOOK

IBM ThinkPad 560X 4.1

800-426-7255 ext. 4751

http://www.us.pc.ibm

.com/thinkpad

11.7x8.7x1.2 233-MHz Pentium

with MMX; 256-KB
L2 cache

12.1 inches 4GB/96MB Externalfloppydrive,
CD-ROM drive,
twoTypellorone
Type 111 PC Card slots

$1999

ULTRATHIN NOTEBOOK

Mitsubishi Pedion 3.3

+81 332182111

http://www.tnitsubishi
.com

'Available only inJapan at press time.

11.9x8.7x0.7 233-MHz Pentium

with MMX; 256-KB
L2 cache

12.1 inches 1GB/64MB Floppy drive and
CD-ROM drive in

dock, two Type 11
or one Type III slots

About

$4900'

New 120 Processors

New processor options are
coming for I20 subsystems
to compete with the i960

I from Intel.At least one ven
dor, DigitalEquipment, willoffer an Intel
alternative in 1998, and others may be
on the way, too.

The port of Wind River Systems
(Alameda, CA) IxWorks, the I20 real
time OS (RTOS), should be completed
in the first half of 1998 for Digital's
StrongArm chip. Additionally, Digital's
new 21553 and 21554 PCI-to-PCI

bridge chips are slated to appear early
next year, providing support for 64-bit
PCI cards.

The bridge chips also support inde
pendent primary and secondary address
spaces, which means they don't take
away from the main CPU's memory allo
cation in cases of 120 implementations
that use a peripheral cache.

Aspokeswoman for Wind Riversays
the company is also working with ven
dors besides Digital and Intel on port
ing its RTOS to other processors, and
Intel officials say you can expect new
i960s in 1998 that offer improved scal
ability and throughput, but they would
not comment further.
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a floppy drive, a 20x CD-ROM drive, I/O
ports, and an additional universal serial
bus (USB) port. Another slice adds an
additional lithium-polymer battery to
increase estimated battery life from 2 to
8 hours. At press time, the unit was avail
able only in Japan at a starting price of
about $4900, but thanks to an agree
ment between Mitsubishi and Hewlett-

Packard, HP will sellaPedion-like system
in the U.S. early next year.

Mitsubishi officials say the Pedion was

designed with the U.S. market in mind:
The screen is much bigger than that of a
mini-notebook, and the larger keyboard
is designed for touch-typists. "Whether
this represents a new category or not is
hard to say," says Robert Langerman,
marketing manager for HP OmniBooks.
"At the least, it is a radical evolution of
the ultraportable category,targetinghigh-
level executives who are sensitive about

their notebook's size and weight."
-Dave Andrews and Trevor Marshall

CheaperModems for ISPs
New chips for Internet-access mo

dems will deliver more communi

cations capabilities in a smaller and
cheaper package. The technology that
makes life easier for Internet service

providers(ISPs) and central-office access
providers willsoon be availableto ven
dors who make modems for end users.

Analog Devices' (Norwood, MA)
ADSP-21mod870 is one such chip, and
it has several advancements that should

interest remote-access server equipment
manufacturers. Unlike other solutions

that require multiple chips to perform
all of a modem's functions, Analog's
chip (the picture on page 30 shows the
actual size)squeezes a controller, data

pump, and I/O onto one chip, plus 160
KB of on-chip static RAM (SRAM), for a
low price of just $28. The chip's digital
signal processor (DSP) technology lets it
handle numerous modem protocols,
including V34, 56-Kbps flex, fax, and
ISDN. The small size of the chip means
the same space in a modem rack that
used to hold 12 modem ports (connec
tions) will be able to hold 24 to 48 mo
dem ports, Analog officials say.

"With Analog's solution, ISPs won't
need as big a space to put in all their
equipment," saysWillStrauss, president
ofTempe,AZ-based ForwardConcepts,
a consulting firm that offers electronics
market research and strategic product-
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SpinPoint

Samsung is opening a new chapter in HDD technology with its Winners

& Voyagers line of products, offering unmatched quality and service

- no matter where you live or work!

Samsung R&D engineers in San Jose Center are dedicated to

bringing you the latest developments in HDD technology and capabilities.

And Samsung's vast global network of service centers ensures prompt

assistance to keep you on schedule and performing at your best.

Wherever in the world you do business, Samsung will be there, dedicated to

your success.

Samsung HDD - Success depends on the right choice.

Circle 1 27 on Inquiry Card.

• Seoul, Korea TEL : 822-751-6114 FAX : 822-751-6989
• New Jersey, USA TEL: 1-201-229-4046 FAX ; 1-201-229-4069
• Miami, USA TEL : 1-305-594-1090 FAX : 1-305-594-7335
• Frankfurt, Germany TEL : 49-61-96-582510 FAX : 49-61-96-661011

• London. United Kingdom TEL : 44-181-391-8264 FAX : 44-181-974-2800
• Singapore TEL : 65-535-3075 FAX : 65-221-5510
• Wanchal, Hong Kong TEL : 852-2862-6924 FAX : 852-2866-1316
• Beijing, China TEL : 86-10-6505-2541 FAX : 86-10-6505-2543
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planningservices. "The chip allowsmore
channels per rack, with less cooling re
quired, which lowers the power con
sumption. " Straussnotes that other chips,
such as Lucent's DSP-16000 and Texas

Instruments' TMS-320C6201, both of
which are slated to ship in volume in
1998,will compete with Analog's chip.
Rockwellislikelyto deliverproductsbased
on the ARM and other microprocessors.

DVD Remains a Moving Target

Analog Devices'
ADSP-21mod870

(actual size) puts
the functionality of
a modem on a

single chip.

Because Analog's current chip is a
digital-only solution, it isapplicable only
to ISPs and central offices connected to a

Tl, ISDN, or other digital line. Butsources
sayAnalog isworking on another version
of the chip that contains an on-board
codec to let it talk to analog lines, pro
viding a solution for makers of modems
for end users. Such a chip, which will
allow less expensive high-performance
modems that consume lesspower, would
be especiallyinteresting for manufactur
ers of modems for notebooks.

-Dave Andrews

As rival companies squabble over
standards, some hardware and con

tent manufacturers are adopting a wait-
and-see attitude toward rolling out
products based on Digital VersatileDisc
(DVD), the technology thatmay one day
replace the CD-ROM. Despite varying
form factors and ever-increasing spin
speeds, the ubiquitous CD-ROM drive
hasbeen a stabilizingand unifyinginflu
ence in the computer world. But astech
nology makers shift alliances to match
their latest DVD vision, an emerging
standards war threatens what should

have been an orderly transition to the
emerging DVD standard.

The original CD-ROMformat put a
capacious 650MBon a singlecheap, eas
ily produced disc. Acceptance of CDs
was initially hampered by high hard
ware prices and meager software sup
port. However, CDseventually became
the computer industry's preferred me
dium for software and multimedia con

tent distribution.

Mike Weiss,vice president of enter
tainment and business development at
Sirius Publishing, a Scottsdale, AZ-
based CDmedium producer, says CD-

Bug ofthe Month
Your Tax Dollars at Work

"1 Many of us can lose or throw
_jXV I awav asoftware user's manual

PB I and still be able to workwithout
>2E5__Ji it.However, when a government

agency has no user's manual, the price can
be enormous.

In an effort to cut Medicare fraud and

waste, the Health Care Financing Admin
istration (the HCFA isthe federal agency that
administers the U.S. Medicare and Medicaid

programs) contracted GTE to build a single,
integrated claims-processing system. Millions
of dollars later, the job has been terminated.
In a speech before the House Committee on
Commerce, Bruce Merlin Fried, director of

the HCFA's Center for Health Plans and

Providers,said the job has so far proven to be
impossible due to a "lack of documentation"
of the current system. The current claims-
processing system involves 80 contractors

using unique, proprietary, or idiosyncratic
software to process 800 million claims annu
ally,querying eight operational systems at 34
data centers.

The job had an unstable history from its
beginning in 1994. GTEwon the bid to re-
engineer the system for $19.4 million, but it
quickly realized that it hadn't fully fathomed
the complexity of the task and renegotiated
the contract for $92 million in September
1996. The HCFA expected the system to be
finished in May2000 for a total of $102 mil
lion. AsofSeptember 9,1997, the HCFA esti
mated it had spent $41 millionuntil the con
tract was terminated on August 15,1997.

The most positive result of the fiasco isthat,
for $41 million, the HCFA now has "gained a
detailed set of specifications for a managed
health-care process," according to a spokes
man for Medicare. So, the next time some

one tries the same job, they might actually
know what lies ahead. -Jason K.Krause

Send yours to jason_krause@mgh.com!
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ROMs are so well entrenched that it will

be at least fiveyears before they are sup
planted by the newer technology."It will
be years before all machines ship out
with DVDas standard equipment,"
Weiss says. "Until DVD can replace a
VCR, I don't see widespread consumer
acceptance."

It took several years for the industry
to make the leap from using CDsat the
desktop to also authoring them at the
desktop. CD Recordable (CD-R) discs,
which appeared in the late 1980s,use a
coatingof temperature-sensitive dye.To
write data, a laserin the drive heats spots
on the dye layer, changing its color and
therefore its reflective properties.
Although scattered cases of incompati
bility exist, often due to poor calibra
tion of laser power during writing, the
read laser of a standard CD-ROM drive

can generally read CD-Rdiscs.
The allure of mastering your own

discs using CD-Rwas undeniable, but it
was not without its disadvantages. The
medium was costly,and a single mistake
rendered a disc unusable. CD Rewritable

(CD-RW) drives have emerged to ad
dress these issues.

CD-RW drives usephase-change tech
nology to alter the reflectivity of spots
on the disc surface in a reversible way.
The alloy used to coat CD-RW discs can
withstand up to 1000write-erase cycles,
making CD-RWa good candidate for
backup and data exchange.

But CD-RW is not without its prob
lems.The reflectivity of a CD-RW discis
low—an unavoidable characteristic of

its rewritable coating. As a result, most
existing CD-ROM and CD-R drives
cannot read CD-RW discs.

A new MultiRead standard specifies
higher-gainread circuitry and willallow
future CDdrives—expected to include
most DVD drives—to read CD-RW discs.

Although CD-RW discs will work pri
marily in CD-RWdrives, the drives will
alsowrite to CD-R media, letting CD-RW
owners create media compatible with
CD-R and CD-ROM devices.

Increasing confusion in the CDmar
ket is as simple as introducing an entire
new family of standards. DVD-ROM is
being promoted as a panacea for both
publishers and consumers. Originally
envisioned as a unifying standard that

www.byte.com



The Internet

Appliance Toolkit

(IAT) includes:

everything on the demo, plus

visual application builder

built-in internationalization

Watcom C/C + + compilers

drivers for hundreds

of PC peripherals

embedded filesystems

demo apps with source files

scalable fonts

embedded OEM pricing

... and much more!
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INTO JUST ABOUT

ANYTHING!

HERE'S PROOF

Build the Internet into smart phones, set-top boxes, photocopiers, kiosks,

printers, PLCs ... anything!

Better yet, build it on time. The IAT'", used to create this demo, comes with

everything you need, from rapid application development tools to Internet

apps to source code. Build a custom browser in days, not months!

And talk about performance. With the IAT and QNX you can use low-

cost x86 platforms to deliver incredible speed and reliability. Believe it!

Download your free

1.44M demo today!

www.qnx.com/iat

or call:

800 676-0566 (ext. 1049) The Leading Realtime OS for PCs

QNX SoftwareSystems Ltd.,175TerenceMatthews Crescent,Kanata,Ontario, CanadaK2M 1W8 Voice: 613 591-0931 Fax;613 591-3579 Europe: -9 DovePark,Chorleywood, Hertfordshire, WD3 5NY Voice: (44)(0)1923284800 Fax: (44)(0)1923285868
ffi QNXSoftware Systems Ltd. 1997. QNXis a registered trademark and IAT>sa trademark of QNXSoftware Systems Ltd. All other trademarks and registered trademarks belong to their respective owners.
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WH
would gather previous CDtechnologies
under its wings, DVD standards are now
more fractious than CD standards have

ever been.

Vadim Brenner, engineering division
product managerat Plextor,saysthe lack
of firm standards is enough to delayhis
company's entry into the DVD market.
"Plextor hasn't come out with a DVD

drive," Brenner said, "and won't until the
hardware requirements stabilize."

In itssingle-sidedform, a DVD can hold
4.7GB. Atwo-layerversionboostsa DVD's
capacity to 8.5GB, doubling to 17GB for
a double-sidedversion—enough to hold
8 hours of feature video on a disc the same

size as a standard CD. But some medium

producers question the need for such a
standard at the desktop.

" I can't see the difference between hav

ingStarWars on VHS or DVD," Weisssays.
"Promoting DVD's potential higher res
olution and better video is setting early
adopters up for a big disappointment."

A DVD drive is built around a laser that

produces shorter-wavelength light than
standard CD drives. The shorter wave

length lets the laser produce smaller

Drive type

CD-ROM

Drive cost Medium cost Availability
(retail)

$150 ormore Notapplicable Now

Best

applications

Software installation,
networked and local

database, multimedia,
games

CD-R $350-$800 $4-$5 each Now Low-volume data

distribution, archival/
backup

CD-RW $400-$900 $20-$25 Now Archival/backup, CD
master development

DVD-ROM $379 or more Notapplicable Now Multimedia, games,
movieviewing

DVD-R Unknown Unknown Early1998 High-capacity archival,
multimedia authoring

, DVD-RAM
•'.,"• '

•••.'.•

Approximately Approximately
$500 or more $20

Late 1997 or

early 1998
High-capacity archival,
multimedia, video
editing

spots. This, combined with tighter track
spacing, yields the DVD's higher single-
sided density. By using both sides of the
disc and bonding a semitransparent sec
ond layer over the primary layers, DVD

capacity can be boosted to an impressive
17 GB.

To take advantage of DVD content,
you'll need more than justthe drive.Typ
ically,a DVD bundle includes a PCIvideo

Survey
NT, was the most frequently evaluated product in the suite by cus
tomers who chose individual BackOffice programs. However, even
though it was evaluated the most, IIS was chosen only 50 percent of
the time bycustomers that bought at least one BackOffice product.
Exchange Server, Systems Management Server, and Transaction
Server round out the top five individual applications implemented
most frequently. Of companies who purchased a BackOffice com
petitor's product (chart not shown),79 percent bought individual
products, and only 21 percent went with a competitive suite.

SQL Server Suite Spot
Convenience and price are the two leading reasons that compa

nies purchase Microsoft's entire suite of BackOfficeprograms,
while the leading reason companies give for not buying the entire
suite is that they don't need all
those components. Inthose com
panies that do implement indi
vidual BackOffice components,
SQL Server is the application
most often chosen, according to
a recent survey performed by
BYTE's research department of
100 companies that have Win
dows NT installed.

Internet Information Server

(IIS),Microsoft's Web server for

Primary Reason forPurchasing
the EntireSuite

I
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What Companies Did After
BackOffice Evaluation

Source: BYTEResearch Dept. survey.
Base = 100 respondents

Why Not Purchasing theEntire
BackOffice Suite

Combinebest
of breed ourselves

6%
Base = Those who purchased
individual BackOffice programs.

Individual BackOffice Products Evaluated, Implemented
Internet Information
Server

SQLServer

Exchange Server

Systems Management
Server

Proxy Server

Commercial Internet
System Hail Server

Internet System
NewsServer

SNA Server

Personalization
System

MerchantServer

Conference Replication
System

i
i—,— i
H Evaluated

!; ' Implemented

= = Customers who purchased individual BackOffice programs.

www.byte.com



My business can't stop when
the power Joes.••

Back-UPS' Office's
instant battery
back-up can keep
you up and running
even when the

power goes down.

I rely on <
Back-UPS® Office from APC.

"I've got Back-UPS* Office

from American Power

Conversion. Back-UPS Office com

bines world class surge protection,

a $25,000 equipment protection

guarantee* and instant, uninter

ruptible battery back-up power.

So when the power goes out,

and it will.... I have plenty of

time to save what I am work

ing on and shut down safely.

and power problems transmitted

to my workstation over data and

power lines."

So, if you just bought your first

computer, or run a company that

needs hundreds, you can depend on

the reliability and peace of mind

•Si,,! that comes with APC products.

Why? It's simple. APC protects

more computers for more

companies in more countries

than anyone in the world.
Plus, I am protected from

surge damage, keyboard

lock-ups, data loss

APC's Bach-UPS Office is available at:

Look for apcpower protection Now, that's a reason to smile.
products - storting at $24.95

_,___._.„_ Micro
coM!?M^ XmXEHOUSE

800-328.2261

SjGH&E OfficeMax mSLOBAL
COMPUTER SUPPLIES

800-845-6225

)1997 APC. AllTrademarks are the property of their owners.' See policy for details. BF20EF

ram.
800-8S9-54M

microCEm_R

(800)347-FAXX PowerFax • E-mail: apcinfo@apcc.com • 132 Fairgrounds Road, West Kingston, Rl 02892 USA

CDCC Consumer
flCCiCatalog

[~| YES! I'd like to receive my FREE catalog.
_J NO, I'm notinterested at this time butplease

add me to your quarterlynewsletter mailinglist.

Title:

Companv:

Address:

Citv/Town:

State: Zip: Country

Phone:

Brand of UPS used?

Brand of PCs used?

Brand of Servers used?

Fax:

8

888-289-APCC X8251
Fax:(401)788-2797

www.apcc.com A2-B0
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CompleteyourBYTEcollectionby ordering Back Issues today!

January

February

March

April

May

June

November

December

1992 1993

•.••••..

1994 1995 1996 1997

Rates (postage and handling included):
Holland Df1 20.00, Switzerland SwFr 16.00, United Kingdom £ 7.75, France FFr59.00, Germany DM 18.00,
Sweden SEK 80.00 Only currencies mentioned above willbe accepted. Other orders need to use credit card.
Please indicate which issues you would like by checking (/) the boxes. Send requests with payment to:

[______
Back Issues,

c/o Dynamic Graphics International

P.O. Box 25,3950 AA Maarn, The Netherlands

Check enclosed Charge:

MasterCard Eurocard American Express

Card#

Exp. Date
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Signature
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BYTE on CD-ROM
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Plus, Quarterly Updates

Call +353-091-752792
or Order via the Web at
https: II www.byte.comlorderslsubcd.htm

It's all at your fingertips —emerging
trends, comprehensive world-wide industry
analysis, multiplatform coverage of all the

technologies, in-depth testing and
product evaluations, advice, tips,

expert opinions, and much more!
It's a deal for anyone who's
evaluating the significance of
new technologies...doing
research...making complex
multi platform purchasing
decisions...developing the

next generation hardware or
software products...preparing

corporate plans.
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card with the specialized hardware
needed to decompress the MPEG-2video
signal coming from the disc.The decoded
video goes directly to your computer's
monitor, bypassing your CPUand regu
lar video card. High-end systems require
decodingof Dolby AC3 audio, which pro
videssound in six dimensions (fivespeak
ers plus a subwoofer).

The rush to market and the shifting
nature of DVD technology are making
manufacturers edgy and casting con
sumers as potential victims. Early DVD
drives, for example, are unable to read
CD-R discs. More recent drives overcome

this limitation and claim to read CD-RW

discs as well. "If your DVD drive was
designed with one pickup and won't read
CD-R," says Brenner, "there's not much
that can be done."

Like CD-ROMbefore it, DVD technol
ogy is evolving toward a rewritable ver
sion—but at a greatly accelerated pace.
Currently, the DVD Forum is attempting
to negotiate a standard, but the battle is
furious. Nothing less than control of the
industry and sizable future royalties are
at stake.

DVD Recordable (DVD-R) is a write-
once technology with more than pass
ing similarity to CD-R. DVD-R's use of a
wavelength-sensitive dye means it will
probably suffer incompatibility problems
with future short-wavelength DVD
drives. When you combine that uncer
tainty with high hardware and medium
prices and a reduced capacity of 3.8 GB
per side, DVD-R may have a mercifully
short marketable life.

A DVD consortium was championing,
with some success, a 2.6-GB-capacity
rewritable format dubbed DVD-RAM and

based on phase-change technology. But
recently, Sony and Philips Electronics
have broken away and, joined by Hew
lett-Packard, Mitsubishi Chemical,
Ricoh, andYamaha,are pursuing an inde
pendent DVD rewritable format.

This new format, referred to unoffi
cially as DVD+RW, will store 3 GB on a
single side. This split, combined with
the copyright concerns of content pub
lishers and high hardware costs, is likely
to delay rewritable DVD for a few more
years.

If you're consideringbuyinginto this
technology, youshouldproceedcarefully.
Itwillbeanexpensivebattleto stayat the
edgeof current technology.

-Robert L. Hummel
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Networking
Leads Among
Hottest IT Jobs
Networking-related jobs are expe

riencing the most growth within IT
departments, according to a recent
survey of CIOs. According to a survey
conducted for RHI Consulting of 1400
CIOsin U.S. companieswith lOOormore
employees, the jobsmost in demand fall
under the networking category and
include network administrator, network
manager and specialist, systems analyst,
and network support technician.

Overall, networking captured 32per
cent, but certain industries saw an even
higher need. Networking was the lead
ing choice by 46 percent of CIOswork

ing in the transportation industry. Inter
net/intranet developers were in partic
ularly high demand in the retail sector,
capturing 25 percent of the vote, trail
ing networking by just 3 percent.

Jobs in Highest Demand

Project
management

9%

Networking ranks highest.

Datapro Report
ADSL Vendors Work for Interoperability

Recent agreements among leading ven
dors of ADSL-related (Asymmetric

DigitalSubscriber Line) technology willhelp
pave the way forwidespread deployment of
advanced communications services over

existing telephone lines. The result of these
cooperative efforts should help assure
potential customers that equipment they buy
from one vendor will interoperate withequip
ment from other vendors.

Early this year, Alameda, CA-based
Ascend Communications, a provider of
remote-networking solutions, announced
the licensing of ADSL discrete multitone
(DMT)technology from broadband com
municationsproviderAware (Bedford, MA).
In late September, San Jose, CA-based
Amati announced a cross-licensing agree
ment to share patented intellectual property
and conduct interoperability testing of de
signs based on those patents with Alcatel.
Product compatibility and joint interoper
ability testing are crucial to widespread
deployment ofADSL services to meet tele
communications industry requirements for
reaching the small office/home office
(SOHO) and residential markets.

ADSLhas gained new life as a high-speed
Internet-access solution, after plans by
telecommunications providers to use it for
video-on-demand applications foundered.
ADSL is easier and cheaper to deploy than

ISDN, as well as faster, supporting speeds
of up to 6 Mbps and beyond downstream (to
the user) and up to 640 Kbps upstream.
Initial ADSLsignal-modulation implementa
tions were based on carrierless amplitude
and phase modulation(CAP), but DMT solu
tions now have the momentum, thanks inpart
to DMT's adoption as an ANSI standard.

Inmany initial commercial ADSL rollouts,
the communications service provider pro
vides the necessary equipment that its cus
tomers will need, but ADSL vendors say
product interoperability willbe necessary
once customers start buying equipment in
retail channels." Ifitworks inthe Boston area,

and you are transferred, you want to know
that yourADSL modem will workelsewhere,"
says Jim Bender, president and CEO of
Aware. "We are well on our way to seeing
interoperable equipment."

Says Michael Newson, spokesman for
Richardson, TX-based Alcatel USA: "We

allwant to buildproducts to this [ANSI]DMT
standard, so we don't get into the situation
faced by phone companies with ISDN,
where too many problems with incompati
ble equipment at the central office and home
levelstymied acceptance and frustrated con
sumers." -Carol Skvarla. For information on

reports from Datapro, a business unit of the

GartnerGroup,contact 609-764-0100; fax:609-

764-2814; orhttp.llwww .datapro.com.

www.byte.com
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| When It Comes To storingdata,

modularity and flexibility are big

ideas. So we design Kingston*

storage enclosures for optimum growth and

custom configuration. Of course, compatibility

is critical, too.

That's why we
www.kingston.com/storage

mmmmmm

are implementing a certification program with

all the major drive and controller manufacturers,

including Adaptec? CMD? DPT,8 Mylex*

Quantum? and Seagate? Want to make

configuring custom storage systems

as easy as child's play? Just call

(800) 435-0670. Or visit our Web site

at www.kingston.com/storage.
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Avoid the Technology Trap and Prosper
How listening to customers can sometimes costyou
serious money.

In the Age of Infoglut, it's not enough for corporate IS to impose a
powerful, high-bandwidth architecture for data delivery. Ifknowl

edge workers are already overloaded, additional bandwidth will only
make the problem worse. What
enterprises really require-and so
often lack-is an integrated strategy
of informationmanagement. Thomas
Davenport proposes this type of
holistic approach in his latest book,
Information Ecology: Masteringthe
Information and Knowledge
Environment.

Refreshingly,Davenport devotes
only a single chapter to software/
hardware architectures. He points
out that information technology (IT)
spending in the U.S. alone has
approached 3 trillion dollars over Thomoi
the last decade, but "information-
or at least the effective use of it-has not improved at
the same rate as technology spending." Clearly, we
need a better wayfor humannetworks to process the
information already available.

Dynamicssuch as politicsand human behavioroften
get short shrift inotherworks on information manage
ment, but Davenport emphasizes the role of corporate
culture. He exposes the various politicalstructures that disseminate
a corporation's most vitaldata, but he does not necessarily promote
one hierarchy over another. Anyof the models-from a highly cen
tralized "monarchy" to a less centralized "federalism"-could work
successfully for a particular organization. The important point is
"matching your organizationto the politicalstructure that best suits
it" instead of avoiding the difficult issue altogether.

Davenport also evaluates tactics for reengineering the informa
tion environment, for selecting an information staff, and for formu
latingan integrated informationstrategy. The case studies are well
researched and relevant.

More so than ever before, information is power intoday's service
economy.Toremaincompetitive, an enterprise mustmanage itscrit
ical informationefficiently and get the knowledge intothe heads of
the people who need it.But before you throw more technology at
the problem,read Information Ecology. Itwill get youthinking con
structivelyabout the challenges ahead.

Clayton Christensen's TheInnovator's Dilemma: When New
Technologies Cause GreatFirmsto Failtrackscorporations that
did have a firm grasp of critical market data. Corporations that
listened closely to customers, systematicallyevaluated their com
petitive markets, and built a commonsense business strategy.
Corporationsthatseemingly dideverything right-and failed. Itisthe
dilemma of disruptive technologies.

Using the diskdrive industry to illustrate histheories,Christensen
shows how wellthe leaders ina particulardisk drivemarket handled
the implementation ofsustaining technologies-tecrmo\og\es that
improve, incrementally orradically, the performance ofestablished

information

mid fcnawltd|!c j%

1

products-while the same market leaders crumbled when faced with
disruptive technologies. A disruptive technology may debut with
performance that's inferior to the status quo but enables new mar
kets and applications.

When Seagate Technology introduced a 5'/i-inch disk drive in
1980, leaders in the 8-inch-drive market did not adopt the smaller
format, because itcould not deliver performance enhancements to
their existing minicomputer customers. They did not see the com
ing of the desktop computer market, a market that demanded the
form factor and ruggedness of the 5!4-inch technology. Vendors of
5!4-inchdrives captured the nascent desktop market and, when the
format reached the performance and capacity requirements to move
upstream, they took over the minicomputer market as well. Of the

four leading vendors of 8-inch drives, onlyone sur
vived as a player inthe 5%-inchmarket. These com
panies were not mismanaged. They invested inmar
ket research and listened to customers-the wrong
thing to do inthe context of disruptive technology.

This example is certainly no anomaly. Chris
tensen cites case after case of leading firms re
sponding successfully to sustaining technologies
while failing miserably when faced with disruptive
ones. And whilethe lifecycle of products inthe disk
drive industry ("the closest things to fruitflies that
the business world willever see") make for a con
venient gauge ofthe phenomenon, disruptive tech
nologies affect any firm,from disk drive vendors to
motorcycle makers to catalog retailers, that grap
ples with new product technologies.

So how does a company respond to disruptive technology?
Christensen offers some solid suggestions. When developing a dis
ruptive technology, don't assume a specific market for it. Youcan't
evaluate a market that has not yet emerged. Also, small companies
(market entrants or spin-offs of large organizations) seem best for
deploying disruptive technologies. The company must be nimble
enough to respond quickly to a developing market.

Not only are small companies more flexible, but emerging mar
kets can't satisfy the growth needs of big corporations. Consider
Apple and its introduction of the Newton. For Apple, sales of the
Newton could not satisfy its voracious appetite for growth. Sales
were considered a flop. For a start-up, though, the 140,000 units
sold in 1993 and 1994 would have constituted a successful launch,

perhaps garnering an influx of investor support. Interestingly,Apple
appeared ready to create a spin-off for the Newton technology until
Steve Jobs recently pulled the company back into Apple.

The Innovator's Dilemma teaches us when not to listen to our cus

tomers, but instead how to pursue a nonexistent market that prom
ises lower profit margins and greater risk.
Stanford Diehl is a frequent contributor to B YTEmagazine and a former

director of the BYTE Lab.

rhe
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When

New Technologies
Cause Great Firms

to Fail

CLAYTON M. CHRISTENSEN

Information Ecology:
Mastering the Information

and Knowledge Environment

by Thomas H. Davenport, Oxford
University Press, 1997,$29.95,
ISBN: 511168-0

The Innovator's Dilemma:

When New Technologies
Cause Great Firms to Fail

by Clayton M.Christensen, Harvard
Business School Press, 1997,

$27.50, ISBN: 0-87584-585-1

www.byte.com
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rkstationscloning

introducing Drive Image" Professional, the fastest,
MosTflexible way t o clone your workstations.

Cloning workstations should be as easy as cutting out paper dolls—make one
master image file, and clone it as many times as you want. Well, PowerQuest
has made the process of cloningworkstations just that simple and fast with
DriveImage Professional. Because of its patent-pending SmartSector™
technology, Drive Image Professional works up to two to three times faster
than straight file-by-file or sector-by-sector methods of copying. And using
its exclusive image-file editor, aswell as the award-winning technology of
PartitionMagic, you can swap partitions between imagefiles, even create, resize
and move FAT, FAT32, NTFS, and HPFS partitions on the fly. This gives you
the unprecedented freedom to create customized configurations to meet all the
needs of your individual workstations. This speed and flexibility make Drive
Image Professional the complete solution for cloning workstations. Try Drive
Image Professional for 60 days. If you axe not completely satisfied, return it
to PowerQuest and receive a full refund. Formore information, contact your
local reseller, or visit our Web site at WWW.pOWerquest.COItl or call
1-800-379-2566.

Drive Image Professional is available for use by a single technician
on an unlimited* number of workstations.

'Persons orentities who image orconfigure more than 5,000 computers each year for the purposes offee-based services must purchase aDrive Image Master License Aere

©1997 PowerQuest Corporation. Ail rights reserved. IWcrQucst and PartitionMagic are registered trademarks and Drive Image and SmanScctor arc trademarks ofPowerQuest Corporation. Patents pending.
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Blastsfrom

the Past

Years ago in BYTE

Gateway's 66-MHz 486DX2-based PC
with 8 MB of RAM, a 14-inch monitor, and

a 500-MB hard drive

cost $3795. Micro
soft's Video for Win

dows helped move
I PC video more into

wy^-^.'pyiil the mainstream. Ap-
H^jf pie's new Duo Macs

ml i could be a notebook
MS WBM oradesktop.

Years ago in BYTE

Apple's new HyperCard offered an easy-
to-use English-likescripting language that
allowed nonprofessionals to write useful
programs.

Years ago in BYTE

The$3950 AthenaICP/M-based portable
computer ran on two 2.5-MHz NSC-800
processors, had 68 KB of RAM,512 KB
of mass storage, and, at its 15-pound
weight, was truly portable. The personal
computer as

coinless ar

cade? We

devoted eight
pages to pop

ular computer
games. PC
graphics have come a long way since the
earlydays of LukeSkywalker.

Years ago in BYTE

Computers and Star Trek: Will computers
be able to retrieve an answer to any factual
question ina matterofseconds inthe twen
ty-thirdcentury? Probably.As the article
said, science fiction often predicts scien
tific fact.
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A Voice for Java Developers
Rick Ross, founderoftheJavaLobby,

discusses thepromises, pitfalls,andpersonality
conflicts surroundingJava.

BYTE: What is theJavaLobby, and
what areitsgoals?
Ross: We are an organization that
formed because we perceived a need to
speak from a developer's perspective
on issues that are pro-Java and pro-
developer. We welcome everyone that
has an interest in Java, both users and
developers, to offer support and to join
us in developing this pro-Java and pro-
developer message. I hope that the
emergence of a strong voice, a clear
voice for the development community,
can level the playing field and reduce
some of the rhetoric. I want Java to suc
ceed, and I want Java developers to
have the maximum success.

BYTE:How does theJavaLobby
approachvendors?
Ross: We have had direct contact with

most of the major vendors and have
spoken to them about who we are and
what we stand for. We told them we

want wide-open, two-way communica
tion to speak with them as peers, to rep
resent the developer's community.

BYTE: How do you perceive therift
betweenMicrosoft's AFC and Sun's]FC
in thedevelopercommunity: [Editor's
note: Justafterthisinterview, Sunfiled
a lawsuitchargingMicrosoft with
breaching its contractual obligationto
deliver a compatible implementation of
Java technology withitsproducts.]
Ross: I think it speaks to a deeper

underlying issue, which is the way that
the dialogue concerning Java has
become polarized by the antagonism
between Microsoft and Sun. Today,
AFC versusJFC looks like the big issue.
Frankly,I wish they would stop pitting
one against the other. I wish they [Sun
and Microsoft] would cut that out and
give us both. Give us freedom of
choice. That's what it ought to be
about.

BYTE:What will happen ifJavadisinte
gratesinto vendor-specific versions,
similarto what happenedto Unix?
Ross: It would certainly be a dreadful
thing. The key thing that ignites all the
enthusiasm about Java is the shared
belief that we can achieve meaningful
portability.

BYTE:Do you thinkit's importantthat
theMicrosoft/Sun riftbe healed?
Ross: I think it would be a regrettable
development if Microsoft continues to
hold on to this apparent position that
will fragment the emergence of a mean
ingful portable standard. And I hope
that will not happen. If it's true that
developers really want to see Java suc
ceed, I really hope Microsoft will work
with the developer community to make
that happen. I hope it understands that
it is in its interest as well as in our inter

ests. Everybody knows that if Java suc
ceeds and "Write once, run anywhere"
does come true, you'll see a lot of devel
opers write once, run mostly on Win
dows. Microsoft stands to win so much.

It could win the loyalty of a huge num
ber of developers and users by deciding
it supports the same goals we care
about, and by setting aside its concerns
that in some way or another Java will
open the door to some kind of eco
nomic competition that it doesn't feel
is advantageous to itself.

You canget moreinformationon theJava
Lobbyat http://www.javalobby.org.

www.bvte.com
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More Storage
for Less Money
Large9.1 -GBharddrivesenter
the mainstream. Page44IS 3

Digital-Audio
Broadcasts
Products and services are moving
out of the research labs.
Page 44IS 3

Your Only Inbox
More companies embrace unified
messaging systems. Page 44IS 9

Next-Generation

Notebooks
Mobile PCs have bettergraphics
and faster processors.
Page 441S 13

C++to Java
A program converts C+ +
applications into Java.
Page 44IS 18
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...LEO Databook Series
LEO Stargate
Delivering crisp, clear images on a slim-line, high-resolution 12.1" LCD display,
the LEO Stargate uses 95% less desktop space than a standard CRT display.
Coupled with the LEO Databook Series systems, the LEO Stargate provides the
ultimate visual computing solution for any office environment.
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LEO Safari 200
Packing the functionality and performance of a
conventional PC in an ultra-slim case, the LEO

Safari 200 has powerful networking and
multimedia f.eatures that make it ideal for a full

array of LAN, POS, edutainment and Internet
applications.

:
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LEO Safari Plus 200
Combining the power and flexibilityof a
Pentium* processor-based PC with the
simplicity of a traditional terminal, the LEO
Safari Plus 200 is the ultimate slim-line

solution for today's increasingly networked
corporate, school and home computing
environments.

LEO Oasis 300

Plug into the exciting new world of home
multimedia computing with the LEO Oasis 300.
From surfing the Web and sending e-mail to
playing the latest multimedia games and
managing the family finances - the LEO Oasis
300 provides the supreme home infotainment

First International Computer, Inc.
6F, FORMOSA PLASTICS REAR BUILDING 201-24, TUNG HWA NORTH
ROAD, TAIPEI, TAIWAN
Tel: 886-2-7174500 Fax: 886-2-7182782
FIC WWW site:htlp://www.fic.com.tw E-mail:mkt@ssl iic.com.tw
Specifications subject tochange without notice. All trademarks used here inaretheregistered property oltheir
respective owners TheIntel Inside andPentium Logo aretrademarks olIntel Corpcrat.cn
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are News & Views

Drives Get Bigger, Faster, Cheaper
9.1-GB drives spinning at 7200 rpm will soon enter the mainstream.

• espite many competing tech-
nologies, hard disk drives
continue to hold their domi

nant position as the medium
of choice for data storage. The price of
hard disks continues to plummet, while
capacity and performance climb upward.
Seagate and Quantum are expected to
ship 9-GB Ultra2 SCSI drives in mid-1998.
The 3.5-inch-factor drives, which stand
just 1 inch high, spin at 10,000rpm.

The higher the rotational speed of the
disk drive motor the greater the data
transfer rate, and the lower the seek and
latency times when the head switches
tracks. Today, most hard disks spin at
5400rpm, with higher-end models attain
ing aspeed of 7200rpm. The Seagate Bar
racuda, Quantum Atlas, and Micropolis
Tomahawk 7200 drives have become

popular in multimedia applications
such as digital motion pictures.

Seagate is already shipping its first
10,000-rpm disk drives, the Cheetah fam
ily. With formatted data transfer rates
peaking at 16.8 MBper second (around
40percent better than top 7200-rpmhard
drives), and prices around 40 percent
higher than equivalent 7200-rpm offer
ings, these 4.5- and 9.1-gigabyte drives are
currently limited to niche market appli
cations. Early next year, however, Sea
gate will sell a new drive, the Medalist Pro
9140,that has a 9.1-GB capacity and spins
at 7200 rpm. Street price will be about
$495,according to DeniseLippert, prod
uct marketing manager.

Not all agree that high-end 10,000-rpm
drives are a viable business right now.
David Rawcliffe, marketing director of
Quantum Asia-Pacific, saysQuantum will
offer 10,000-rpm models in mid-1998,
when 10,000-rpm drives might have 15
percent of the high-end hard disk mar
ket. Quantum's first 10,000-rpm entries
are expected to hold 9GBand 18GB, with

www.Dyte.com

either Ultra! SCSI or Fibre Channel inter

faces. Rawcliffe also expects 10,000rpm
to remain the top hard disk rotational
speed until early next decade.

Magnetoresistive (MR) heads, used by
IBMand Quantum, helped achieve the
next level of capacity by separating the
read and write functions into two physi-

bits per square inch, is expected to arrive
next year in some 3.5-inch drives with ca
pacities well above 10 GB.Western Digi
tal is already shipping UltraATA IDE
devices with 2.16 GB formatted capacity
per platter (6.4GB for a three-platter hard
disk) usingMRhead technology. In 1998,
MR heads are expected to overtake the

Seagate's new 9.1-GB drive is expected to sell

for around $495 when introduced early next year.

cally distinct heads. An inductive head,
optimized for writing information, is
integrated with the MRstructure opti
mizedfor reading.MRheadsare usually
coupled with partial response maximum
likelihood(PRML) channelrecordingfor
resolving data pulses from the disk sur
face. While the initial troubles in manu

facturing MR heads limited their use to
very high-end drives, the yields have
improved in the past two years. Major
vendorslikeIBM, Quantum,and Seagate
use them in many mainstream IDEdrives.

The next step, Giant MR (GMR), en
abling recording density in tens of giga-

old inductive ones in terms of number

of units shipped, analysts say.
Besides GMR and improvements to

PRML, like IBM's PRML with digital fil
tering, new technologies like multilevel
decision feedback equalization (MDFE)
are expected to help achieveeven higher
capacities. DevelopedbySingapore-based
Data Storage Institute, MDFE is expect
ed to surpass PRML and its derivatives in
recording densityand performance.

On the high end, dual-head parallel
drives, pioneeredbySeagate, didn't make
it in the market.Seagate dropped its2-GB
Barracuda 2HPtwo years ago, with no

DECEMBER 1997 BYTE 44IS 3
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Desktop Hard Disk Evolution

Capacity

rpm

M 2-5 GB 4-10GB 10-20GB
~

H

M

w

7200 10,000 12,800+
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Interface

Fibre Channel-Arbitrated Loop
UltraSCSI Ultra2 SCSI

Fibre Channel-Enhanced Loop
Ultra4SCSI

Price per
MB(US$) M

1998

EmbeddedPCI

1999 2000H=High-end 1997
M=Mainstream lime

PC hard disk capacity is expected to climb to 36 GB by the year 2000.

plans to use the technology in the future.
While dual-head parallel operation dou
blesdata transfer speed for both reads and
writes, similar speedups can be achieved
bystripingtwo identicaldriveson the same
or different SCSI connections. Data can be

interleaved on a word or sector basis,
depending on whether your target appli
cation is graphics- or database-oriented.
Windows NT directly supports disk strip
ing,joiningthe drivesinto asinglevolume.

Makers of high-end drives do not need
to follow the small incremental steps in
capacity seen in IDE drives. Instead of 2.1
GB,2.5 GB, 3.2 GB,4.3 GB,etc., the high-
end arena has the simple capacity-dou
bling rule: 2.2 GB, 4.5 GB, and 9 GB. The
18-GB Quantum Atlas III is presently the
highest-capacity 3.5-inch drive.

UltraSCSI, in its 20-MBps 8-bit and 40-
MBps 16-bitversions, isnow the dominant
high-end mass storage interface. Many
high-end drives are available in the most
popular versions of this interface, includ
ing combinationsof narrow,wide, single
connector attachment (SCA), and differ
ential UltraSCSI. Early next year, volume
shipments of the first Ultra2SCSI drives
with new LVD-Link (low voltage differ
ential) transmitter technology will start.
The 16-bit version of Ultra2 SCSI not only
doubles the transfer rate to 80MBps, it also
increases the maximum cable length from
1.5 to 12 meters. The first PCIcontroller to
provide Ultra2 Wide SCSI withLVD-Link

44IS 4 BYTE DECEMBER 1997

isSymbios's 53C895Ultra2 Wide PCI/SCSI
I/Oprocessor. The company isexpected to
offer a dual-channel Ultra2 SCSI processor
early next year on a 64-bitPCI bus, the fol
low-on to its 53C876 dual-channel Ultra

Wide SCSI PCIprocessor.
For the next year, there are more design

improvements scheduled by the ANSI
XT310 committee, including compact
packaging, tripled connector density,and
"smart silicon." With Ultra4 Wide SCSI, bus
bandwidth will increase to 160MBps.

The Fibre Channel-Arbitrated Loop
(FC-AL) provides serial interface perfor
mance of 100 MBpsper loop, with up to
two loops connected to each storage
device. This unprecedented performance
rate can be sustained on linksup to 10 kilo
meters long, with as many as 126 devices
in a single chain. Adaptec and Symbios
were among the first to offer FC-AL PCI
host adapters earlier this year.

Quantum's Rawcliffe saysthe 1998 high-
end focus will still be on Ultra2 SCSI with

LVD, as the performance difference be
tween it and FC-AL is not so drastic, and
there will still be around a 20percent price
differential between otherwise identical

drives in Ultra2 SCSI and FC-AL versions.

Also, FC-AL controllers will still be sub
stantially more expensive, even with sin
gle-chipimplementationslikethe Adaptec
AIC1160and the Symbios FC920.Adaptec
product manager Adam Zagorski states
that the company expects "two distinct

markets to develop for Ultra2 SCSI and
Fibre Channel. People will use Ultra2 to
support their legacy SCSI drives."

A year ago, Seagate and IBM agreed to
merge Seagate-backed FC-AL and IBM-
backed Serial Storage Architecture (SSA)
into one serial storage interface standard
dubbed Fibre Channel-Enhanced Loop
(FC-EL), combining SSA reliabilityand FC-
ALperformance. It could become the dom
inant long-term high-end mass storage
interface, with performance moving
toward 800MBpsand beyond. Like FC-AL,
FC-EL isboth a network and astorage inter
face standard, supporting Internet, ATM,
and SCSI protocols, among others. The first
FC-EL products are expected in 1999.

But don't expect high-end drives that
predict and warn you of their failure. Self-
Monitoring, Analysis, and Reporting Tech
nology (SMART) is not planned for most
workstation and server systems next year.

-Nebojsa Novakovic

Web and Radio
Broadcasting
The World Digital Audio Broadcast

ing committee recently established
standards for transmitting data over the
air.And now, products based on those
digital audio broadcasting (DAB) stan
dards are starting to emerge. DAB en
ables the transmission of program-
associated data and information

FT •"••TTl
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First DAB receiver cards for your PC

will be available next year.

services such astraffic and weather up
dates. Its most compelling use, how
ever, could be Web datacasting. Trials
of DAB datacasting have been com
pleted in The Netherlands, Finland,
and Germany. Commercial servicesare
already running in Sweden and the U.K.

DAB inserts MPEG Layer 2 com
pressed multimedia data into the audio

www.byte.com



_s a UNIX workstation or server user, you appreciate

the value of high performance. Like many, you are

probably using the 'DUMP' backup command included in

your UNIX operating system. An excellent method, but a

little slow for today's high performance tape drives.

Bring on TTi's 'Nightshirt UNIX', and reap the benefits:

100% format compatible with UNIX 'dump' utll

More than twice the speed of 'dump'

Uses the same command line parameters as UNIX

Provides all the benefits of UNIX 'dump'

Only a fraction of other backup software costs

Support under SunOS, Solaris and HPUX

Compatible with Tape Autoloaders

NightShift UNIX backup software uses an exclusive

algorithm to optimise disk reads and tape writes, at more

than twice the speed of 'DUMP'. Unlike other third party

backup programs, NightShift UNIX retains the standard

'DUMP' format, thus being totally compatible with your

existing 'DUMP' backup scripts and able to read and

write to existing 'DUMP' created backup tapes.

And at a fraction of the cost of comparable backup

software, NightShift UNIX makes the ideal solution for

UNIX users who need faster, economical backup, without

the frustration of implementing new backup procedures.

So set the night shift to work for you!

ast«*!!5X

Transitional Technology Int. Ltd.,TTi House,BeaumontClose, Banbury, Oxon 0X16 7RGEngland.
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International

stream. A new Multimedia Object
Transfer (MOT) protocol controls
broadcasting of data objects. These
objects can include HTMLdocuments,
bit-map graphics, MPEG audio and
video files, and alsozipped executables.
According to the German DAB-Plat-
form group, Java applets may soon be
part of the MOT data type list as well.

Because of its data transfer rates of

up to 1.2Mbps, many European Inter
net users might eventually consider
DAB Web datacasting as an alternative
to Internet access via phone lines. A
DAB receiver plug-in PC card, devel
oped by German manufacturer Tech-
niSat (Daun, Germany), is slated to be
on the market byJune of 1998. In addi
tion, developers such as Roke Manor
Research (Romsey,U.K.) have already
launched a Windows 95-based DAB

receiver software development kit.
While audio features will drive the

mass market for DABin the near term,
manufacturers and service providers
say that multimedia and data services
will eventually be even more impor
tant. In contrast to GSM, for example,
DAB wasdesignedwith data services in
mind and is backed by media-savvy
broadcasters; GSM data was intro
duced and developed primarily by
telcos who are just now beginning to
build up the know-how and strategic
alliances required to offer useful and
compelling multimedia services.

Interactive DABservices are the sub

ject of a number of ongoing trials. As
with digital video broadcasting (DVB),
which enables broadcast of data in

additionto digitalTV, Europeandevel
opers are working to commercialize a
viable back channel for interactivity.

One possibility maybethe GSM cel
lular phone network. For example, in
the pan-European Multimedia Envi
ronment for Mobiles (MEMO) project,
conducted by more than 20 research
and telecommunication industry par
ticipants, DAB forms the broadband
channel with data rates of up to 1.8
Mbps fordownloading. Thebackchan
nel runs over GSM at 9.6 Kbps, which
is sufficient for users' interactions.

Expertssaythatprojects likeMEMO
haveinitiated anewgeneration ofinte
grated DAB andGSM chips. Expert first
prototypes from manufacturers Bosch
and Hitachi to be available for testing
next year. -ValerieThomson
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Kill Macro
Viruses
As the use of the Internet and e-mail

increase, so do virus infection rates. In
particular, users are running into an esca
lating number of so-called macro viruses,
bits of malicious code that are hidden in e-

mail attachments or in document files. The

threat beginsthe momentyou view aJava-
enabled Web page.

Steve Chang, CEO of Trend Micro, an
antivirus software developer in Taipei,says
that more and more corporations are
under attack from hostile applets. These
programsuseSunMicrosystems' Javaand
Microsoft's ActiveX scripting languages
to perform a variety of tasks without the
user's knowledge. The rogue ActiveXcon
trols and Java applets, after gaining access
to a user's hard disk, execute useless rou
tines, clog RAM, and steal CPU cycles.

Trend Micro's OfficeCall is one of the

OFFICECALL ANTIVIRUS

SOFTWARE

OfficeCall: Virus Scan Dt
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Trend Micro Inc.,
1 -408-257-1500, fax: 1-408-257-2003,

support@trendmicro.com,
http://www.antivirus.com

first antivirus software programs that pro
vides security for both ActiveX and Java
components, according to Trend. Using
the vendor's patented on-the-fly blocking
mechanism, the software can selectively
filter Java applets and ActiveX code from
unknown FTP- and HTTP-borne viruses

The Next Generation of Web-Enabled TVs

uropean and Japanese TVmanufactur
ers such as Thomson, Metec, Daewoo,

Sanyo, Philips, Nokia,and Sharp recently
showed the latest versions of their Web-

enabled TVs.Although slightlydifferent, all
feature powerful mainstream processors
such as the ARM

7500 or Pentium,

33.6-Kbps mo
dem, easy-to-use
software for e-mail,

as well as a Web

browser. Theyalso
share list prices of
DM 6000 and up.

Simultaneous

viewing of Web
pages and TVpro
grams (called "pic-
ture-in-picture"),
infrared key
boards, and ports
for printers and
mice seem to be

the essential components of this generation
of devices. However, unlike Nokia's proto
type set-top boxcalled Mediamaster, none
ofthese TVhybridsincludesan Ethernetcard
for directly accessing an interactive cable
service.

Themodelbuilt byOEMMetec (Karlsbad,
Germany) is one of the few that integrates a

complete Windows PC in a TVset, without
the need for a separate set-top box. It is
based on a Pentium 133 or 166 processor
and has a 1.2-GB hard drive and is expand
able to 32 MB of RAM. It also includes a

sound card, CD-ROM drive, and an ISDN
card or a modem.

The unit can be

upgraded to func
tion as a video

conferencing sys
tem with a wire

less microphone,
camera, and asso

ciated software.

However, there's
no special user
interface for TV

viewers who are

not computer-lit
erate. It's simply
Windows 95 on

your television.
Thomson Multi

media(Boulogne,France),on the other hand,
is billing its new set-top box as a consumer
networkcomputer (NC).Thisunithas a 33.6-
Kbps modem, plus smartcard and PC Card
slots. The box is multimedia-ready, support
ing Virtual RealityModeling Language, Real
Video, Shockwave, and videoconferencing.

-ValerieThomson

Web-enabled TV sets

for your living room.



right before they can teach the corporate
gateway, the company claims.

OfficeCall also incorporates Trend's
MacroTrap virus engine. This rule-based
scanning technology complements pattern
matching with more sophisticated algo
rithms to examine macro commands

embedded in word processing and spread
sheet files and identify malicious code.

The Web-server-based software em

ploys an innovative "push" technology.
Instead of requiring each client to log on
to the Net and execute time-consuming
file downloads, virus pattern updates are
pushed from your localWebserver to indi
vidual clients, which interactwith the serv
er via HTTP and CGI. Remote configura
tion and remote log checking on the
Internet also are supported. Users can
download a test version ofOfficeCall from

Trend's site at http://www.antivirus.com.
-Stella Kao

New CMOS

Image Chip
Saygood-bye to conventional ISDN-

or network-connected boardroom

systems priced at $7000. Say hello to
new $200 videoconferencing kits for
notebook computers.

The enablingtechnologycomesfrom
ElecVision, Inc., of Taiwan, which has
announced asolid array of CMOS image
sensors based on itsAsynchronous Ran-
dom Access MOS Image Sensor
(ARAMIS) technology. Unlike other sin
gle-chip CMOS sensors destined to
eclipsetraditional CCD sensors,ElecVi
sion's solutions arespeciallyredesigned
to suit a wide range of innovative digi
tal imaging applications, according to
Ray Lin, company president.

ElecVision's CMOS image sensor is
assmallasa postage stamp and can eas
ily fit into any ultrathin notebook,
offering on one chip full-color, high
speed videoconferencing, A/Dcon
version, and image processing.

"Webelieve the technology will help

CMOS Image Sensor
ElecVision, Inc.

886-3-579-8602

fax: 886-3-579-4589

marketing@elecvision.com.tw

www.byte.com
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India to Expand Web Access

After much dithering, the
Government of India is

set to allow private parties to
become Internet service

providers (ISPs) to compete
directly against Videsh
Sanchar Nigam Limited
(VSNL), the monopolyISP in
the country. Although this an
nouncement, made by the
Department ofTelecommuni
cations earlier this year, says
that license fees for the new

ISPs will be waived for the

first couple of years, it's not
a real opening of the Indian
Internet access market.

The predicament is that
VSNL, which was nominat
ed to provide the backbone
infrastructure for the new

ISPs, willstill operate as an
ISP. Inaddition, service pro
viders are forced to go
through VSNL'sinternation
al gateways. This arrange
ment has earned a lot of crit

icism from the E-mail and

Internet Service Providers

Association of India (EISPAI)
and from the Confederation

of Indian Industry (CM).
"There seems to be no

rationale behind it," says
Padma Chandrasekaran,
vice president of Internet and
Services at Satyam Infoway,
one of the founding mem

bers of EISPAI. "VSN L's role

is obscure." Both organiza
tions advocate the entry of
private players into all seg
ments of Internet access pro
vision, including backbone
and international gateway
services.

Despite these debates,
several global telecom oper
ators and national players

subscribers and 60,000 uni

versity users today). The rev
enue from Internet access is

expected to gather at least
$60 million peryear, accord
ing to some analysts. Elec
tronic commerce on the

Internet could generate an
additional $145 million.

However, if these esti

mates come true, VSNL

India Internet Infrastructure
by the Numbers

Maintelephone lines in 1996 14,450,000
Telephone density per 100 inhabitants 1.5
Number of Internet hosts in 1996 3100

Internet hosts per 100 phone lines 0.02
Number of PCs in 1996 1,400,000
Internet hosts per 100 PCs 0.22
Number of Internet users in 1997 100,000

Source: International Telecommunications Union

have already applied for pri
vate ISP licenses. The Na

tional Association of Soft

ware and Service Com

panies (NASSCOM) reck
ons that over 150 new ISPs

willenter the scene by the
end of 1997. According to
EISPAI, the Internet sub

scriber base in India will

touch 500,000 bythe end of
next year (compare this to
VSN L's 40,000 commercial

might have problems trying
to extend its current 35-

Mbps backbone to cope with
the new ISPs' demand for

bandwidth. In addition, con
sidering the shortage and
poor qualityof ordinaryvoice
phone lines, Internet access
via the public switched
phone system could be a
nightmare for customers and
local telephone operators
alike. -U.LPai

raise the demand for real-time live video

transmission," says Lin.
The ARAMIS architecture allows the

imagesensor to randomly access anyindi
vidual pixel on the chip, essentially in
creasing the read-out speed and accura
cy. This random pixel addressability
(similar to common DRAM) provides
added flexibility in applications involv
ing image compression, motion detec
tion, or target tracking. In comparison,
CCDchips from other vendors must read
the entire array of pixels at one time and
synchronize the timing of the voltage
applied to the electrodes.

Because the new chip has intelligent
motion-detection capability, you don't
haveto supplementit with an image cap
ture cardinorder to grabmovingpictures.
Proprietary video/audiocompressionand

communications software that enables

12to 15framesof livevideo per second is
included.

The video chip is available in either
black-and-white orcolorversions. Arange
of resolutions, including 176X144,302x
288, and 640 x 480, is also available. In
addition to such immediate potential
applications as a "digital camera on a
chip," the companysays,the newsensors
willmeetthedemandfornumerousappli
cationsin consumerproducts, including
automated teller machines, mobile
phones,and homemonitor systems. Elec
Vision, afabless semiconductor company,
iscurrently bundling its CMOS designkit
with its compression software for a num
ber of computer companies in the U.S.,
Europe, Japan, and Taiwan.

-Stella Kao
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I Generic OCXs DLLs

Bar Code

Bar Code Pro £134
d-Barcode OLEDevelopers Kit E145

GUI

Ace Toolbar £75
ActiveLislBar £104
XRosyGUI £233

Charts & Graphs

Chart FX Enterprise3.0(16&32) £263
First Impression OCX2.1 £204
Graphics Server 5.0 £210
Olectra Chart £263

Comms

CommTools/DLL £215
Greenleaf CommLib 5.2 (DLL) £235
Sax Comm Objects Pro £369

Multi-Function

OLETools £163

Stamina £150
WinX Component Library £135

^C&C++ FOR WINDOWS|

Charts & Graphs

3D++ Class Library £290

GraphiC/Win 7.0 £360

Real-Time Graphics Tools £315

Comms

COMM-DRV/LIB 16.1 £124

Fax C++SDK for Win16/95 £905

Compression

Compression Plus £202

Crusher! Win32 £225

Greenleaf ArchiveLib 2.1 £210

PKWareData Comp LibWin32 £225

Database

DISAM96forWin95 £715

HyperView++ £1034

ProtoGen+ Client/Server Win £1370

Raima Engine + EADS4.0 £740

Report WriterVisualCoder £75

Velocis + EADS(Offer) £250

Visual SQL £958

Images • Bitmap

AdOculosWin32&Win16 £475

Image SDKPlus for NT £595

Maths & Stats

IMSLC Numerical Lib w/Sub £650

Math.h++ (with support) £803

Unpack.h++ (withsupport) £803

System Level

WinDK £487

WinDriver £570

WinRTDeveloper's ToolKit £242

WinSCSI-32 £129

Tools

BoundsChecker C++Builder £330

BoundsChecker Visual C++ 5.0 £462

C-Cover £557

CC-Rider 6.0 (Win32) £347

Exemplar Setup ToolkitPro £130

Thales (MS Basic to C/C++) £2760

Delphi 3 Standard £81

Delphi 3 Professional £382

Delphi3 Client/Server £1377

Abbrevia £117

ABC for Delphi £114

ApolloStandard £148

Async Pro 2.1 for Delphi £117

BoundsChecker 5.0 for Delphi £330

ChartingToolsforWin - Delphi £174

Component Create £162

DB Power Standard £148

Essentials £43

Helping Hand 3.0 £104

HyperTERP/Pro £320

lmageLibWin32&Win16 £116

lnfoPower3.0 £169

InnoView MultiLanguage Std 2 £144

List & Labels for Delphi 4.0 £295

Mobius Draw Kit £99

Mobius FaslSprites £105

Orpheus 2.1 (32 &16-bit) £117

Raize Components £150

SysTools £98

Transform:Component Expert £103

VB2D Standard £164

VisualPROS 1.1 £125

WinG Sprite Kit £99

Data Grids & Spreadsheets
ActiveXComponent Suite £243
DalaTable £135

Formula One OCX 4.0 £204
Spread 2.5 £212

Database

Classic Data Control for Btrieve £175
CodeBase 6.2 (Unlimited-Client) £295
VBtrv Toolbox Controls 4.1 £209

Graphics

Fastgraph for Windows £189
GeoPoint £204
InterAct £275

TWAINWizard £89

Images

ImageGear Std ActiveX 6 0 £495
ImageMan ActiveXSuite 5.0 £343
LEADTOOLS ActiveXI 6/32 Pro £375
VectorFX £244

VictorImage Proc forWin32 £390

Internet

Distinct Visual Internet Toolkit 2.0 £249

dsSocket OCX 1.6 £70
Sax Webster OCX (32-bit) £104
SocketTools £186

Reports

Crystal Reports Pro 6.0 £278
Crystal Reports Standard 6.0 £107
Report FX Enterprise £293

Spell Checkers

Sentry Spell-Checker Engine £235
VisualSpellerOCX2.0 £102

Special Purpose

Calendar Widgets £104
Eval-O-Matic Suite £188
Input Pro £119
Schedule/OCX £188

Text Editors

ALLText HT/Pro OCX £325

HighEdit Pro £399

TX Text-Control Collection OCX £267

| PROGRAMMER'S TOOLS |

CASE Tools

EasyCASEPro £694

EasyER/OBJECT £485

ERwin/ERX £2784

WithClass 97 Enterprise £619

Help Tools

£388AnswerWorks

Doc-to-Help 2.5(Win32) £299

Documentation Studio £499

Help Magician Pro 95 £207

HelpSite £196

HyperTextSuite £292

NextHelp £131

RoboHELP 4.0 £304

VisualHelp Pro 3.1 £156

WinHelpOffice 4 0 £446

Installers

Eschalon Setup Desktop £175

InstallSHIELDExpress 2 0 £174

lnstallShieid5 Professional £565

PC-Install (Win32 &Win16) £150

Wise Installation Enterprise £449

Macro Languages

BasicScripl VBX £390

Cypress Enable (32- &16-bit) £741

Sax Basic Engine Pro £369

Shells

MKSToolkitwith preferred subs £310

Thompson Toolkit £138

Version Control

MKSSource Integrity (with sub £465

PVCS Version Manager 5.2 £420

SMS £445

TUB 5.5 (Win32&16. DOS &OS/2)£157
Visual SourceSafe 5.0 £399

| DATABASE |

CA-Visual Objects 2.0 Std £82

Clarion for Windows Pro £320

Omnis 7 Workgroup Starter £399

Paradox (Win32) 7.0 £94

Personal Oracle for Win95 £305

PowerBuilder Desktop 5.0 £175

Sybase SQLAnywhere 5.5 £177

Visual dBase £405

Visual FoxPro Professional 5.0 £403

JjFilMIIUi
Prigg Meadow, Asliburton

Ih'vnrt TOIH 7T)F

Prices do not include VAT or other local

taxes but do includedelivery in mainlandUK
. Please check prices at time of order

as ads are preparedsome weeks before
publication. This page listssome
products - callus tor a complete

price list. ORDER BYPHONE WITH

YOURCREDITCARD

(01364)654100
FAX: (01364)654200

VISUAL BASIC ADD-ONS

3d Graphics Tools 5 VB4(32bit)
ActiveThreed

ActiveX Gallimaufry
Applet Designer Professional
ClassAction (VB4)
ClassAssist

CodeReview Pro

Communications Library3.5
Crescent Internet ToolPak 3.01

Designer Widgets 2.0
Developers Suite NetWare 5.0
ERwin/DesktopforVB4
FailSafe Pro

Fax Plus 2.0

Helping Hand 3.0
Into Code (VB4)
List Pro

List & Labels for VB3/4 4.0
PowerTCP Internet Toolkit

QuickPak VB/J++
Spyworks Pro Subscription 5.0
True DBGrid Pro 5.0

VB Assist 5

VBTools

.JAVA BEANS \

£143

£104

£65

£190

£105

£184

£276

£162

£127

£104

£374

£395

£276

£202

£104

£55

£185

£295

£486

£160

£199

£208

£137

£99

CalendarJ £39

DataTableJ £127

J/Crypto £256

TreeViewJ £39

WinJComponent Library £127

LINUX I

Linux-FT 1,2+Motif 2+Dr Linux

Eiffel for Linux Dev Pack Com

EiffelCase

EiffelNet

DISAM96 for Linux

Visual SlickEdit for Linux

£159

£350

£585

£350

£715 I
£136

OBERON & MODULA-2 I

BlackBox Component Builder £548
Oberon Direct-to-COM £1095

Stony Brook Modula-2 £445

• EIFFEL •

Graphical EiffelStudent (Win95) £85
Graphical EiffelPro (Win16) £465
TowerEiffel for Win32 Individual £495

EiffelCase for Win32 £310

i SMALLTALK

I IBM Smalltalk forWin
I VisualAge for Smalltalk Base

PASCAL COMPILERS

Prospero Ext. Pascal for DOS £155
Stony Brook Pascalt 7.0 £445
Turbo Pascal 7.0 £89

Speed-Pascal/2
Virtual Pascal for OS/2

Circle 439 on Inquiry Card.
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Crystal Reports 6.0
More Flexible & Powerful

The latest versionofSeagate's popular
report engine is here, witha host of new
features,notably forweb reporting and
application development:

• SmartNavigation makesfinding
information fast and easy, whetheron
Windows or in a web browser.Group
trees providean indexto the report,with
drill down, search and zoom

• Events & Callbacks allow interactive
reports to be created - you can present
additionaldetails, launch another report
or execute applicationcode

• WebReport Server letsyouview any
report in a web browser using a Smart
Viewer (ActiveX, Java or HTML). Thin-
wirearchitectureensures fast response
times and minimises web traffic

• Active Data Driver connects to a data

source on the fly. Just create a report
template.then use ADO.RDOor DAOto
bind to any run-time data source
includinggrid data and memoryblocks

• OLE Automation Server with over 500
properties, events and methods

• User-Defined Functions can now be

writtenin VisualBasic or Delphi

• Active ServerComponent integratesthe
engine intoActive ServerPages. A
wizardforVisual InterDev lets you
integrate reports by pointing&clicking

Power*! Enterprise
Build Multi-Tier Bean-BasedApps

PowerJ Enterprise sets a new standard for
enterprise Java development with
advanced database capabilities and
seamless integration withSybase's Jaguar
component transaction server:
• Component-BasedIDEwithdrag &drop

programming and wizards
• Java Beans fully supported - create &

deploy both client &middle-tierbeans
• Over240Components including a

powerful set of data-aware JavaBeans
• jConnectforJDBCgives fast access to

the Sybase AdaptiveServer family
• Jaguar CTS is the firsttransaction

server to support Enterprise JavaBeans
• SQLAnywhere (3-user)gets you up and

runningstraightout of the box
• WebApplication Target lets youedit,

debug &publish your web apps

DB2 Universal Database
TheComplete Object-Relational

Database for Windows NT

DB2 UDB 5.0 combines the features of DB2

Common Server 2.1 and DB2 Parallel
Edition to become the most advanced
database for Windows NT. New features
since Common Server 2.1 include:

• Object-Relational- outer join, UDFscan
now return tables

• OLAP - parallelquery, star join,rollup,
cube, dynamic bitmap indexANDing

• Networks - DRDAover TCP/IP, DRDA
multi-row stored procedures

• Parallelism- exploitsSMPs,shared
nothing,multiple bufferpools,64-bit

« VLDB - hash partitioning, node backup/
restore, redistributeutility, splitter

• Tools - governor, object navigator,
scheduler, SmartGuides, replication

• Standards - ODBC 3 with scrollable
cursors. DCEsecurity, FIPS/SQL93E

I WEB DEVELOPMENT

Cold Fusion Professional

FrontPage97
HomeSite

HoTfvletaL PRO

InContext NetBundle

Internet with an Accent

Netlntellect

Visual InterDev

Web Commander (WinNT)
WebHub Developer
WebTrends

£820

£139

£87

£98

£85

£105

£160

£86

£377

£133

£389

£245
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Your Only Inbox
Unified messaging systems are becoming the control center

of an enterprise-wide communications infrastructure.
By Bob Emmerson

I he foreign exchange division of Dresdner Bank in
T Frankfurt isautomating itsprocess of taking and con

firming orders. The bank wants to make trading
••na! across different time zones more efficient, so that its

traders in New York, for example, could execute an order for
Frankfurt after the close of business in Germany. For security as
well as reliability reasons, the bank doesn't consider e-mail an
option. Consequently, it is installing a network of fax servers in
subsidiaries in Frankfurt,
London, Singapore, New
York, Tokyo, and Hong
Kong. This network includes
a system of local folders that
the bank's traders around the

world can skim through
when they start work each
day, using Microsoft's Ex
change client software.

Merck, a large chemical
and pharmaceutical compa
ny in Darmstadt, Germany,
had a problem with customer
and supplier support. The
firm needs a central check

point for incoming customer
orders and queries. This
checkpoint has to link such
diverse systems as Lotus
Notes, fax, telex, and SAP's
R/3. To solve the problem,
Merck is installing a messag
ing infrastructure that will
allow its customer-support
staff to send and receive fax

es, use an enterprise resource
planning system, and check
their e-mail with a Web

browser.

Asthese two examples illu
strate, both companies created better communication channels
by integrating a variety of messagesand data into a single inbox.
More and more companies are moving in a similar direction.

This concept of unified messaging might sound familiar to
users of stand-alone PCs,where you can store voice mail, faxes,
and e-mail as well as short messages from pager networks and
GSM'sShort Message Serviceinto different folders of Microsoft's
Exchange client. (For voice mail and short messages you need
additional software that plugs into Exchange.)

www.byte com

However, companies usually experience significant difficul
ties when trying to implement a unified messaging environ
ment on an enterprise level. Tyingtogether data from disparate
sources is not an easy task.

One obstacle they face is that legacymessagingapplications
have evolvedfrom the separate and very different worlds ofvoice
and data.Voice mailand faxescome from the telephony domain,
while e-mail started with mainframe computers. Voice mail

comes in via the corporate
private branch exchange
(PBX), while e-mail typically
arrives on a server. The only
thing that these systemsshare
is the ability for individuals to
download messages from a
central archive.

Faxing makes the picture
even more complicated. Fax
esbypass the PBX and in many
cases go directly to a facsimi
le machine. Faxes are sent and

received over direct lines, and
no switching isinvolved. Dur
ing the last five years, many
corporations have installed
computer-based faxing sys
tems that saved them serious

money. However, these sys
tems require a virtual direct
line such as an ISDN multiple
subscriber number or direct-

dial numbers; they represent
another separate realm in the
corporate communications
infrastructure.

Many European IT man
agersare working to integrate
these diverse communication

worlds. "Integration of e-
mail, faxing, and voice mail solves a lot of our communications
problems," says Charles Huebler, Merck's information systems
administrator.

Integrated vs. Unified Messaging
Some system vendors differentiate between integrated messag
ingand unified messaging. Anintegratedsolutionrecognizes
that messages do not haveto reside on a single server to make
themappearina single inbox. Asoftware gateway between the
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different servers creates the unified look

and feel (see the figure at right). Unified
messaging, on the other hand, refers to an
architecture in which Microsoft Exchange
Server software hosts third-party fax,
voice mail, and other messaging server
software and controls the enterprise com
munication infrastructure. It's an impor
tant distinction.

Companies like Lotus and Lucent, for
example, that represent the diverse
worlds of data and voice messaging, talk
of integrated messagingasa software link
between voice mail and e-mail servers, but
they tend to overlook faxing. Although
their approaches build on existing mes
saging systems and allow users to contin
ue with their familiar messaging inter
faces, they do not unify these messages
into a single architecture.

The same is true for communication

gatewayssuch asAdvox's Omnigate Mes
sagingServer,which isbasicallya gateway
between messagingplatforms. Omnigate,
for example, translates messagesbetween
Novell GroupWise, Microsoft Mail,
MicrosoftExchange,fax,andPOP3clients.

Nortel promotes an architecture that
enables unification at the client side but

keeps messagestorage distributed. This
allows separation of the voice, fax, and
e-mail servers and enhances reliability by
eliminating a singlepoint of failure; how
ever, IT administrators must continue to
manage and control separate systems.

"There is no clear definition of unified

messaging," saysShaun Thomson, chan
nel manager with the voice mail compa
ny Octel Communications Europe, "but
our view is that there should be one direc

tory, one administration system,and one
place for all messagetypes." The advan
tageisthat usershave onlyone systemfor
voice, e-mail, and fax, and businesseshave
much lower administration costs.

Small and medium-size organizations
can move toward a unified solution much

easier than a large enterprise can because
they usually have less fragmented and
often simpler messaging environments.
For large corporations, the crucial ques
tion is whether the convenience of a sin

glein-boxand lower administration costs
justify the investment in a unified or
integrated solution. "In many cases the
answer is no," says Larry Fromm, a busi
ness development manager with Dialog
ic. "But if unified messaging is the base
lineforsophisticated computertelephony
applications that enable new business
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Comparing Integrated and Unified Messaging

Integrated messaging Clients

Unified architecture: Message server hosts fax, voice mail, and

e-mail. Integrated infrastructure: Messages don't reside on one server.

models and added-value services, the
answer is a definite yes."

Computer Telephony
Advances
Storageof allmessagetypes in one archive
enables almost any messaging scenario
that makes business sense. For example,
text-to-speech functionality can be used
so mobile workers can check all their mes

sagesvia telephone. Applications are also
coming to market that let road warriors
listen to their agenda and change appoint
ments using voice commands.

This illustrates how easy it is to add
advanced computer telephony (CT)func
tionality when telephony is an integral
part in both the client and the server.
Call centers can be implemented on a
departmental basis with clearly defined
accessrights to the messagingserver.With
unified messaging in place, telecommu
nications becomes an integral part of
mainstream business applications, and it
can encompass all media types and virtu
ally all network services.

Unified messaging is also a first step
toward Internet telephony and faxing.
"Once the move to computer-based fax
ingand integrated messagingiscomplete,

then Internet faxing isa viable step," says
Richard Russell, managing director of
Brooktrout Technology Europe.

The ability to send voice messages as
e-mail attachments is a simple but very
usefulCTapplication, particularly in large
enterprises. VoiceProfile for InternetMail
(VPIM) is an extension of two standards:
SMTPand Multipurpose Internet Mail
Extensions (MIME).VPIMallows users on
different voice mail systems to forward
voicemessagesviathe Internet. WithVPIM-
compliant systems,some 100millionexist
ing voice messaging users will be able to
exchangevoicemailbetween disparatenet
works as easilyas exchanging e-mail.

This represents a break from the tra
ditional view of voice mail as a PBX appli
cation. Instead, with an open architec
ture, these systems could become a
platform for a new generation of appli
cations. With VPIM, instead of having an
e-mail address, each user can be found
through hisor her telephone number. Key
players in this area include Centigram,
Lucent, Nortel, and Siemens Rolm.

From Faxing to Messaging
"Facsimile machines will not be removed

from offices in the near future," says



Where fax and e-mail

really differ is in their
respective levels of security
and reliability.Fax as a point-
to-point system is less vul
nerable to third-party inter
ference than e-mail trans

ported over the public Inter
net. On the other hand, e-
mail is usually delivered to a
password-protected mail
box,whereas at the receiving
fax machine, a fax is readable

by anyone.
A new standard under de

velopment by the Group 5
Messaging Forum willfinally
tie together the faxand e-mail
worlds. "The G5 messaging
standard combines the best

of both systems and then
goes on to add a further level
ofsecurity and usability," says
Chris Oswald, managing
director ofEquisys and chair
man of the G5 marketing
committee. Other members

of the G5 Forum include

BrooktroutTechnology,Gam-
malink, INSO Corporation,
Lotus/SoftSwitch, Microsoft,
Phillips, Rockwell,Symantec
Delrina, U.S. Robotics, and

XeroxCorporation.

The G5 Forum was formed

in order to develop a new
integrated messaging stan
dard that handles any data file
by itself or incompound form
and is able to cater to future

unified messaging needs.
The G5 protocol has been
designed to seamlessly inte
grate with Group 3 fax,
Internet e-mail, and LAN e-

mail. This means that in order

to send a message to multi
ple recipients using any mix
of Group 3 fax, Internet e-
mail,and fullG5 messaging,
the user will not need to spec
ify the transport service inuse
by the recipient.

For messages transferred
between G5 systems, the
recipient automatically sends
back a confirmation (post
mark) containing the receive
time, message identification,
and authentication codes.

The originaland confirmation
postmarks can be stored at
the points of transmission
and receipt, providing mutu
al nonrepudiation of the mes
sage and its contents. G5
messaging also includes
automatic archiving of both

Your Only Inbox

inbound and outbound mes

sages together with trans
mission details.

The G5 messaging spec
ification is based on Multi

purpose Internet Mail Exten
sions (MIME). The standard
provides for transmission
and identification of any file
type that's registered with
the Internet MIMEregistry,
Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority (1ANA). The G5
message header, for exam
ple, is a new MIMEfile type.

G5 Messaging is de
signed to operate over a vari
ety of underlying data trans
port mechanisms ina fashion
that is independent of the
particular transport used.
Supported transport proto
cols include V.34, T.30, and

T.434. Other transport me
chanisms such as ISDN or

wireless networks might be
employed in the future. In
addition, the G5 service inte

grates with an X.500 distrib
uted directory service using
an access protocol that is
based on the Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP).

Martin Hannah, CEO of Topcall Inter
national. "On the contrary, faxing is a
growth industry."

As a result, there is a wide choice of
robust client/serverfaxingprograms from
vendors with the proven ability to devel
op and support customized solutions.
These solutions now integrate with enter
prise messaging platforms.

Zetafax, from Equisys, is a client/serv
er fax system that has been on the market
for five years. It now includes an e-mail
gateway that integrates with Microsoft
Exchange, MicrosoftMail, Lotus cc:Mail,
Lotus Notes, and Novell GroupWise.
"There is a trend toward mail-enabling
faxing programs," comments Chris
Oswald, managing director of Equisys.
"More and more people are using e-mail
with attachments, but some recipients
may be reachable only by fax, and mobile
workers may want their faxes to be deliv
ered with their e-mail messages. In both

cases, let the software worry about how
the message gets delivered."

Fenestrae's Faxination fax server

product integrates in a similar way with
Microsoft Exchange. However, in con
trast to Equisys' Zetafax, you can use the
Exchange client software and don't need
to install an extra client. The big advan
tage is lower administration cost because
there is no need to install additional soft

ware on users' workstations. All the fax

ing functionality needed to make the
Exchange client fax-capable is auto
matically downloaded and added to the
Exchange client when the program
installs on the server.

Faxination enables a fax message to be
used on the server side so that Exchange
Server can automatically use the Faxina
tion services as the default fax transport
medium. It extends the Exchange direc
tory with additional fields, which contain
the fax related user properties, and the
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address books receive templates to sup
port the fax address type. Exchange then
employs its synchronization features in
order to extend these capabilities to oth
er Exchange servers on the network as
well as to all the Exchange clients.

Note that although Exchange on the
client side is a messaging application, and
can be used as such on a stand-alone PC,
Exchange Server is basically a database
engine that facilitates mailbox adminis
tration. Traditionalclient/server faxprod
ucts have a dedicated server with the

equivalent store, transport, and user
directory and client transport services of
Exchange Server. The system and direc
tory are usually administered through a
dedicatedfaxadministratorprogram,and
dedicated faxingsoftware isalsorequired
on the client side. Thus, without some
thing like Faxination's close integration
to the Exchange environment, the obvi
ous drawbackof thesesystemsisa100per
cent redundancy, on both the client and
the server.

Faxination also integrates with SAP's
R/3 businessapplication. This way,when
direct inbound routing isused,Faxination
delivers incoming faxes to the desktop
within the SAP Office environment. In

addition, Faxination supports telex and
Short Message Service (SMS), enabling
messages to be sent from a PCto a mobile
phone or pager.

COM:ON's C3 Messenger platform
interoperates with Microsoft Mail,
Microsoft Exchange, and NovellGroup-
Wise.With Lotus Notes, it automatically
routes incoming faxes to the Notes Serv
er and informs the user about incoming
messages by way of SMS or a pager.

The data route toward unified messag
ing adds a fax interface to client-oriented
e-mail products. Tobit Software comes
fromthe oppositedirection.Itsstrategyis
based on the assumption that most com
panies use fax as the first communications
mediumandthat the marketrequirement
is for an extension of this environment at

a laterdate.The companytherefore devel
oped a fax server product that can evolve
into auniversalmessaging server. Thisuni
versal messagingserver allows organiza
tions to set up an asynchronous, store-and-
forward communications environment

that incorporatesall major mediatypes.
Tobit'sDavidisacommunications op

erating systemthat managesand controls
amultimediadatabaseincludingfaxes, e-
mail, voice files, and any other kinds of
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Unified Messaging with Vienna

Lotus Notes

MS Exchange

Communications

software

E-mail

application

Vienna
server

includes

messaging,
directory, and

archive services

7-sI Internet j

lava client

POP 3

IMAP4

documents. It stores all items regardless
of format in the same hierarchical archive,
which can be used for internal commu

nications as well as for customers' pro
jects. Users can access the information in
the David database via LAN, phone, fax-
on-demand, or Webbrowser. It isbasically
a universal messaging server.

David comprises several 32-bit multi
tasking and multithreading modules that
run as NetWare loadable modules. The

architecture includes a service layer; a
transport layer,which handles hardware-
specificaddressing; and the front-end lay
er, which enables client accessto the LAN.
An NTversion will be availablebythe end
of this year, the company says.

Messaging Backbone
Like Merck and the Dresdner Bank, many
large enterprises have a complex mix of
computing and messaging environments.
They might be usingMicrosoft Exchange,
Lotus Notes, SAP R/3,Novell GroupWise,
and Hewlett-Packard OpenMail, and they
might require connectivity to DEC Mail-
bus as well as to IBM mainframes and

AS/400 systems.

Topcall, for example, addresses these
complex environments with its latest
enterprise messagingsolution, Vienna. At
the heart of Vienna is a message server,
which links a variety of clients to a het
erogeneous environment (see the figure
above). This approach incorporates the
messagequeue, the mailbox system, and
a directory that is compliant with the
Lightweight Directory AccessProtocol
(LDAP). A so-called line server interfaces
with fax, telex, and X.400, as well as
AS/400 systems, mainframes, and LANs.

Vienna links the messageserver to com
munications services such as e-mail (POP3,

High-end systems such as Topcall's Vienna establish a

unified enterprise-wide communications backbone.

Fenestrae
Leidschendam,

The Netherlands

+31 70 3015100

fax:+31 70 3015151

info@fenestrae.com
http://www.fenestrae.com

Topcall International
Vienna, Austria

+43 1 66133 0

fax:+43 1 66133 21

marketing@topcall.co.at
http://www.topcall.com

Equisys
London, U.K.
+44 171 403 2227

fax: +44 171 378 6886

IMAP4) or the Weband to application plat
forms such as SAP'sR/3,SMTP,Microsoft
Exchange, and Lotus Notes. It converts
message attachments into one or multiple
document formats in order to ensure

that the recipients can read and process
the messagecontent immediately.Vienna
also includes an archive server, which
can index and archive the entire commu

nications flow. Completing the range of
supported access platforms, Vienna also
provides a Java-based messaging client.

Open access to LDAP means that virtu
allyany client can use the address services

WHERE TO FIND

sales@equisys.com
http://www.equisys.com

Tobit Software
Wrexham, U.K.
+44 1978 666900

fax:+441978 666905
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+441252 303000
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Taby, Sweden
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of the system's directory. Using the syn
chronization function, Vienna can address
userdirectories from messagingplatforms
such as Notes and Exchange and make
them available to all users. In this way
companies can derive the benefits of
having a single, integrated address book
without having to travel down the X.500
directory services road.

Unifiedmessagingasa concept hasbeen
around for some time. But the data world

has concentrated on e-mail and tended

to ignore the traditional telephony-based
messagingsystems(faxingand voice mail).
There is now a big push from users to tie
together both worlds.

It will not happen overnight, how
ever. For most large corporations, it will
be an expensive and technologically chal
lenging endeavor to embed all communi
cation activities in a unified environment.

Potential pitfalls are numerous, especial
ly if working practices and the commu
nication infrastructure are not in sync. But
the rewards gained from establishing a
unifiedmessagingsystemfar outweigh the
initial installation pain. 0

Bob Emmerson is a telecommunications writer

based in Eindhoven, The Netherlands. You

can send e-mail to him at Bobe@IAEhv.nl.

www.byte.com
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Next-Generation
Notebooks

Mobile PCs sport new processors, longer battery life,
increased storage, and bettergraphics.

By Stella Kao

mnthe past year,an increasingnumber of corporations
began issuing their employees high-end notebooks
as replacements for their desktop PCs.The trend will
continue as Intel attempts to use the most advanced

technologies in mobile chips, which will boast most of the fea
tures that road warriors require in a system.

The latest buzzword is Tillamook, the code name for the
Pentium multimedia extensions (MMX)microprocessor for note
books. Whereas the P55C

mobile chip reaches only 166
MHz, Tillamook advances
clock speeds for mobile com
puters to 200 and 233 MHz.
Early next year, Intel will
release a 266-MHz version of

the chip.
More important, this lat

est mobile processor keeps
power consumption and
heat to a minimum. Tilla

mook, which is manufac
tured on a 0.25-micron-pro-
cess technology, allows for a
core voltage of 1.8 V, which
keeps power dissipation
below 6 W The 2.45-V P55C

dissipates closer to 8 or 9 W
This is the first time that

Intel has targeted a mobile
chip as a lead product for a
new technology generation.
Tillamook is scheduled to

ship in the standard TCP
packaging of existing Pen
tiums and with Intel's

Mobile Module (MMO) for
mat, a module on which the
processor, L2cache memory,
and some controller chips will be mounted.

The MMO is designed to help OEMs upgrade their note
books with faster Pentium-level chips, according to Intel. For
example, next year, they could upgrade a system with Tillamook
to the Pentium II, dubbed Deschutes. The introduction also
reflects a move by Intel to standardize more notebook compo
nents, which in turn will keep prices down.

www.byte.com

It took Taiwanese notebook makersa longtime to accept the
MMO. The companies were afraid that the module connector
might raise reliability and stabilityissues. Besides, greater flexi
bility for the processor can mean lessflexibility for the system.
Somevendorsareconcernedthat Intel'sapproachwilllockthem
into Intel's camp and relativelyreduce the value of their prod
ucts. The MMO, of course, doesn't support processors from
AMD, Cyrix, Digital Semiconductor, and other companies.

Acer is one of the first

companies to implement the
MMOon its latest generation
of notebooks. With the new

architecture, users with little
technical know-how will for

the first time be able to

replace the notebook CPU,
saysBrianChong, director of
the mobile system business
unit at Acer. Moreover, users
will be able to upgrade to
forthcoming generations of
processors.

The price of the 233-MHz
Tillamook processor is
expected to be around $520
by the end of the year, while
the 266-MHz version will be

about $650. By November,
when Intel drops its proces
sor prices, the current 166-
MHz mobile Pentium MMX

isexpected to fall from about
$480 to $375.

Several notebook heavy
weights have introduced
Tillamook-powered note
books on the heels of Intel's

release. IBM has released the
ThinkPad770, ahigh-endnotebookwiththe newchip.Toshiba
hasannounced a newTecra portable with a 233-MHz Tillamook.
Digital andCompaq have exhibited similar models thatarepriced
starting at about $4000.

InTaiwan, notebook makerslookingto meetOEM customers'
needshavelinedup to support the newtechnology. Ahost of
them—including Acer, Asustek Computer, Chuntex Electronic,
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MoreMobile-Chip Options

Every now and then, note

book manufacturers de

cide to take a chance on non-

Intel processors. In today's
Windows market, that means

one of two chips: AMD's K6
family or Cyrix's MediaGX.
AMD and Cyrixare expected
to announce their mobile

processors by the end of the
year. Industry analysts antic
ipate that the decreasing
entry-levelprices on desktop
PCs will soon be found on

portable machines, meaning
that end users will have more

options for low-cost units.
AMD is expected to start

sampling a low-voltage 266-
M Hz version of the K6 that

could markits reentry intothe
portable market. The next-
generation 300-MHz K6 is
the first processor that the
company has designed and
built using 0.25-micron-pro-
cess technology, much like
the 200-and 233-MHz Tilla

mook chips that Intel un
veiled in September.

The AMD chip willship in
both pin-grid array (PGA)
and ball-grid array (BGA)
packaging. The former will
target the existing Socket 7
market. The BGA-based

mobile K6 will aim at a niche

market for small form factors.

AMDistryingto convince the
top 10 OEMs to jump on the
K6 bandwagon. Afew note
book manufacturers in Tai

wan have tested AMD's mo

bile K6 chip and found its
performance impressive.

Clevo demonstrated an

entry-level notebook that
supports both Intel's Mobile
Module (MMO) and Socket

7 architectures at the fall

Comdex. It sells for $1300
to$1500, depending onfea
tures. Another maker, which

asked not to be named, says
itplansto introduceK6-based
notebooks, starting at a price
rangefrom $2000 to$2500.

Some Taiwanese compa
nies are reluctant to use the

AMD technology. Acer

stresses that it will not use

any Intel alternatives before
the end of the first quarter in
1998. However, it has been

testing the mobile K6 in its
notebook series for some

time. Inspite of the fact that
the mobile K6 achieves re

markable performance and
heat dissipation, Acer's Brian
Chong says, "AMD'sbiggest
problem isconvincing OEMs
that it is worthwhile using an
AMD device as opposed to
staying with Intel. Itis impor
tant for us to know ifthey are
going to have second- and
third-generation products."

At the low end, Cyrix,
which has been acquired by
National Semiconductor, is

getting a lotof attention for its
MediaGXchips. The compa
ny's 0.35-micron MediaGXi
and MediaGXm mobile chips
integrate CPUs, core logic,
VGA graphics, and 16-bit
stereo sound in a two-chip
solution with a starting price
below$100. The new Media-
GXm supports multimedia
extensions (MMX) and syn
chronous DRAM (SDRAM),
and it includes a 16-KB

instruction and data cache.

In addition to 166- and

180-MHz versions, Cyrix is
expected to unveilan MMX-
enhanced MediaGX proces
sor runningat 233 MHz,with
a power consumption that
may be as lowas 5 W before
year's end, according to a
Cyrix executive for Asia-
Pacific.

Taiwanese makers are

less worried about using Intel
alternatives for the entry-
levelsegment, because Intel
is not reallyaddressing that
end of the market. By using
the MediaGX solution, porta
ble makers could bring note
bookpricescloserto$1500
than today's low end of
$2000, Cyrix officials claim.

On the high end, Digital
Semiconductor is working
on a mobile Alpha chip run
ning at speeds wellover 400
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M Hz. This is slated for intro

duction early next year. In a
race to steal thunder from

Intel,a Digitalofficial said that
the mobile Alpha chip could
run at clock speeds as high
as 533 MHz by the second
quarter of next year, when
Intel's forthcoming mobile
Deschutes version of the

Pentium II is scheduled to

reach 300 MHz.

Portable vendors in Taiwan

are skeptical of Alpha's per
formance on an x86 platform.
While nativeAlpha NTOffice
is still nowhere to be seen, it

takes a special software-con
version technology, the Digi
tal FXI32, to let Alpha sys
tems run 32-bit x86 Win

dows and NTapplications as
fast as they run on compara
ble x86 systems.

And even if Digital could
overcome that hurdle, Acer's

Chong notes that it is ques
tionable ifDigitalcould price
Alpha mobile chips suffi
ciently low."The perception
is that the price fora non-Intel
notebook must be low," he

says.

Another high-perfor
mance mobile solution is the

PA-RISC laptop. InOctober,
RDI,a professional worksta
tion-class portable vendor in
the U.S., introduced two
Unix-based models priced at
$12,000.

RDI's Precisionbook,

comparable to an HP-UX
Visualize B-class workstation,

is powered bya 132- or 160-
MHzSPARC processor. An
other version, which runs at

167 or 200 MHz, is also
available. Both models incor

porate 14.1 -inch screens.
RDI claims that these units

are priced only30 percent to
50 percent higher than com
parable workstations, mak
ing these notebooks truly
competitive with HP's and
Sun's desktop equivalents.
Wintel notebooks usuallysell
for 100 percent more than
their equivalent PCs.

Clevo, Compal Electronics, First Inter
national Computer, Mitac International,
Twinhead International, Umax Data
Systems, and more—showed products
designed to run Tillamook and MMX
technology.

Acer rolled out the TravelMate 7100, a
notebook that supports Intel's 233-MHz
Tillamook. It comes with a 12.1- or 13.3-

inch active-matrix screen and includes 3 2

MBof synchronous DRAM (SDRAM), a 2-
GBhard drive, and a 128-bit graphics
accelerator with 2 MBof video memory.

Both Mitac and Clevo have exhibited

a Tillamook-based notebook. Mitac's

6031sports a powerful 233-MHzPentium
processor and a brilliant 14.1-inch active-
matrix display.

The leading notebook from Clevo isthe
Model 66, which in its latest version has
an MMX-compliant Tillamook 200- or

Acer TravelMate 7100

233-MHz CPU. Eventually, this machine
may come with a 14.1-inch LCD,but for
now, it comes with a 12.1- or 13.3-inch
screen. The Clevo 66 also has a Zoomed

Video (ZV) port and fast infrared (IR).

Pentium II

In the first quarter of next year, Intel will
extend its notebook module strategy to
mobile Pentium II processors with 233-
and 266-MHz clock speeds. Deschutes is
the first version of the Pentium IIgeared
for notebooks. Intel has been promising
that the transition from Pentium MMX to

Pentium IIwill be relatively easy,because
the new module will also be able to accom

modate the first generation of mobilePen
tium II processors. However, many note
book manufacturers are skeptical, because
they face formidable power and heat
problems with Pentium IIdesigns.

Notebook makers saythat the modules
the chip will come packed in won't fit into



their latest ultrathin computers. It will
be available for notebooks in the 2.75- by
4-inch MMO, on which Intel delivers its
200-MHzTillamook chips, and in a mobile
derivative of Intel's single-edge cartridge

Mitac 6031

used for desktop Pentium lis.
Beyond the packaging issues,many Tai-

wan-based notebook makers said that

Deschutes will raise power and thermal
issues in their designs. The new designs

Next-Generation Notebooks International

Makers Wrestle with Hot Air

Wondering why your
portable is unusually

hot? So hot that you can
barely put your hand on it?
There are many contributing
factors. One likelihood is that

your notebook uses a desk
top processor.

At the Computex show
that took place in June in
Taipei,Taiwan,a few vendors
displayed 200- and 233-
MHz portables. At the time,
however, the fastest mobile

processor from Intelwas the
166-MHz Pentium multime

diaextensions (MMX). Trying
to propel theirtop-of-the-line,
feature-rich notebooks ahead

of the crowd, these compa
nies used desktop CPUs in
the notebooks.

One notebook maker,
which didn't want to be

named, said: "We are doing

it because the desktop chips
are so much cheaper."

However, these powerful
processors consume a great

deal of power and give off a
lot of heat. This results in a

host of problems, such as
shorter component life and
unstable board design.

"Most components can
hardly sustain such a high
operating temperature," says
Brian Chong, director of the
mobile system business unit
at Acer.

Unfortunately, the intro
duction of high-power chips
is expected to lead to a new
round of the heat problems.
"Excessive heat will become

particularly pressing as Intel
brings the P6 architecture to
notebooks by mid-1998,"
says Frank Tso, director of
the PC and workstationgroup

at UmaxData Systems.
Intel's current task with the

mobile version of Deschutes

is to limit the chip to 8 W
while running at speeds of
233 and 266 MHz.Currently,
the chip uses 12 W.

Seeking to address the
looming heat-dissipation
problem, vendors have de
veloped many innovations in
terms of thermal manage
ment. Some vendors say
they willhave to use fans and
sophisticated cooling mech
anisms to further cool the

systems.

Most Taiwanese notebook

makers are looking at aforth-
coming crop of heat sinks,
heat pipes, heat plates, and
fans that may be on the top,
bottom, and sides of the cas

ing to keep the Deschutes
notebooks cool.

IT'S MORE THAN JUST A PLACE TO PARK YOUR DRIVES.
Nowthere is a way for you to get everything you need—data protection, increased performance, and a great price.

DPT introduces the RAIDstation3 kits, cost-effectiveUltra and Ultra Wide RAID kits to secure data and increase performance for entry-
level servers, or workstations running important, storage-hungry and performance-demanding applications like video editing, CAD or electronic
pre-press. You get all the features normally found in expensive, high-end RAID subsystems, all for as low as $1,249*! Just add your own SCSI
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will centralize the heat in one place in
the notebook. The first Taiwanese com

pany that obtained a Deschutes sample
from Intel has conducted full tests on the

system upgrade. It says that the result is
not as bad as makers were speculating.
The manufacturer, which asked not to

be named, points out that the new design
provides an easy upgrade path that will
allow end users to enjoy fresh technology
as soon as it arrives.

Longer Battery Life
For a fewcompanies, battery lifeisamajor
selling point. Acer, for instance, boasted
the longest battery life on its TravelMate
7100using Intel's latest 233-MHzPentium
processor.The product, which ispowered
by a single lithium-ion battery pack,
clocked an impressive time between 8 to
over 10 hours, according to Acer.

Intel will release power guidelines for
OEMs,hardware component makers, and
OSand application vendors. UsingIntel's
Power Monitor—a tool that measures

power levels during the software-devel
opment process—independent software
vendors (ISVs) can write software specif
ically for the mobile market. Others say
that they can achieve longer battery time
by adding hot-swappable battery packs.
Of course, the trade-off isthe extra weight.

Currently, mainstream models costing
between $2000 and $3000 come with

either 11.3- or 12.1-inch screens. But ven-Clevo Model 66

Asus P630

dors predict that LCD panels with sizes
smaller than 12 inches will be obsolete in

1998,as the cost of large-size LCDs keeps
falling dramatically. At present, the dif
ference between a 14-inch screen and a

12-inch screen is $1000.

However, even though the larger LCDs
let users work at 1024-by 768-pixel reso
lution without eyestrain, they consume a
lot of power. Alan Su, product manager

JHOW FEATURES

The CyberMill
Financial Forum

• Security Village
FREE Seminars

SHOW TIME

"
Wednesday

28 January 1998
10am - 6pm

bus!
compui

systems
show

1^8
28TH £> 29TH JANUARY

G-MEX CENTRE MANCHESTER

Manchester's G-MEX Centre is again the host venue for what has
rapidly become North West England's only comprehensive business IT
exhibition - The Business Computer Systems Show.

Whether you need to map out your future IT strategy, or simply want to see the best
of what's on offer at the moment, BCSS'98 is the premier place to meet potential
suppliers face-to-face. You'll find over 70 exhibitors presenting the latest IT solutions,
and a full programme of seminars with over 30 FREE ADMISSION sessions.
If you want to keep up-to-date, make sure you visit BCSS'98.

For complimentary tickets, seminar programme
and a free Manchester guide, fax your details to BCSS'98

+44 7000 863 298
Please don't fax after 7 January 1998. Instead, just bring this ad to the Show,

and exchange it for a complimentary ticket on the door
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at Clevo, says, "Large screens probably
constitute less than 3 percent of the mar
ket at the moment."

Nevertheless, K. C. Chang, product
manager at Mitac, points out that the so-
called meganote machines, with LCD sizes
from 14 to 15 inches, are exceptionally
popular in the Japanese market. Mitac
introduced the world's first 14.1-inch

thin-film transistor (TFT)LCD-equipped
model earlythisyear."Many corporations
in Japan have started to use portables as
desktop PCs,"Chang says,"because they
lack desktop space."

More notebooks are being used for
multimedia presentations. Asa result, cut
ting-edge notebooks are availablewith up
to a 3-GB hard drive. In addition, many
companies have included LS-120 floppy
drives as a replacement for existing V/i-
inch floppy drives in notebooks.

The LS-120 provides 120 MBof stor
age at five times the speed of a standard
1.44-MB drive but can still read and write

1.44-MB formatted data on the older

disks. Some say they expect the market
for LS-120 floppy drives to grow consid
erably during the second half of next year.

DVD andVideoconferencing
Major Japanese firms, including Mat
sushita Electric, Panasonic, and Toshiba,
announced their first DVD-ROM (Digital
Versatile Disc) drives for use in notebooks.

In addition to reading DVD-ROM discs,
Matsushita's SR-8183 can also read CDs

(at 20x speed), CD Recordable (CD-R)
discs, and CD Rewritable (CD-RW) discs.
With the fast CD-ROM reading, Mat
sushita claims the new drive is also the

fastest such unit available for notebooks.

WHERE TO FIND

Acer, Inc.
Taipei Hsien, Taiwan
+886 2 6961234

fax:+886 2 8691 2384

BrianChong @acer.com
.tw

http://www.acer.com

Asustek

Computer, Inc.
Taipei, Taiwan
+886 2 894 3447

fax: +886 2 894 3449

david_chiang@asus
.com.tw

http://www.asus.com
.tw

Clevo Co.
Taipei Hsien, Taiwan
+886 2 299 1368

fax:+886 2 299 1360

alan@clevo.com.tw
http://www.clevo.com
.tw

Mitac International
Corp.
Taoyuan, Taiwan
+886 3 327 6808

fax:+886 3 328 0928

k.c.chang_ smtplink
.mic.com.tw

http://www.mitac.mic
.com.tw

Umax Data

Systems, Inc.
Taipei, Taiwan
+886 2 517 0055

fax:+886 2 517 2017

.frank_tso@smtp

.umax.com.tw

http://www.umax.com

www.byte.com

Next-Generation Notebooks

Toshiba's unit features CD-ROMreading
at 16x speed, slower than the Matsushita
unit, but reads DVD-ROM discs at double
speed. Panasonic's MKEdrive reads DVD-

Acer's optional FastBack second

hard drive provides easy backups.

ROM discs at 1.5xspeed.Most majormak
ers will release DVD-enabled notebooks

to keep up with the competition.
Thanks to the increasingly powerful

platforms and finalized H.324interoper
ability standard, the mobile computer is
rapidly emerging as an important video

I Panda
Software International

Avda de la Democracia, 7
28031 MADRID - SPAIN

Tel: 34 i 301 30 15

Fax: 34 I 332 00 54

E-mail:infc.intl@pandasoftware.es
\

International

conferencing platform. Many notebook
vendors plan to roll out videoconferenc
ing-ready models in 1998. Acer, Clevo,
and Mitac will introduce videoconfer

encing kits as an option next year. Stan
dard packages will include a 56-Kbps
modem, a charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera module, avideo-capture card, and
software.

The latest advances in telecommunica

tions and image-sensor technologies have
enabled hardware makers to bring out a
solidarrayofvideoconferencingsolutions
that offer up to 15 frames per second of
live video. SaysSu: "Videoconferencing
will become standard on notebooks."

What more can we expect in the next
few years? Definitely look for the Accel
erated Graphics Port (AGP) and possibly
networking. All companies in Taiwan
claim they have AGP-ready models on the
drawing board. Some systems will even
come with networking devices. 13

Stella Kao is a BYTE contributing editor in
Taipei. You can reach herbysendinge-mail to
meou@email.gcn.net.tw.

Argentina 54 21 842475 • Brasil 55 11 8223462 • Colombia 57
6108308 • Cyprus 357 2 313860 • Denmark 45 42 481984 • Finland
358 3 222 9997• France33 1 39743493.Germany4989 31594146
• Greece 30 1 6712153 - Italy 392242021 .Lithuania 370 2743961
• Morocco 212 2 275542. Portugal 351 1 9401663 .Rumania 40 68
410420 • Slovak Republic 421 7 234088 • Sweden 46 8 220150 •
U.A.E. 971 2 779387 .UK 44 181 3909911
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CDserve Nexus Class

Price: Starts at £3995 for
Nexus Class series; €1995
for CDserve 10

Enter 1021

on Inquiry Card.

Avantis

Luton, U.K.

+441582 490092

fax:+44 1582 490046

http ://www.avantis

.co.uk

tterWaytoAc
LAN-Based CD-ROMs

Dserve Nexus Class works independently of any network file
'servers, lets a maximum of 255 concurrent users access up to

150 CD- or DVD-ROMs,and enables multimedia informationto be
retrievedacross a LAN at speeds ofup to 10 timesfaster than state-
of-the-art CD-ROM towers.

u- ighCD-ROM drives'transferrates havesteadilyincreased,
sed improvementsareoflittle benefitinshared-access appli

cations. The reason is that access timesoftoday's CD-ROMdrives
8ge ofabout 150 msslowdownconcurrentuse. CDserve

s drawbackbystoringand compressingan imageofeach
:UMon high-capacityUltra-SCSI hard drives. In addition,

CDserve's DirectNetworkAttacharchitecture usesyourLAN'sband-
!ire efficiently than file-server-based systems. When a net-
f requests access to the device, itdecompresses data on
dtransfersitat an averagetransferrateofabout6 MBps-
ientlyof the number of concurrent users,
an install CDserve Nexus Class devices in a network with-

nventional networkfile server. All you need on the worksta-
i a networkcard and a protocolstack that includesan IPX,

'/IP,orNetBIOSinterfaceandanadditional CDserveCD-ROM
driver. Thesystems work with all versions ofNovell NetWare, Win-

5,LAN Manager, Lantastic, andWindows NT NOSes.
igh-end CDserve Nexus Classseriessupportsstoragecapac

ities ofupto90 GB.If you don'tneedthehigh capacities, DVD sup
port, and performance ofUltra-SCSI and PCI technology, you can
get a less expensive CDserve10 system. -Rainer Mauth
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Portable
Thermal Printer

Designed to be integrated into office

and industrial environments,

Investix's DX 112 thermal printer

can print80columnson 112-mm-

wide paper. Ifyou have a need for

double prints, the Windows-com

patible machine prints two re

ceipts side byside on 55-mm-wide
paper.TheDX 112printer emulates
Epson and IBM printers and con
nects to several devices via RS-232

interfaces.

Price: $249.

Investix SA, Paris, France,

+33 144 63 57 57;

fax:+33 144 63 57 SO;
http:1'/www. investix.com.
Enter 1026 on Inquiry Card.

Networkirv

VPN System Secures
WANs and Intranets

With CIPRO, a VPN communications

system, you can protect multisite

networks without the restrictions

of traditional security applications.

It uses hardware-based security

gateways and fits into existing net

works without system changes. It

uses IPas the communications pro

tocol and provides for data-trans

mission speeds of up to 100 Mbps.

Price: Starts at $6950.

Radguard, TelAviv, Israel,
+972 3 645 5489;

fax: +9723 648 0859.
Enter 1057 on Inquiry Card.

Displays

Use a Large Screen
for Videoconferences

The Davis Powerscreen, a 1.5-by 1.8-

meter LCD built on Tl's Light Pro

cessing Technology,includesa Pen

tium PC module that connects to

VCRs, surround-sound speakers,and

the Internet. You can also use it to

watch TVandsatellite programsand

conduct videoconferences via ISDN.

Additionally,the Picture-in-Picture

feature offerssimultaneous display

of different sources. Via a cordless

mouse and keyboard, you can use

the Powerscreen as a standard PC.

Price: DM 28,000.

Davis, Drammen, Norway,
+473220 9000;

fax:+473220 9001;
http://www.davis.no.
Enter 1024 on Inquiry Card.

Bright 42-inch
Plasma Screen

PlasmaVision 42, A42-inch-diagonal

flat-panel display, iseasilyviewable

in any ambient-light condition

through a viewing angle of 160

degrees.You can mount it on a wall.

It supports the 16-to-9 wide-
aspect-viewing format. With over

400 ANSI lumen brightness, SVGA

resolution, and a palette of 16.7

million colors, it creates bright and

detailed images.

Price: £9875.

Steljes, Ltd.,Brentford, U.K.,
+44181213 2100;

fax:+44 181 213 2121;
http://www.steljes.co.uk.
Enter 1053 on Inquiry Card.



Security

Wibu-Key Supports
Digital Alpha

The software copy-protection system

Wibu-Key now supports Windows

NT on Digital Alpha PCs. It comes

as a series of DLL and CPLmodules,

and includes a server version that

allows the protection of an entire

network with just one dongle. The

system also works with the Intel 32-

bit emulator FXI32. The next ver

sion will be available as an Alpha-

compatible driver installation kit.

Price: Callcompany.
Wibu Systems, Karlsruhe,
Germany, +49 721 931720;
fax:+49 7219317222.
Enter 1058 on Inquiry Card.

Four Serial Ports
for the Mac

TheQuadriga/S PCI card for Power

Macs offers four high-speed serial

ports thatyou can individuallycon

figure. You can transfer data with
up to 230 KBps per port and con

figure transfer rates separately on

each port. The package includes a

software tool that allows you to

monitor each port's status. Forthe

administration of the board, you

have to use Apple's Communica

tion Toolbox.

Price: DM695.

Hermstedt, London, U.K.,
+44171242 4060;

www.byte.com

NTERNATIONAL

fax:+44 171 242 2904;
http://www.hermstedt.com.
Enter 1025 on Inquiry Card.

ADSL and Phone
on a Single Line

With Orckit's ORvision ADSL modem,

you can accessan ADSLserviceand

simultaneously make two phone
calls over a single pair of copper

wires. This is possible because the

device transmits both ADSL and

DAMLsignals concurrently. It fur

ther letsyou transferseveral mega

bits of data per second over one

regular phone line without inter

fering with the phone signals.

Price: Call company.
Orckit, TelAviv, Israel,
+ 972 3 6962121;

fax:+972 3 696 5678;
http:l'/www. orckit.com.
Enter 1028 on Inquiry Card.

New 56-Kbps
Modems in a PC Card

Intertex's PC Card modems offer 56-

Kbps high-speed Internet access.

Special features include automatic

adaptation of modem speed to

changing line conditions and a

sleep mode to save energy.A high-

end version provides additional

voice functionality, a flash EPROM,

and additional low-power-con

sumption components.

Price: From £176.

IntertexData Systems, Ltd.,
London, U.K.,
+44181870 6924;

fax:+44181 874 4788;
http:/'/www. intertex.co.uk.
Enter 1054 on Inquiry Card.

AccessR-03 Connects
LAN to WAN

Supporting TCP/IP, IPX, PPP, Mul-

tilinkPPP, RIP,X.75,andHDLCpro

Hardware

Turn C+ + applications into Java code,
and access LAN-based CD-ROMs faster.

tocols, AccessR-03 enablesyou to

connecta LAN to the Internet via

up to 30 ISDN B-channels. The

access router also includes au

thentication via PAP and CHAP as

well as identification of inbound

calls and call-back functions. In

addition, the device supports
V.42bis compression and remote
configuration.

Price: Starts at DM 5070.

Hirschmann,
Neckartenzlingen, Germany,
+49 7127140;

fax:+49 7127 141 214;
http://www.hirschmann.de.
Enter 1029 on Inquiry Card.

High-End PCs

The Scenic Pro D6 and M6 PCs come

with 233- or 266-MHz Pentium II

chips, a 512-KB L2 cache, Intel's

440LXchip set, and an on-board

monitoring system with enhanced

security functions. You can choose

between IDE and Ultra Wide SCSI

hard drives and two Matrox 3-D

graphics boards. The system in

cludes a 120-MBfloppy drive and
can receive faxes or transmit data

in sleep mode via an Advanced

Configuration and Power Interface.

Price: Starts at DM 3 799.

SiemensNixdorf,Munich,
Germany, +49 821 8043680;
fax:+49 821 804 3600.
Enter 1022 on Inquiry Card.

Multiprocessor
Internet Server

Pericom's Quattro Internet server

allows multiprocessing under Win
dows NT and Unix with up to four

180-MHz Pentium Pro CPUs. The

Quattro providesslots for 12 hot-
swappable SCSI hard drivesand four

peripherals. The built-in manage
ment circuitry monitorsall hardware

components for signsof trouble and

reports the system status backto the

software. Theserverincludesa num

ber of security features, including
mechanical lock loop.

Price: £2499.

Pericom Desktop Networks,
Milton Keynes, U.K.,
+ 441908 265533;

fax:+44 1908 265534;
http://www.pericom.co.uk/
networks/.

Enter 1023 on Inquiry Card.

uniprocessor

Multimedia Servers
Interconnect via ATM

Withthe Antara real-timeservers,you

can distribute large amounts of

multimedia data efficiently over a
broadband network. The systems,

which include parallel 200-MHz
PowerPC chips or parallel200-MHz

Pentium Pro processors, intercon
nect via25- to 622-MbpsATM net
works. They also have powerful
multimedia search-and-retrieve

software. The microkernel is com

patible with Unix,Chorus,and Win

dows NT.

Price: Callcompany.
CSTechnologies Informatiques,
Paris, France,

+33153 672188;

fax:+33 153 69 21 53;
http://www.csti.fr.
Enter 1055 on Inquiry Card.

continued
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International Software

Easy-to-Understand
Neural Networks

The NEUframe neural-network devel-

opment toolkit now comes with a

Rule-Fi reMatrixfacility that letsyou

understand a neural network's deci

sion-making process and enhance
the quality of embedded solutions.
It also includes radial basis functions

and the ability to input graphical

image data directly into a network.

The professional version of NEU

frame also supports the Windows
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Xbase++

Price: DM699 for the EEP
version; DM799 for the
final version

Enter 1030

on Inquiry Card.

Alaska Software

Eschborn, Germany

+49 6196 95720

fax:+49 6196 975222

100436.1375@compuserve

.com

anslatesClipp
Applications to 32-bitWindows

Ithough Wndows isclearlythe waytheworldisgoingthese days,
1 »DOS is not dead yet.Manylargecompanies havecriticalDOS
database applications that were written in Xbase-compatible pro
gramming languages such as CA-Clipper. Xbase++ forWndows
95/ NTopens a wayforthese applicationsto moveto the32-bitworld.

Xbase++is, apartfromsomefunctions and aliases thatare notavail
able, compatiblewithClipper5.2. Recompilation of existing Clipper
source code withXbase++ will translateyourcode intoa running 32-
bitapplication. Inaddition,Xbase++ letsyoudesign aGUI thatmakes
yourprogramlooklikea nativeWndows 95 or NTapplication.Italso
providesan excellent means to furtherenhance code usin''"
oriented features such as multiple inheritance.

The Early Experience Program (EEP) Itested comes withthe
Xbase compiler,Microsoft's help compiler,a debugger running in
character mode, a GUI builder, database engines, several sample
programs, and programminglibrariesfor static and dynamic bind
ing.Fordevelopers whowant to get afeeling ofthe product's
the EEP version makes a lot of sense.

However, this version includes several bugs in the GUI builde
and emulator. Some GUI elements either don't look like Wndows

controls ordon't workproperly. Additionally, the GUIemulationpro
cess of the EEP version is slow.

Despitethese problems, AlaskaSoftware hasdeveloped asophisti
cated toolthat iseasy to use and evensupports multithreading. Expect
the final version of Xbase++ to be released bythe end of the year.

—Bcrnhard Steppan
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OLE automation interface for doc

ument embedding.

Price: Starts at £350.

Neural ComputerSciences,
Totton, U.K.,

+44 1703 667775;

fax:+44 1703 663730;
http://www.ncs.co.uk.
Enter 1031 on Inquiry Card.

Convert C++
Applications into Java

If you want to convert your C/C++

applications into lava without
reprogramming, Elements Con-

verter/J mayhelpyou.Itworks par
ticularly well with graphical inter

faces that are to be published on

the Internet.Thesoftwaresupports

the development of Java clients for

existingclient/server applications
as well asconcurrentdevelopment

in Java and C/C++.
Price:Call company.
Neuron Data,

Neu-Isenburg, Germany,
+49 610 273 70;

fax:+49 610273 7199;
http:i'/www. neurondata.com.
Enter 1032 on Inquiry Card.

gineering

CADdy Makes
Design Easier

The CADdy 14.0 Electronic Design

module now includes Windows NT

compatibilityand increased graph

icsperformance. It also makes han

dling of design elements easier and

provides optimized data-exchange

functionality. Additionally, it lets

you create comprehensive docu
mentation of your design and syn

ch ronize2-D and 3-D views to in

crease development speed.

Price: Starts at DM 7400.

Ziegler-Informatics,
Monchengladbach, Germany,
+49 216 695 556;

fax:+49 216 695 5600;
http:i'/www. caddy,de.
Enter 1033 on Inquiry Card.

Multimedia

Professional
Video-Editing Suite

Controlling input devices and re-

corders via FireWire, RS-232, and

RS-422 interfaces, Assembly Line

eXtra (ALX) is video-editing soft
ware for the professional user. In
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Cuiln Cut

addition to the common insert and

assemble editing techniques, it lets

you mark scenes that you want to

revise and caches them on a hard

disk.When your clip iscompletely
edited, the software automatically

combines the original scenes with

the material stored on the hard disk.

Price: Starts at DM 598.

COMO: Computer &Motion,
Raisdorf Germany,
+49430783 580;

fax: +49 430 783 5899;
http://www.como.com.
Enter 1039 on Inquiry Card.

Better Web Publishing

The Web publishing tool DynaBase now

offers enhanced performance and

dynamic-publishing features. It
includesa multithreaded client with

a simpleuserinterfacethat helpsto
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create, manage, and develop large
Web content of various data types

and sources. Its object-oriented

database stores HTML, graphics,

scripts, and applets in a clear and

structured way.sothatyou can eas

ily retrieve these objects.

Price: £32,000.
Inso, London, U.K., +44 181
9471122; fax: +44 181 947
1810; http:IIwww. inso.com.
Enter 1038 on Inquiry Card.

Virus Checker
for Notes

The WatchDog security checker for

Lotus Notes detects viruses in e-

mail, attachments, and Notes data

bases. It stores contaminated files

in a separate database and applies

third-party virus programs, such

as those from Dr. Solomon's and

Sophos. Inaddition, it investigates

compressed files and even decom

presses the files if necessary.

Price: DM 5600 (server
license).
Group,Karlsruhe, Germany,
+49 721625 010;

fax:+49 721625 0199;
http://www.GROUP-WP.de.
Enter 1059 on Inquiry Card.

Utility Pack Makes
Internet Access Faster

The Webplanet-Tools internet utilities

for Windows95and NTletyou op
erate more than 20 search engines

simultaneously. Thepackage checks

source pages of downloaded doc

uments for revisions and updates

them automatically. You can also

update downloaded sites when

the browser points to theiron-line

equivalent. If you use the system

with an intranet, it integrates with

your local search engines.

Price: DM 199; intranet

edition, DM 249.

www.byte.com

Software

Contact: Webplanet,
Grasbrunn, Germany,
+49 89 462009830;

fax: +49 89 46 200 98 420;
http://www.webplanet.de/.
Enter 1060 on Inquiry Card.

Secure Your E-Mail

Stoplock Secure E-Mail is a security

extension for Microsoft Exchange

that directly integrates with the

menu of Exchange 4.0. The pack

age offers transparent decryption

for all authorized users. Network

managers can administrate the

security setup of Stockplot Secure
E-Mail remotely.

Price: £60.

PCSL,Marlow,U.K.,
+44 1628 890390;

fax:+44 1628 890116;
http://www.pcsl.com.
Enter 1061 on Inquiry Card.

Black Box Monitors
Computer Activities

Like the black boxinairplanes, the Dig-

italScreen Archiver(DSA25) records

a computer's activities over a pe

riod of several years. It takes and

arch ives screen shots of the cu rrent

activities in regular time intervals.

lts25-to-1 compression algorithm
allows up to two years of activity

to fit onto one magneto-optical
disc. Therefore, you can trace any

transaction back to its origin, and

formerly undetected access to a

computer may be revealed by the

DSA25 archive.

Price: Call company.
DB Research, Bootle, U.K.,
+441519441448;

fax:+44 151944 1418;
http:I'/www.dbresearch.co.uk.
Enter 1034 on Inquiry Card.

DAQ Made Simple
with DAQ Wizards in

LabVIEW 4.1

Free LabVIEW 4.1

Evaluation Package

www.natinst.com/mags/tabvlew41.Mnt

f
^NATIONAL

INSTRUMENTS
TheSoftwareis theInstrument™

European Branch Offices:
Austria 0662 45 79 90 0

Belgium 02 757 00 20 • Denmark 45 76 26 00
Finland 09 527 2321 • France 01 48 14 24 24

Germany 089 741 31 30 • Italy 02 413091
Netherlands 31 348 43 346 6 • Norway 32 84 84 00

Spain 91 640 0085 • Sweden 08 730 49 70
Switzerland 056 200 51 51 • U.K. 01635 523545

U.S. Corporate Headquarters
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loday,

'thousands of

'users are success

Irulry using LabVIEW,

the world's leading

instrumentation

'software package,

their data acquisi

tion (DAQ) systems.

Now, with the new DAQ

in LabVIEW 4.1,

successful DAQapplications

are easier than ever. From

the time you open the LabVIEW

package, you are only a few

minutes and a few mouse clicks

away from a custom solution

designed for you. Whether you

are looking for a temperature

monitoring system, a PC-based

multimeter, oscilloscope, or

waveform generator, or

countless other

applications, LabVIEW

4.1 has you up and

running in a fraction of

the time it takes with other

software. Discover how the

new DAQ Wizards bring you

instant success!

LabVIEW -

It's Just That Easy
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One makes software theft illegal,
the other makes it impossible.

If you would rather take the law into your own hands, the DESkey range of products have security designed into
the hardware. ASICs and microprocessors running proprietary algorithms provide real protection.

A comprehensive range of drivers and our software protection utility DESlock, work to bring the highest level
of security with the minimum of effort.

Call today for product information, demonstration units and technical advice. Don'tjustDongle it- DESkey it
PC MAC PC Card UNIX etc

r_B_aV
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CARD

McmlKT ol •_•»T_L,

fiist -m
MacOS

0S'2.WABf 1 DESkey
Data Encryption Systems Limited

Silver StreetHouse, Silver Street, Taunton, Somerset UK TA13DL
Telephone 01823352357 Fax01823352358 BBS01823352259 Email sales®des.co.uk tvuw.des.co.uk
ESELPROMA Nijendal 42,3972KQ Postbus 170,3970AD, Driebergen, Netherlands
KJELECTRONICA Telephone +31 (0)343 518724 Fax +31 (0)343 512286 Email info@elproma.nl

International Customer Service
Contact your local BYTE Subscription Representative
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Gerry Westerhof
Phone: 31 72 509 1855
Fax: 31 72 509 1145

Bulgaria
Daniel Christov

Phone/Fax: 359 2 943 4203

France
Eric Le Quinio
Phone: 33 1 49 77 03 06

Fax: 33 1 43 76 74 29
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Wolfgang Brezina
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Fax: 49 89 529 850
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Dr. Margot Kahleyss
Phone/Fax: 49 30 841 0161

Greece
Maria Hadjioannou
Phone: 30 61 620384
Fax: 30 61 272072

Hungary
Imre Szabo

Phone: 36 76 488888
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Ian Bangham
Phone: 353 1 280 7133
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Italy
Enrico Campia
Phone/Fax: 39 11 898 0240

Middle East
Zafar Inamdar
Phone: 971 4 666788
Fax: 971 4 621149

Poland
Wlodek Bincyzk
Phone/Fax: 48 2 2625 2275
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Moscow: Dmitriy Koloskov
Phone/Fax: 7 095 432 0500
Novosibirsk: Oksana Gnezdilov
Phone/Fax: 7 3832 495714
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Gunnar Sandbjerg
Phone: 45 33 14 2226
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Lauge Dehn
Phone: 45 86 223188

Fax: 45 86 228159
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Bernadette Jackson

Phone: 27 31 7008628
Fax: 27 31 7001979

Johannesburg: MAST
Phone: 27 11 8804988
Fax: 27 11 4428327
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Barcelona: Javier Casellas

Phone/Fax: 34 3 238 0342
Madrid: Eduardo Montojo
Phone/Fax: 34 1 5716685
or Henri Misrahi
Phone: 34 1 7337346

Fax: 34 1 7338970

Turkey
Cengiz Eren
Phone: 90 216 345 3473

Fax: 90 216 346 2464

United Kingdom
Peter Gregson
Phone: 44 1 61 430 3423

Fax: 44 1 61 494 6976

or John Luker

Phone: 44 1 258 821114

Fax: 44 1 258 821115

Latin America
Julian Sanchez

Phone: 787-781 -7796

Fax: 787-749-0898

Brazil
Jocelio Valle

Phone: 55 21 233-8180
Fax: 55 21 233-8886

Asia Pacific
Rudy Teng
Phone: 886 2 725 1701

Fax: 886 2 725 1706

South Asia
ArijitGuin, Jr.
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InterCon -PrintServer
For Excellent Connections

NetWare
Tested end MICROSOFT
Approved WINDOWS

BRA:rosoft ___ _4.JL

Features

• Configurable with any HTML 3.x Internet browser
• Multiprotocol support of all operating systems
• Automatic recognition of the used network connector
• Software update/upgrade via download in Flash-EPROM
• Printer status request from host computer
• Automatic protocol recognition
• Configuration parameters can be edited by software
• Configuration via printer operation panel (for KYOCERA)
• Recognition and reaction to network environment changes
• Supports 16 queues on 16 servers (Novell)
• Support of 8 logical printers
• Easy Installation via PCONSOLE (Novell)
• Status button

More information about InterCon:

SEH Computertechnik GmbH
Siidring 11 D-33647 Bielefeld, Germany
Phone: +49/521 / 94226-0

Fax: +49/521/94226-99

Internet: http:// www.seh.de
E-Mail: info@seh.de

Compuserve-Id: 100742,1452

Microsoft is a registered trademark and Microsoft Internet Explorer is a trademark of Microsoft.

Software Support

• Novell 4.x NetWare Directory Services (NDS)
• Novell 2.x, 3.x, 4.x Bindery Mode
• SNMP (MIB II and SEH Privat MIB)
• HTML/HTTP configurable
• UNIX (TCP/IP)
• Apple Ether/TokenTalk
• Windows NT (TCP/IP)
• Windows '95 (SEH PrintMonitor)
• BS2000 RSO Spool (V. 2.3A, V. 3.0A)

Hardware Support

Ethernet 10Base2/5/T/FL (BNC, AUI, RJ45, ST)

• IC53-ETHER-KYO-5

• IC53-ETHER-KYO-FL

• IC55-ETHERPOCKET

• IC57-ETHER-EPSON

Token Ring STP,UTP (IBM Typel/2, Type3)

• IC60-TOKEN-KYO

Ethernet 100BaseTX (RJ45)

• IC73-FAST-KYO-TX

• IC77-FAST-EPSON-TX

SEH
Computertechnik GmbH
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Thinking Smart Cards?
New!

ASE-II" - Next

Generation ASE

In the new world of smart cards, ASE is all you need to develop and
deploy smart card applications.

• ASEDr/Ve Pro™ - The most versatile smart card drive
Well connected: Interface to both PC internal and

external, serial and parallel ports

Secure: Second card slot or SIM socket for

authentication and security

Fast: PC-drive communication speed up
to 115 Kbps. Cards support up
to 76.8Kbps

On time: Real Time Clock for e-commerce or

digital signature

Knows its cards: Multi card protocolT=0;T=l;T=l4;
Memory: PC, XPC, 2/3 bus

Configurable: ASEDrive internal firmware
downloadable from the PC

Ready for the future: PC/SC Ready

To order your ASE developers kit
visit our web site today - www.aks.com!
North America AladdinKnowledge Systems Inc. 800562-2543,847 808-0300, Fax: 847808-0313, Email: ase.sales@iis.aks.com
Int'lOffice Aladdin Knowledge Systems Ltd. +972 3 636-2222, Fax: +972 3 537-5796, Email: ase.sales@aks.com
Germany Aladdin Germany +4989894221-65, Fax: +498989-42-21-40, Email: info@fast-ag.de
UK AladdinKnowledge Systems UK Ltd. +441753 622266, Fax: +441753 622262. Email: sales@aldn.co.uk
Japan Aladdin Japan Co., Ltd. +81 426 60-7191, Fax: +81 426 60-7194, Email: sales@aladdin.co.jp
France Aladdin France SA +33 1 41-37-70-30, Fax: +33 141-37-70-39, Email: info@aladdin.fr
Benelux AladdinSoftware Security Benelux B.V. +31 24648-8444, Fax: +3124645-1981, Email: aladdin@worldaccess.nl
Russia AladdinSoftware Security R.D.Ltd. +7 095923-0588, Fax: +7 095928-6781. Email: ase@aladdin.ru

W ASESoff"-

Versatile:

Powerful:

O/S savvy:

y ASECards"

The software library for smart cards
Supports most smart card types
Interoperability with high level API or
transmission level API

Supports Windows NT, 95

A wide selection of smart cards

Memory, protected memory, CPU and
Cryptographic cards support

^ ASECrypfo* - The cryptographic library
RSA; DES; TripleDES support and more. Compatible
with Microsoft PC/SC cryptographic tools

• ASE-FES™ - Sample smart card-based file
encryption system

1-800-562-2543
www.aks.com

ALADDIN
© Aladdin Knowledge System: 1997 (10/97) ASE is a trademark of Aladdin Know edge 'Subject to export licens KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS LTD
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3E1 Operating Systems

NT Server 4.0 Enterprise Edition moves Windows NT a major step
toward enterprise-level capabilities. By Morgan Stern and Gary Monti

Microsoft Laces Up for the Enterprise Race
f you've ever seen an Olym
pian sprinter prepare for a
race, then you've probably
noticed the pre-race ceremo

ny: a few quick warm-ups leading to a
dramatic pause in the starting blocks just
before the explosive dash to victory. If
Windows NT 5.0 symbolizes the dash to
victory for Microsoft, then Windows NT
Server Enterprise Edition is the dramat
icpause, an opportunity for Microsoft to
gather its thoughts, make minor adjust
ments, and prepare for the effort ahead.

Enterprise Edition builds on NT Serv
er 4.0 to fortify the OS for the rigors of
enterprise computing. With this upgrade,
Microsoft has made NT a more scalable,
reliable, and manageable platform.

The upgrade has a number of notable
changes,includingsupport for up to eight
processors on a singleserver and up to 32
processors in special OEMversions to be
offered by hardware manufacturers. An
other new feature, called 4GB Memory
Tuning, increases the upper limit of mem
ory that can be addressed by a single
process from 2 GBto 3 GBfor Intel-based
servers with enough RAM (see the Tech
Focus box on page 46). This RAM need
not allbe physicalRAM; the extra address
space can provide significant perfor
mance benefits for I/O-intensive applica
tions, such as SQLServer.

Microsoft packages additional features
of the Enterprise Edition asmodules that
can be installed separately or in combina-

TECHNOLOGY * * • •

IMPLEMENTATION • * •

tion. Three important new ones are the
Cluster Server (formerly known by its
codename,"Wolfpack"), the Transaction
Server (which was previously download
able from http://www.microsoft.com),
and the MessageQueue Server. Microsoft

tansaction Servei Explorer - Components Microsoft Windows NT

Server 4.0

I Enterprise Edition

for 25 client licenses

(90-MHzPentiumorAlpha
RISC, 64 MB of RAM, and

500-MB disk required)

Microsoft Corp.

Redmond, WA

206-882-8080

http://www.microsoft.com

File View look Help

BQ Computers
B -_§ My Computet

B-Q PackagesInstalled
B __/ System

-P"! Components
O Roles

&•& Utilities
ffl-Q

Q Roles
C~i Remote Components

-$jf Transaction List
I TtansactionStatistics

€^ Ttace Messages Zl

^Transaction Servei E...

Enter 1073

on InquiryCard.

The Microsoft Transaction Server is but one of the new

components offered in the NT Server 4.0 Enterprise Edition.

also continues to bundle Internet Infor

mation Server (IIS) 3.0 and FrontPage 97
with the package.Allthese additional fea
tures are burned into a companion CD
called the Component CD.

Safety in Clusters
Organizations looking for increased serv
er availabilitycan implement the Micro
soft Cluster Server to construct a two-

server,automaticfail-over configuration.
In a cluster, if one server either requires
service or crashes due to a hardware fail

ure, the second server takes over from the
unavailableunit and automatically re
stores any existing server connections.
This representsMicrosoft's PhaseI phi
losophyfor clustering. Load balancing
and multinode clustering will both be
addressed in phasesIIand III, with release
dates yet to be announced.

To create a server cluster, you need a
pair ofnetwork adapter cards to act asthe

interconnection between the clustered

servers. An external SCSI disk subsystem
provides common storage for the two
servers, eachattachedseparatelythrough
anapprovedSCSI controller. Before buy
ing anyhardware, we recommend check
ing the Microsoft Cluster Server Hard
ware Compatibility List for components
that have passed Microsoft's Cluster Val
idation Test, a subset of the standard NT
4.0Hardware CompatibilityList(HCL).
Thisisviewable at http://www.microsoft
.com/hwtest/hcl.

New Chrome and Tail Fins
The two other main Enterprise Edition
components, the MessageQueue Server
andtheTransaction Server, should appeal
to enterprises planning to use NT as an
application-development platform.

TheMessage Queue Server, anappli
cation-to-applicationmessaging service,
lets developers use the Microsoft Mes-
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Eval

sage Queue service to support asynchro
nous communications between a sender

and a receiver passing data in any format
that isunderstood by both parties. Because
it's asynchronous, message queuing can
work around any application and network
failures. The queuing function stores mes
sages during network or intermediate sys
tem failure, which allows it to maintain
integrity while it determines whether to re
transmit or reroute.

The Transaction Server provides high-
volume transaction-processing services
that permit developersto useoff-the-shelf
ActiveX controls to create three-tier cli

ent/server applications. By putting a lay
er between the client application and a
server-based database, such as SQLServ
er, the Transaction Server increases your
programming flexibilitybyassumingcon
trol of the interfaces to the back-end serv

ers.Developerscan createclientfront-end
applications using any of a number of
tools, such as Visual Basicor Active Serv
er Pages, leavingthe complexityof man
agingthe interactionswith multipledata
bases up to the Transaction Server.

Set It Up, Joe
The installation program matches the
standard NT 4.0 process, right through
the final reboot. Upon authenticating to
the server for the first time, you encounter
a mandatory ServicePack3 (SP3) update.
Cynics and mystics might ponder why
the Enterprise Edition install wasn't inte
gratedwith the restof the install,but once
the process is completed, the Enterprise
Installer launches and provides an inter
face for installation of the various pack
agescontained on the Component CD.

Though inelegant, this installation pro
cedure allowed us to upgrade a standard
NTServer to the Enterprise Edition in less
than 10minutes. One quick system reboot
later, and the server was up and running.
Thosewithaneyefordetailwillnoticethat
the EnterpriseEditionbuild is identified
asBuild1381,which isconsistent with the
current, standard release of Windows NT
Server4.0/SP3. SP3 alwayssupported eight
processors and4-GB memory tuning, but
the capabilities werekeptin reserve until
now,accordingto Microsoft.

Onceyou'repasttheEnterprise Installer,
the package doesn't look much different
than its predecessor except for the new
splashscreenidentifying it as the Enter
prise Edition. Component-package instal
lations are straightforward. Microsoft
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Microsoft Laces Up for the Enterprise Race

Cluster Server,Message Queue, and Trans
action Server all follow the standard instal

lation format for Microsoft products.

Wrap It Up, Take It Home
When Microsoft announced the Enter

prise Edition at Scalability Day, it also an
nounced availabilityof aspecialEnterprise
Edition version of SQLServer. Naturally,
corporations willwant to implement both
products as a pair so they can take advan
tage of the improved transaction process
ing. However, the release of the Enterprise
Edition version of SQLServer will lag at

TECH FOCUS

Front Page97. As the number of technol
ogy updates and bug fixes increased, the
time required to test all components ex
tended dramatically, as did the time be
tween Service Pack releases. By designat
ing Service Packs as the exclusive vehicle
for bug fixes, Microsoft hopes to resume
a more regular release schedule—surely
welcome news to administrators.

According to Microsoft, the compo
nents that will be unique to the Enter
prise Edition are the changes to the core
OS(i.e., support for up to eight processors
and 4-GBmemory tuning) and the Cluster

RAM

Tuning Up for 4 GB
While both the standard and Enterprise Edition versions ofWindows NTServer 4.0 can address

up to 4 GB of RAM, the 4GBMemoryTuning (4GT)feature of Enterprise Edition allowsthe
server to use up to 1 GBmore RAM than the standard version allows for memory-intensive

processes. Inthe standard version, up to 2 GBof memory is made available to processes, while

the other 2 GBis available to the NTkernel. 4GTadjusts the way in which the server handles

memory so that up to 3 GBof RAM can be used by processes, leaving the other 1 GBfor the

kernel. Applications must be specially modified to take advantage of 4GT.

It may be some time before most organizations willbe able to take advantage of 4GT, be
cause the server must be configured with at least 2 GBof physical RAM. However,as the price

of memory continues to drop, such large amounts of RAM will likely become more common

for large application servers.

least two to three months behind that of

NT Server Enterprise Edition.
With the release of Enterprise Edition

soon to be overshadowed by the impend
ing arrival of NT 5.0, one has to wonder
how this release fits into the NT product
line. Adding to the confusion is Micro
soft's decision to bundle versions of the

Transaction and Message Queue servers
into the first release of the Windows NT

Option Pack.
Microsoft recently changed its Service

Packstrategyto shorten the time between
bug-fix releases. StartingwithService Pack
4, technology updates will no longer be
included. Instead, they will be released as
components of the Windows NT4.0 Op
tion Pack.

The Option Pack contains version 4.0
of IIS, version 2.0 of the Transaction Serv
er, version 1.0of the Message Queue Serv
er, and the Routing and Remote Access
Service (RRAS) update. In addition to be
ing availableas a low cost CD-ROM, the
Option Pack will be available as a free
download from the Microsoft Web site.

Before this change, all ServicePacksup
to and includingSP3 contain bug fixesand
technology updates, such as IIS 3.0 and

Server. In addition, the version of the Mes
sageQueue Server that ships with the Op
tion Pack is a scaled-down one, lacking
many of the features that ship in the Enter
priseNTServerversion.AnEnterprise Edi
tion version of NT5.0 isexpected to be re
leased when the standard version ships.

For organizations that are looking to
increase the performance and reliability
of their NT servers, NT4.0 Enterprise Edi
tion will bring them closer to their goal.
Byoffering features such as eight-proces
sor support and the Cluster Server,Micro
soft is taking an eagerly anticipated step
toward offering a truly enterprise-worthy
OS. However, organizations looking for
other enterprise-type features, such as a
true directory service,will have to wait for
NT Server 5.0, which is due sometime lat
er this year. Q

Morgan Stern isa network consultant based in
Boston.You cancontacthim bysendinge-mail
to morganst@world.std.com. Gary Monti is a

network systemsengineerforInternationalNet-
workServices in New England. You can reach
himat gary_monti@ins.com. Morganand Gary
arecoauthors o/TMT Enterprise Network Design
(Sybex, 1997).
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3E1 Internet Phones

New smart phones incorporate both voice and data for
e-mail and Internet access. By Michelle Campanale

Smart Phones Make the Grade

or the past year, smart phones
have been little more than an

overhyped idea. Now, after
debuting in Europe early this

year, these all-in-one hand-held devices
for sending and receiving voice, e-mail,
and Internet data are finally becoming
available in the U.S.

Wireless phones with e-mail and Inter
net capability come in two flavors, one
based on Global Systemfor Mobile Com
munications (GSM) cellular networks,
and the other based on Cellular Digital
Packet Data (CDPD) networks. Three
unitswere on the market at presstime,and
many vendors are starting production. I
looked at Samsung and Mitsubishi units
that work with CDPD 1.1. Nokia was

unable to send its GSM-based Commu

nicator 9000 in time for this review.

MoreThan Meets the Eye
I spent a week with Samsung's Duette
and Mitsubishi's MobileAccess 120.1

quickly realized that smart phones do
not live by hardware alone. Many com
ponents make the smart phone tick, in
cluding the hardware itself, the cellular
voice service, the cellular data service
(which includes e-mail service and an
address), a text-based Web browser, and
content.

The only third-party application you
may need is Puma's IntelliSync soft
ware for Pocket Net phones. It synchro
nizes desktop applications with those
on the phone.

Luckily for me, AT&TPocket Net Ser
vicepackaged everythingI needed to get
the smart phone up and running, includ
ing AT&T's data service (Pocket Net),
voice service, and Unwired Planet's UP
.Link software platform and browser
(which bundles a variety of Internet-
related software and services).AT&Tsells
the phones for $299 and unlimited use
of the data service for $29.95 a month. It

TECHNOLOGY

IMPLEMENTATION

PERFORMANCE

also provides voice service (in certain
markets, at least) and bundles the con
nectivity software and pushed content.

Pull for Push
Setting up both phones to accessUnwired
Planet's pushed Internet contentwas sim
ple. I downloaded the software on my
laptop, registeredeachphone with a user
nameand password,and configuredmy
personalinformationmanager(PIM), cal
endar, and address book, which are stored
on Unwired Planet's Handheld Device

Markup Language (HDML)server. I con
figured eachphonefor the rightLCD con
trast, tone volume, and speed-dial num
bers. I could check e-mail, the weather
report, news, and even play a game of
hangman on each unit.

Connecting to Unwired Planet's server
to access this content was faster than I

expectedand surprisingly reliable. Icon
nected at various times throughout the

••*•* Outstanding ••** Very Good *** Good ** Fair

day. The maximum connect time was 7
seconds. Another bonus was the time it

took to get the information I needed.
Witha laptop, youmustwaitto boot up,
spend time connecting to an Internet ser
vice provider (ISP), and navigate to the
rightWeb site. Withasmartphone,ittook
a matter of secondsto flip on the power
and navigateto the stock quotes menu. If
there's a killer application for smart
phones, it's definitely pushtechnology.

Besides using Pocket Net, the Mit
subishiand Samsungphones are similar
inafewotherways. Bothcomewithany
time technical and customer support.
Bothphones are similar in form and func
tion. Eachphone isfull-duplex and pro
vides Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) data
encryption and IS-90 authentication. The
two phones come with a PIMand a cal
endar,and haveserial-portinterfaces to
their 19.2-Kbps CDPD modems. What
differentiates thesetwophonesaresome
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TECH FOCUS TECHNOLOGIES

tlmost every^ ^AImost;every cellular carrier plans to convert its networks to digital technology inthe
cominqdecade.Variousdiqitalcellularvoicetechnoloqies-timedivisionmumingtfecade. variousdigi^

r _ (TDMA). codedivision multipleaccess (CDMA), Global Systemfor Mobile Communications
(GSM), and Personal iEommunications Services (PCS)-arevyingto replace Advanced

J;•;" Mobile Phone System (AMPS) astheU.S. standard for voice. Time will tell which one pre
vails. Butfor now, thosewhoneed digital wirejess voice and data communications thatare

%>:<- widespread, reasonably priced, and reliabie can use theAMPS/ddPD (Cellular Digital

?-"i the analog technology, CDPD, was standardized in1993andcantransmitdataat 19.2
-•"" Kbps. Itusesthe#isfti^ inthe 800- to 900-MHzrange

ofthe radiospectrum.Accordingto the CDPD Forum, CDPD isdeployedin 151 domestic
SiS^jjii!^ £?l__i*__. ;^£%M&^^+u- ii c'__.«_»_
»» ationai markets. It makes up :rceritofthe U.S. mar-arketsandqverSOli..

t Boththe Miteubishi andSamsung smartphones useCDPD 1.1andoverlay CDPD (used
for data comihunications) ontoA^

CDPD itself is a layered architecturethat can be sandwichedbetween manydifferent
fefe*€m*»c nfx/nJ^^r-HnqJogies, such asCDMA and TDMA. In fact, CDPD doesn't care which

isSverlaid onto. BothCDMA andTDMA arecurrently being developed to

$$X* CDPITsi
yen specifications haveonlyrrecently been set.

Iflft^to rfse TCP/IP, whicl|n§l|^|f|:DPD modem a
-."WW

true IP node. ubishiand Samsung phones Itested have the abilityto connect to
|glcable) and act as apacket modem (and in theMitsubishi phone's

case,acircuit^swjtched modemaswell).There's also abroad range of development tools
i language-

keyfeatures and a fewsubtledetailsthat
contribute to eachphone's usability.

Mobile Champ
The first thing that struck me about the
Mitsubishi MobileAccess120phone was
itsbacklit screenand keys.The entire key
lights up, not justthe numberor letteron
the key. With the SamsungDuette, the
screenisalsobacklit,butonlythe numbers
on the keysare lit.That's important, espe
ciallyat night.

Moreimportant, though, theMobileAc
cess 120 has three user modes: voice, data,
and dual.While I checkedmye-mail,Iwas
ableto receive an incomingcall.With the
Samsung Duette (which has either voice
or data modes only), incoming calls re
ceiveda busysignalwhen I checkedmy
e-mail. Bothphones'19.2-Kbps CDPD mo
demcanconnectto alaptoporviaaspecial
serialcableand serveasa packetmodem.
The MobileAccess 120alsohasa 14.4-Kbps
Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS)
modem thatyoucanuse, inthesame fash
ion, asa circuit-switched modem.

I liked being able to store 99names and
numbers in the MobileAccess 120's mem
ory. Onthe Duette, the limit is40. Addi
tionally, theMobileAccess 120 has a few
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empty memory slots for future expand
ability and to accommodate future en
hancements and new applications.

The Mitsubishi smart phone is well
thought out, gaining extra points for its
viewability. Invoicemode,thephone's dis
playshowsalargebattery-indicatorpicture,
in addition to date and time displays. (The
Duette does not show the date and time

while in voice mode and has a very small
batteryindicator.) TheMobileAccess 120's

lilR|QlliMP»

AT&T Pocket Net ! ^408-730-5900
$29.95a month for _; http://www
data services v \. ,„ ,mobileaccessphone.com

*(PC"andMa«3^^tv;jV-ifiiter1071
AT&TWirelessServices-?fohInquiry Card.
Kifkland.WA ._*-',
888-299-8558, ^99 (standard bat-

Samsung Duette

42^-803-4000rV*^*tery, adapter, desktop
charger)
Samsung Telecom
munications America

Richardson, TX
'888-987-4357

http://www.att.com/
wireless/data/
Enter1070 % ,
onInquiry Card;"5 *: • **•

Mitsubishi ! " f^,
iMobileAccess^[20p 972-761-7000
$299(standardbafc-,;'< http://www.sec
tery.adapterftiifckie .samsung.co.kr/
charger) ^ Telecom/product/
Mitsubishi Persona) wireless/mobile/shp10
MobileCommunications -html
Division Enter1072
Sunnyvale; CA i*- on^qulvf Cards -

viewabilityisalsoimprovedbyitsuseofbig
fonts. The Duette's screen is larger, but it
wastesa lot of itsspaceand usessmallfonts.

I also liked Mitsubishi's Power Navi

gating tools, which are basicallyshortcuts.
Bypressingdown on and holding a num
ber, I was able to avoid having to press
enter after each number when navigating
the menus. Another neat feature is the

phone's voicemute button (totemporarily
block your voice when you're talking on
the phone). Finally, the MobileAccess 120
has a slightly smaller form factor than the
Duette. It stored easily in my pocket. All
this, in addition to its backlit keys, large
memorystorage,dualdataandvoicemodes,
and good viewability, earn the Mitsubishi
MobileAccess 120 recommended status.

Separated at Birth
With a keypad astonishinglysimilarto my
TV's remote control, the Samsung Duette
has a familiar look and feel. This interface

makes it quick and easyto get acquainted
with the phone's voiceand data menu sys
tems. It hassoft phone keysand arrow keys
for all four directions (the MobileAccess
120has only up and down keys).Its learn
ingcurveisabit easierthan the Mitsubishi
phone,dueto itsintuitivekeypad.Intruth,
though, it's not easysending e-mailusing
the smallkeypad on either phone.

Akey differentiator of the Duette isthe
desktop charger that comesstandard with
the unit. It recharges in less than 40 min
utes. The Mitsubishi phone comeswith a
tricklechargerthat takes8hoursto charge.

Bothphoneshaveaudiocontrols,which
is important becauseall keypad action is
accompaniedby a sound. The MobileAc
cess120'stones are shrilland high-pitched.
The Duette's tones are more bearable,
especially ifyou've used the keyboardfor
a long time.

I didn't like the fact that the Duette has

onlytwo modes:voiceand data. The fact
that youcan't usethesetwo modessimul
taneously, as you can on the Mitsubishi
phone, isa major minus. During my tests,
incoming callswere unavailable to me, in
real time, when I used the Duette to access
the Internet or check e-mail. Though the
Samsung Duette has a familiarinterface,
fast battery charger, and nonannoying
tones, it is less feature-rich, overall, than
the Mitsubishi MobileAccess 120. 19

Michelle Campanale isa technicaleditorlocated
inBYTE'sSan Mateooffice. Youcancontacther
at Michelle@dev5.byte.com.
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